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Preface
The sun generates a wide range of frequencies (or wavelengths) of radiant
energy. Only a small part of them, is visible and/or usable by plants and an-
imals. This visible light ranges from blue-violet to deep-red and in between
all the other colors of the rainbow.
About 98% of incident sun-light on a calm sea-surface is transmitted to
the seawater. This penetrated light is either used for photosyntheses, atr
sorbed by seawater constituents and/or scattered back out of the seawater
body. This light, leaving the seawater surface, (i.e. color) is characterized
by the absorption and scattering properties of everything in the seawater
column, including the seawater itself. This relationship can mathematically
be represented by a forward model. The forward model can, in turn, be
inverted to retrieve the absorption and scattering properties (or generally
inherent optical properties) of the seawater column. The inherent optical
properties are related to the types and concentrations of dissolved and sus-
pended constituents in the seawater. In consequence, changes in sea-colors
can be assigned to changes in type and concentration of suspended and
dissolved materials in the seawater.
The color of the sea can remotely be sensed by earth observation tech-
niques. In this perspective, remote sensing offers a unique opportunity to
assess and monitor seawater quality parameters. However, the visible and
near infrared part of that characterized energy signal is strongly affected
by the atmospheric path to the sensor, meaning that the quality of the
retrieved signals is directly related to the effectiveness of the atmospheric
correction algorithm.
The contributions, this Ph.D. dissertation intends to make, encompass
four major parts. The first deals with the atmospheric correction of the
remotely sensed signal from a seawater target. The second uses the corrected
signal (i.e water leaving reflectance) to estimate the concentrations of the
suspended and dissolved materials in the seawater. The link between the
atmospheric and the oceanic systems is established in the third part. In
the last segment the reliability of the water leaving reflectance to estimate
concentrations of seawater constituents is evaluated.
Samenvatting
De zon produceert een brede waaier frequenties (of golflengten) aan stra-
lingsenergie. Slechts een klein deel ervan is zichtbaar en/of bruikbaar door
planten en dieren. Dit zichtbare licht strekt zich uit van blauw-violet tot
donkerrood met daartussen alle andere kleuren van de regenboog.
Ongeveer 98% van het zonlicht dat het zeewateroppervlak bereikt, dringt
door tot in het zeewater. Dit doorgedrongen zonlicht wordt deels gebruikt
voor fotosynthese, deels geabsorbeerd en/of deels terug uit het zeewater
weerkaatst. Het lichtsignaal (d.w.z. kleur), weerkaatst uit het zeewater,
wordt gekenmerkt door de absorberende en weerkaatsende eigenschappen
van alles wat zich in het zeewater bevindt, met inbegrip van het zeewater
zelf. Deze relatie kan mathematisch voorgesteld worden door een model.
Dit model kan ook omgekeerd worden toegepast om er de absorberende en
weerkaatsende (d.w.z. inherent optische) eigenschappen van het zeewater
uit af te leiden. De inherent optische eigenschappen staan in relatie met
het type en de hoeveelheid bestanddelen die opgelost en verspreid zijn in
het zeewater. Bijgevolg kunnen veranderingen in kleurschakeringen van het
zeevrater worden toegeschreven aan veranderingen in type en concentratie
van verspreide en opgeloste bestanddelen in het zeewater.
De kleur van het zeewater kan door aardobservatietechnieken worden
verklaard. In dit perspectief biedt teledetectie een unieke kans om de para-
meters van de zeewaterkwaliteit te berekenen en te beoordelen. Het zicht-
bare deel van het kenmerkende energiesignaal wordt op zijn weg richting
sensor echter nog sterk beinvloed door de atmosfeer. Dit betekent dat de
kwaliteit van de ontvangen signalen rechtstreeks verband houdt met de doel-
treffendheid van het atmosferische correctie-algoritme.
De bijdragen, die deze doctoraatsverhandeling wil leveren, bestaan uit
vier thema's. Het eerste behandelt de atmosferische correctie van het tele.
gedetecteerde zeewatersignaal. In een tweede deel worden de verbeterde
lll
signalen gebruikt om de concentraties van verspreide en opgeloste bestand-
delen in het zeewater te berekenen. De link tussen atmosferische en oceanis-
che systemen wordt gelegd in het derde deel. Tenslotte wordt de betrouw-
baarheid gedvalueerd om met lichtsignalen uit het zeewater de concentraties
van zeewaterbestanddelen te berekenen
lv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Marine optical remote sensing
From the top of the atmosphere to and within the water body, solar ra-
diation is affected by the media it travels through absorption, scattering
and/or (re-) emission. Radiative transfer theory allows for the phenomenol-
ogy based description and quantification of this process. The applications
of radiative transfer to remote sensing over water can be categorized into
hydrological and meteorological optics. In turn hydrological optics can be
subdivided into oceanographic and limnologic optics.
This research deals with the remote estimation of sediments suspended
in sea water. This is accomplished by studying the interaction of the visible
and near infrared (NIR) solar spectrum with the sea water, focusing on
the numerical, empirical and experimental aspect of oceanographic optics,
rather than on the fine mathematics of the radiative transfer equation. This
branch of oceanography represents a combinations of:
o Optical sensors that measure the water-leaving signals over large spatial-
scale. This is to provide synoptic views of the oceans over large areas
and extended time periods. This task is virtually impossible to achieve
via traditional in situ measurements.
o Correction algorithms that improve the quality of the recorded water
signal i.e. extracted from the total recorded signal.
o Hydro optical algorithms that retrieve the concentrations of water
constituents from the optical signal leaving the water body.
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o In-situ measurements to calibrate and validate the correction and the
optical models.
In this context marine remote sensing can be seen as a powerful tool for
monitoring and prediction of primary production, sediment transport and
toxic algae.
L.2 Objective
The objectives of this research are to:
o Quantify suspended particulate matters in the Belgian coastal waters
from multi and hyperspectral sensors.
o Improve existing turbid water models.
o Perform all necessary in-situ and laboratory measurements for cali-
bration and validation purposes.
In addition, the research provided the framework to start and operate a
new research-unit of marine remote sensing in the Hydraulics laboratory at
KUleuven. This included providing the financial and data support to this
unit.
1.3 Outlines of the thesis
The conceptual background of this work is summarized in chapter (2)' en-
compassing theoretical formulations in sections (2.I-2.5) and their applica-
tions to remote sensing in section (2.6). The theoretical segment explains
the concepts of light interaction within the water medium, but is equally
applicable to the atmosphere. The optical properties of the water body char-
acterize the water leaving signal as measured by remote sensing technology.
The signal recorded at sensor level (air- or space-borne) can be decomposed
into a sum of sub-signals. These sub-signals are originated from different
scattering processes in the atmosphere, at the sea-surface and in the water
column. The remote sensing section (2.6) examines each one of these sub-
signals separately the objective being the extraction of the signal that is
leaving the water body (commonly referred to as atmospheric correction).
From this signal we wish to go back to the inherent optical properties (IOP)
of the water that cause the sensor reading (this is called inverse modelling).
1.3. OUTLINES OF THE THESIS
In our work we thus deals with both atmospheric correction of the recorded
signal and inverse modelling of the water signal.
The Ph.D. dissertation contains four major scientifically contributing
segments. The first (chapters 3 and 4) is concerned with correcting the
recorded signal for atmospheric perturbations. The second (chapter 6) deals
with the estimation of the inherent optical properties of surface waters. The
two are linked in the third segment (chapter 5). Here we propose an ap
proach that simultaneously corrects the recorded signals and retrieves the
concentrations of suspended particulate matters. Being a linlc the third
segment was inserted between the first and second segments of this text.
The fourth component of this thesis is represented by chapter (7). Here
a stochastic technique is proposed that constructs the relative-uncertainty
bound around the yet to be retrieved concentrations. This is in order to
assess the quality of input data (i.e. water leaving reflectance) and out-
put results (i.e. concentration). We conclude our work in chapter (8) bV
an extensive summary on atmospheric correction and inverse modelling fol-
lowed by recommendations for future research. Figure (1.1) illustrates the
structure and the scientific contributions of the thesis.
1.3. OUTLINES OF THE THESIS
Optical remote sensing for the estimation of
marine bio-geophysical quantities
Contributions of the thesis
chapter 5,
coupled atmosphere-
ocean system
chapter 3 and 4,
atmospheric
correction
chapter 6,
inverse modeling:
retrieve the IOP of
the surface waters
stochastic approach:
relative-uncertainty
bounds on the IOP
chapter 8,
a step for future research
Fig. 1.1: The structure of the thesis with the main contributions.
Chapter 2
The interaction of the
solar light with water and
atmosphere
Abstract
Through out its path in the water, ,u.rtfnt is subjected to several attenua-
tion events. This is due to the scattering, absorption and emittance proper-
ties of the water molecules and the suspended and dissolved matter within
the water column. Flom this perspective, light leaving the water surface
(i.e. transmitted from below the sea surface) can be characterized by the
optical properties of everything in the water column, including the water
itself. This relationship can mathematically be represented by a forward
model in the radiative transfer theory (i.e. radiative transfer equation).
The theoretical background was summa,rized from Preseindorfer (1976)t11,
Mobley (1994)t21, Spinrad ef al. (1994)t31, Bub.ta et aI. (1995)t41 and
Thomas and Stemans (fOOO;tsl.
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2.L Introduction
2.L.L Radiance and irradiance
The spectral radiant flux P is the time rate of radiant enelgy Q in a specific
wavelength interval A) flowing through a given point X : (r,U,z) on a
surface ,S. Thus the spectral radiant flux is the time density of radiant energy
lWtt^-tl.
eq*,x1: ;ffi (2.r)
The adjective "spectral" means; per unit wavelength (A) monochromatic).
Flom here on ) dependence is implied and the adjective "spectral" is dropped
for brevity. There are two modes to describe the transport of solar radiant
energy passing a point X : (",y, z) through a direction 
€(0,il (i.e. zenith
and azimuth angle) on a plane (sea surface) in three-dimensional space (the
coordinate system of this three-dimensional space is defined in appendix B):
o Parallel flow of the photons: which can be described as the amount
of radiant flux P(X,)) passing a small surface,S on a plane normal
to the direction of propagation. Thus the area density of radiant flux
is the ilradi,ance: E(V , \ : P(S) lA(S) lwm-2 p,rn-11. Where A is
the area of 5:
(2.2)
If the photons are travelling at an angle d relative to the surface-
normal, then the actual area is modified as Acos0. Thus the irradi-
ance is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the direction
of incident light and the surface normal. This statement is called the
cosine law of irradiance.
o A complementary mode of flow is in terms of the passage of photons
through a solid angle bounding a set of directions D around 
€(O,il.
The solid angle density of the radiant flux is the intensi,ty 1(X, 
€, 
)) :
P@) lA@) IW ptm-r sr- 1]. Where Q is the solid angle content of the
bundle D of directions normal to S at X.
These two modes can also be combined in a direct union. This is the
radiance which is the density of radiant flux across a surface S and a set of
directions D. This is equivalent to the irradiance viewed B* u small solid
angle around a given direction {(d,/) through the point X on the surface
S. This can be written as L(X,€,)) : P(S,D)lA(S)O(l); it has unit of
a1?,.1; :a#;
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(2.3)
The radiance is the fundamental radiometric quantity of interest in ocean
color. It specifies the spatial, temporal, directional and wavelength structure
of the light field. Actually all other radiometric quanlities can be derived
from the radiance L(X,€,)). The radiance at point X and direction { can
be linked to the associated irradiance as:
power per area per wavelength per steradian lWm-2 pm-lsr-l]:
t(*,e,^): a^A?fra'
+f+
E(X , A) : I L(X , €,.\) cos ddo
J lee
+f-
no(i, 
^) 
: 
J r.=^t 
(i, e,)) cosddo
f2n f1rE.(i ,^) : / | t (* , e, \) sino cosod,ad,g
J Q:O J 0:r /2
(2.7)
+ f2n fnE"(i,\ : I I t(7,\)sinod,odg
J 6=O J 0:O
(2.4)
Where E is the set of zenith and azimuth angels on a unit sphere. The
set E has two subsets (E" and Ea) each of which deflnes an upper and
a lower half-sphere of zenith and azimuth angels (see appendix B). The
downward irradiance can be calculated from .L by integrating the quantity
---+L(X,e,)) cos0 over all downward directions:
(2.5)
Flom the definition of incremental solid angle (see appendix B equation
B-5) we can write the above equation as:
+ f2n fn/2 +
Ea(X 
, 
^) 
: I I t (X ,{, .\) sin d cos 0d0df
J 6:0 J 0:O
(2.6)
In an equivalent manner, the upward irradiance can be expressed as:
The total irradiance that is incident on a point (e.g. pa,rticle of suspended
sediment) in all directions is the scalar irrad,'i,ance. It can be calculated from
Q.\ by dropping the cosine term (cos0):
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The total scalar irradiance can be pa^rtitioned into two terms corresponding
to the subsets E, and Ea (integrating by parts):
f+Eo(X,.f): / ,(X,€,))dOJ=
f+f: 
J=."(i,€,.\)do + J_.L(X,e,,\)de
: Eoa(i,,\) + 8 .,(*, )) (2.9)
The projection of the scalar irradiance (2.8) on the direction f ir ttt" uector
imadti,ane:
B(*,D: ['^ [" ,(*,€,\!sinod,od,gJ 6--O J 0:O
Note that the vector irradiance has three components corresponding with
the direction vector f. The magnitude of the vector irradia,nce is the
maximum net iradiance attainable when sampling all possible directions
--t{ of flow at point X.
2.L.2 Properties of radiance and irradiance
If. L(i,€)) is uniform (i.e. independent of { at 7) and of magnitude .L
then from (2.4):
E(X,\:2rL
The downward irradiance is then (2.6):
ea(v,\):rL
The scala^r irradiance is (2.8) :
-_+ f2n fTE(X,.\) :L I / singcos0dnd0
J 6:O J 0:O
+ f2n frEo(X,\):Ll I sn0ded,6
J 6:O J 0:O
E,(X,\):4nL
f2n fn/2Ea(x')) : .L 
Jr:o Jr:o sino cosod'od'Q
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.r2)
(2.13)
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The irradiance at the surface of an imaginary sphere (emitted from its cen-
ter), by conservation of energy, is independent of the sphere radius r. How-
ever since the area of the spherical surface increases as 12 the irradiance
must decrease as r-2. Thus :
The n2 law of radiance (where n. is the medium's index of refraction) states
that the ratio L f n2 is invariant along its path { (in the air) -{' (in the water)
with respect to the transmittance function t of the air-water interface. In
other words:
E'(xl)) 
_bE(fr,)) 
"?'l
t (i,t,)) 
_,r(F,{"))
--;?- T
dE(i,^\ 
--,=) ,T: -K(x,))E(*,))
E(2,\): Eo(z))exp | *@ l",ol",^)0"]
(2.r4)
(2.15)
Where no and nu are the index of refraction of air and water respectively.
The transmittance function t is defined as being the ratio of the transmitted
spectral radiant power to the incident spectral radiant power on a surface.
2.2 Apparent optical properties
The above discussed radiometric quantities are apparent optical properties
(AOP). In other words they vary with respect to the viewing-illumination
geometry for a giving water body. The AOP are function of the whole set-up
of the viewing-illumination geometry, boundary-conditions and the inherent
optical properties of the medium. Other apparent optical properties can be
derived from the radiance and irradiance as follows. The reduction in the
solar irradiance -O6(i,.\) that travels a distance dl through uniformly mixed
me$um will be proportional to the attenuation coefficient of that medium
K(X,\):
(2.16)
Considering the vertical attenuation (z : lcos(O)) and integrating the above
equation (2.16) over the depth z:
(2.L7)
This is Beer's law, which states that the light is exponentially attenuated
through a homogeneous media travelling a distance l. The transmittance 7
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and optical thickness r of this medium are:
The coefficient K(2,)) is called the diffuse attenuation coefficient. This
AOP is a measure of the attenuation rate of radiometric quantities (radi-
ance, irradiance or scalar irradiance) per unit vertical distance. The down-
/up welling average cosine (pa, ttu), by definition, is the ratio of the down
(up) welling irradiance to the down-/up- welling scalar irradiance:
r(2, )): *r l-# 1,"" x {,, x)a,f
r(2,\): f ,""o1r,x10,
, \\ | Ea(2,\)Fd\., A) : Dde, 
^) 
: E,de,^)
, \\ | E"(2,\)llu\z' A) : DJ4^) : E;C8
(2.18)
(2.1e)
(2.2t)
(2.22)
Where DaQ,\) and Du(2,)) are the down-welling and the upwelling dis-
tribution function respectively. The unit-less irradiance reflectance is the
ratio of the upward irradiance to the downward irradiance:
R(2,\):Wi (2.20)
The remote sensing reflectance is defined as being the ratio of the water leav-
ing radiance -L, to the down-welling irradiance just above the sea surface.
R,"(€,^) :g##
Let us note that the .R , has a unit of lsr-1]. The remote sensing reflectancejust above the sea surface can be related to the irradiance reflectance just
below the surface such by (Mobley 7gg4l2l,Lee et at., 1998t61):
R"(€,^l 
= *J#Alo
Where X and Y describe the fraction of the transmitted and internally-
reflected light, respectively. The parameter Q is the ratio of the water
up-welling irradiance to up welling radiance just beneath the surface (-0) in
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the direction 
€ 
:
nt_-n c'\ 
- 
E"(-0'^)
.€ \ v' \ ,, 
- Ir(_0, 
€/, )) (2.23)
Note that the direction {' (of a light-beam under water) is refracted and
transmitted at the sea surface to {. The values of Q varies from 3 to 6 with
low value occurring in clear waters at blue wavelength (Morel and Gentili
1993t71 and 1996t81). Let us note that for Y : 0 the right hand side of
equation (2.22) is the subsurface remote sensing reflectance (similar to 2.21
). The parameter X represents the surface transmittance. Its value can
be assumed constant (X:0.54 Gordon et al., tgSSlsl or 0.5 fromLee et al.,
1999t101). Note that equation (2.22) is for sun at zenith angle, nadir viewing
angle, flat surface and constant water-index of refraction. The denominator
in equation (2.22) accounts for the effects of internal reflection from water
to air with Y:1.5 (Gordon et ol., 1988)tel.
Apparent optical properties can be measured, but they are very difficult
to interpret. This is due to their dependency on illumination, sea state,
depth and viewing geometry. Moreover the AOP's are not additive nor
linear with respect to the concentration of water-constituents.
2.3 Inherent optical properties
2.3.t Introduction
Inherent optical properties (IOP) characterize the optical behavior of the
medium. These properties are independent of illumination-viewing geome
try and sea state. For a given illumination-viewing geometry the IOP en-
tirely determines the water leaving radiance (i.e. apparent optical properties
of the water). These properties are: absorption coefficient o()), scattering
coefficient b()) and the volume scattering function P(tlt,^). The absorp-
tion/scattering coefficient is a measure of the fraction of incident radiation
power that is absorbed/scattered per unit path-length of the water medium.
These coefficients ( a()) and b()) ) have units of l*-tl. The sum of the
absorption and scattering coefficients is the beam attenuation coefficient:
c()) :a(.\)+b()) (2.24)
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The medium is characterized as being scatterer or absorber by the single
scattering albedo:
L2
(2.25)
The function that describes the angular distribution of the single'event scat-
tering around the incident direction is the volume scattering function P(r[, 
^)[rn-1sr-1]. Integrating P(r!,^) over all directions (solid angles) will give the
the scattering coefficient b(,\).
b(.\) : (2.26)
Where y' is the scattering angle between the incident beam with direction (
and the scattered beam with direction { . The scattering in natural water
can be assumed independent of the azimuthal direction (Mobley 1994)t21.
The above equation can then be simplified to:
b()) : ,n 
Io" Pkb,^)sintld'rl't
(2.27)
The scattering coefficient is decomposed to the sum of forward scattering
by by integrating (2.27) over 0 < rb < nf2 and backward scattering b6 by
integrating (2.27) over r 12 < { < r. The volume scattering phase function
is defined as being the ratio:
o()) : ulal : 1- gP* \"/ c()) - c())
Bfrtr,xl:ffi
I B?p,^)onJ=
(2.28)
In this way the volume scattering function is decomposed into two compo-
nents. The first represents the strength of the scattering bQ). The second
describes the angular distribution of the scattered photon P(r!,^).
Sea water is a complex (physical, chemical and biological) medium com-
posed of dissolved and suspended living and non-living materials. These
quantities can be regarded as being scattering, absorbing and scattering-
absorbing centers. Sea-water constituents are water molecules, living ma-
terials (plankton), dissolved salts and gases, dissolved organic matter, sus-
pended matter and air/gas bubbles. Each one of these components has its
own optical property that contributes, in proportion to its concentration'
to the up-welling reflectance leaving the water body. The IOP (absorption
and scattering coefficients) of a constituent i can be linearly related to its
2.3. INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTIES
concentrations Ci through the specific inherent optical properties (SIOP):
0i()) :aiQ)xC1
bi()) :biQ)xCa
(t ,a\
Where (ai()), 6a())) and (oi()), b|(.\)) are the IOP and the SIOP of the
constituent i respectively. The notation a is used to represent the absorption
coefficient while b is used to represent the scattering coefficient. Note that
the specific inherent optical properties have unit of lm2 g-rl. The SIOP
can therefore be viewed as being the projected area per unit weight of the
constituent i. The bulk IOP of the water column can be regarded as the
sum of the 1{ IOPs of the N constituents presented in the water plus the
IOP of water molecules:
13
1V
"()):a-())*I"o(r);-,
,lV
b()) : b-())+ Ia,(r)i:2
JVpW,\: A_(h,^)+ I ge(b,^)
(2.30)
2.3.2 Purified sea-water
Purified sea-water is defined, here, as sea-water free from optical effects
caused by components other than the water molecules and dissolved salt.
The adjective purified will be dropped for brevity. Inorganic salts dissolved
in sea waters affect the absorption and scattering occurring within the water
column. The most significant absorption is observable at ultraviolet rather
than visible wavelengths. The presence of dissolved inorganic salts increases
the scattering by about 30-40% which will be accounted for in equation
(2.32).
Scattering
The scattering of sea-water can be assumed symmetric (Morel 1974). In
other words the backward scattering is numerically equal to scattering in
the forward direction. The scattering coefficient of pure sea-water can be
2.3. INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTIES I4
calculated as (Mobley lgg4l2l, equation 3.44page724):
b-(l):5.826x10-3 (2.31)
This equation is compared to the in-situ measutements (performed by IVM
2000t1r1) in the North Sea (figure 2.t(a)). There is a relative.difference of
about 40.8% between the measured and calculated values (from equation
2.31) of sea-water scattering coefficient. This difference-value (a0.8%) is
comparable to the difference.value (30%) between the scattering coefficient
of pure-water and pure sea-waters with salinity 35-39% (Mobley 1994)121.
This encourages us to compare the results of equation (2.31) with tabulated
values of scattering coefficients (Morel 79741\21 , Mobley 1994t21). It was
found that the scattering coefficient calculated from (equation 2.31) is for
pure-water and not for sea-water. Thus equation (2.31) has to be modified
for saline waters of the North Sea (multiplied by the factor 1.408):
6-(.\) : 8.2030 x (2.32)
Absorption
The absorption coefficient of sea-water molecules has been reported by many
authors (Pop and Fly 1997[13], Smith and Baker 1981[14], Hale and Querry
x 10r scatteting absorptlon
(b)
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0-8
wavelength pm
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
wavolength pm
Fig, 2.1: Optical properties of purified sea water; (a): measured and modelled (equation
2.31) scattering coefficient. (b) absorption coefficient.
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1973[15], and Palmer and Williams 1974t161). Figure (2.1(b)) illustrates the
absorption coefficient of sea waters. At the NIR range of the spectrum
the sea-water absorbs most of the light that penetrates its surface. This
fact was used in developing most atmospheric correction algorithms. Note
that dissolved gases have no significant effect on the total absorption of
sea-waters (Bukata et aI., L995)tal.
2.3.3 Dissolved organic matter (DOM)
Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is the results of decaying living organism.
Scattering
Dissolved organic matters have no significant influence on the total scatter-
ing occurring in the water column.
Absorption
The DOM are good absorber of the blue light (figure 2.2). The absorption
spectra of DOM can be measured or evaluated as (Bricuad et aI., L98I)1r11
aao (\) : aao,n(\o)exp [-0.014(r - ]o)] (2.33)
Where )6 is a reference wavelength. The common reference wavelength
is ,\6:6.44 pm (Mobley 1994)t21. The performance of equation (2.33) is
0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
wavelenglh Fm
Flg.2.2: The modelled and measured normalized-absorption of DOM.
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compared to the measurements of IVM in figure (2.2). There is a clear
discrepancy between the measured and modelled values of DOM absorption.
This might be attributed to the spectral variations of DOM in the North
Sea which is different than that of equation (2.33) (i.e. the constant 0.014).
However the most important observation is that the absorption coefficient
of DOM decreases dramatically with increasing wavelength.
The concentration of DOM is usually given in unit of grams of carbon
per unit volume, which is about four times lower than the concentration
of dissolved salts (Bukata et aI., 1995)t41. However the impact of DOM
absorption is greater than that of dissolved salts. Although the abundance
of DOM considerably increases the absorption of light in the water, it does
not significantly impact the bulk scattering of the water.
2.3.4 Suspended particulate matter (SPM)
The Southern Bight of the North Sea exhibits a permanent high load of
suspended matter (Eisma and Kalf 1979)t181. This arises from transport and
re-suspension of sediment materials through hydrodynamic processes, from
river discharge and from the nearly continuous dredging activities in the
a.rea. Suspended particulate matter (SPM) consists of organic and inorganic
material. The light absorption of SPM can be decomposed as being the sum
of pigmented SPM absorption and de.pigmented SPM absorption. This
separation is of vital importance for biological studies. On the other hand,
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Fig. 2.3: The particle phase.function () : 0.514 prm) averaged from Petzold's scattering
phase-functions.
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similar separation of the scattering coefficient of SPM is not considered in
the course of this thesis.
Scattering
Suspended particulate matter is the main scatterer of light in the water.
The presence of SPM dramatically changes the volume scattering function
and hence the scattering coefficient. Mobley (1994)l2l defined a typical (av-
erage) particle phase function. This phase function was averaged from those
measured by Petzold (1972)t1el. Figure (2.3) shows that this phase function
is strongly peaked in the forward directions. This feature (forward-peaked
scattering) allows us to use the quasi-single scattering approximation of Gor-
don (1994)t201. The measured specific scattering coefficient is illustrated in
figure (2.4(a)). Figure (2.4(b)) shows the predictions of the specific scatter-
ing coefficient of small and large particles using the two-component model of
Kopelevich (1983)t211 and its extension by Hatrin and Kattawar (t99t;tzzl.
This model has the form:
b;(^) :6;(0.4) (2.34)
Where 3l is the spectral-shape parameter which can take the values (0.3 and
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2.3. INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTIES
This can be attributed to equation (2.34) which neglects the variations in
the refraction-index and size distribution of SPM. Or to the procedure used
by IVMtlll to calculate the scattering coefficient (Robert Vos 2001 personal
communication). Their procedure was by fitting the measured water leav-
ing reflectance to the modelled spectrum using the model of Gordon ef al.
(1938)[e]. Then a backscattering fraction value (the ratio b6())/b())) of
0.019 was used to estimate the scattering coefficient of SPM. This value can
be anything else than the 0.019. The backscattering fraction of suspended
particles vary from 0.02 to 0.5 depending on particles load (number per vol-
ume), composition and size distribution in the water column (see Mobley
tgg4l2l. table 3.11).
Absorption
Phytoplankton is the main source of SPM light absorption. The most im-
portant pigment is chlorophyll and especially chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) since all
green algae contain chlorophyll-a. Chlorophyll-a can be considered as being
the major pigment afecting the absorption property of the water medium.
The specific absorption coefficient was measured during IVM in-situ cam-
paigns. Generally chlorophyll-a has two strong absorption bands in the blue
(0.443 pm) and in the red (0.675 pm) respectively. Let us note that the
blue peak is higher than the red. This is due to the accessory pigments
which absorb the light at the short wavelengths. The total absorption of
phytoplankton pigments aeny(\) can be modelled as (Lee et ol., 1998)[6]:
aeny(\): (oe()) +01())rnlao4(O.44)l)aen,s(0.44) (2.35)
Where a6()) and a1(.\) are empirical coefficients that modulate the absorp-
tion spectrum with respect to ao6n(0.44). The specific absorption displayed
in figure (Z.S(a)) varies between the different phytoplankton species. This
spectral variability is due to pigment packaging-effect, cell size, ambient
light, nutrient abundance and pigment composition. The latter property
determines the coloration of the phytoplankton cells (green algae, red al-
gae, and blue.green algae).
The depigmented SPM is the suspended particulate matter with no
pigment being presented (figure 2.5(b)). Note that the peak at the red
band is artificial. This is probably due to the imperfect bleaching of the
sample (Fargion and Muller, 2000)t231.
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2.3.5 Air bubbles
Two processes might be considered as the main sources of air bubbles in
the sea surface-layer. The first is breaking waves at the sea surface and the
second is due to biological processes. In consequence two types of bubbles
can be recognized, the first being clean air bubbles and the second being gas
bubbles coated with organic film. Regardless of their origin and type; air
bubbles are strong scattering centers (Terrill et a1.,2001)lz4l. The presence
of a large number of bubbles in the near-surface will modify (increase) the
observable water leaving reflectance. This might be, erroneously, attributed
to the presence of suspended pa,rticulate matter. The effect of air bubbles
on the backscattering coefficient will not be considered in this study. For
more details we refer the reader to the work of Yan et al. (2002)t251 and
Zhang et al. (2002)126).
2.4 Relationships between the AOP and the
IOP of the water
2.4.L Analytical methods
For given illumination conditions the apparent optical properties (AOP) are
entirely determined by the bulk inherent optical properties (IOP) of the wa-
ter. In turns, these bulk IOP can be estimated from the concentration and
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the SIOP of the constituents (equation 2.30). The AOP of our concern is the
up-welling signal leaving the water (i.e. water leaving reflectance) which can
be related to the bulk IOP following one of two approaches. The first uses
the radiative transfer (RTE, equation 2.36), or its approximation (equation
2.39), the second employs Mie theory on a single-particle level (Van De
Hulst 1981t271, Bohren and Huffman tgSgt28l). The results of Mie compu-
tation can, then, be up-scaled (i.e. summed up) knowing the particle-size
distribution (PSD) and assuming a uniform shape of particles to produce
the bulk IOP and the associated water leaving reflectance. Through out this
dissertation only the first approach (radiative transfer) will be employed us-
ing the bulk IOP. The SIOP were obtained from IVM (IVM 2000)1111 and
will be assumed constant.
The radiance leaving the water body can be related to the bulk inherent
optical properties of the water column through the radiative transfer equa-
tion. This equation describes the gain and losses of the light-energy during
its transfer through a medium. Supposing a plane parallel water body (i.e.
IOP are only depth dependent for a location) with neither inelastic scatter-
ing (e.g. fluorescence) nor internal source (e.g. bioluminescence ), then the
RfE is:
^dL(2,(, \)cosa- dz
The first term on the right hand side represents the attenuation of the
incident radiance, in the direction 
€(e,d), by scattering and absorption.
The gain of radiance due to scattering into the radiance path from other
directions e' @, 4) is represented in the second term. Good text books for the
derived solution of RTE are (Preisendorfer 1976[r], Mobley Lgg|lzl , Gordon
1994tzoJ and Thomas and Stamnes 1999t51).
2.4.2 Semianalytical methods: Hydro-optical models
Surface water rnodel
Gordon ef al. (198S)tel developed a semianalytical model that links the
sub-surface irradiance reflectance (equation 2.20) to the IOP of the water:
: 
-c(2, \)L(2,€, )) + [ pQ,lt, \)L(2,€" l)do' (2.36)J=
R(-o,I) 
_ s, / ar(r) \oa k'o \bb(^tT;6/ (2.37)
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Where lr : 0.0949 and, 12 : 0.0794 are the subsurface expansion coefficients
due to internal refraction, reflection and sun zenith. Substituting equation
(2.37) in equation (2.22) and assuming Y:0 and X:0.54 (see section 2.3)
we will have:
(2.38)
The second power of the right hand side of equation (2.38) can be ignored
(i.e. i : l)(Kirk 1994)t2e1. For uniform radiance field (equation 2.12) the
water leaving reflectance can be linked to the IOP as:
i:2
r?,"(€, )) : o.b4t L f 
--&(rL 
-)'a_, \ba()) + aQ) )
: g.54rr7r-- jo(l)--pg)
4D
(2.3e)
where pS) ir the water leaving reflectance normalized to the solar transmit-
tance from sun-to-target (4^)). Note that the water leaving reflectance is
unit-less, in contrary to the remote sensing reflectance which has a unit of
[""-t]. The above equation is for the surface layer of sea-waters, a nadir
viewing angle and negligible internal reflection of the sea surface.
Shallow water model
Lee et al. (1996t301, t998t0J and 1999[10]) derived a model for shallow wa-
ters. They assumed that the subsurface remote sensing reflectance (equa-
tion 2.37) can be approximated as being the sum of a deep water signal
R,"(-0,))do and a bottom signal p. Both signals are exponentially at-
tenuated along their path to the surface (Gordon et al., 79751311, Gordon
1976ts21):
/?'"(-0,)) : R',(-0, ))dP
/ ( | r ^-1 'l\
" 
( 1 
- 
ogexp \- p" * ^ ds(i * d1u)u'ol ^nf I\ ( L cosvu I )/
* olpexp {-lo" + } .arg+ dsr)o 5l 
'a}(Lcosvul)
(2.40)
The term 1 f cos 0, accounts for the effect of the viewing angle d, on the path-
length of the light through the water column with depth ft.. The subsurface
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remote sensing reflectance of deep water was estimated as:
Rr"(-0, \)"o : (go -l gtu)u (2.41)
with:
K 
- 
bb(^)+0())
ba(^)
K
Let us note that equation (2.41) is similar to equation (2.37) with adjusted
values of the coefficients li. The coefficients go,g\1ao1Qy,do,dt,dz and d,z
are empirical-parameters and might take the values (Le et al., 1999)[10J;
96 = 0.084, 91 x 01700:1, at:Llr
ds 
= 
1.03, d1 x 2.4
d2 x L.04, ds x 5.4
(2.42)
Estimating the IOP
The iOP of the water can be quantified by inverting the model of surface
(equation 2.39) or shallow (equation 2.40) waters. The IOPs are assumed as
being the sum of IOPs from three constituents plus the sea-water molecules.
These constituents are phytoplankton pigment (chlorophyll-a), dissolved or-
ganic matter (DOM) and suspended particulate matter (SPM). The IOP
at wavelength ) can be parameterized as a function of its value at the blue
(section 2.4). This approach will reduce the number of IOPs to three. These
are: the absorption coefficients of chlorophyll-a and DOM at 0.44 p'm and
the backscattering coefficient of SPM at 0.4 p'm' A further assumption
is that the IOP can be parameterized as a function of constituents's con-
centration. This is true if the specific inherent optical property (SIOP) of
each constituent is known. Measurements of the SIOPs in the North Sea
were performed by IVM(2000)I111. These measurements are used through-
out this dissertation and assumed spatially and temporally homogenous.
An important difference between the two models (equations 2.39 and 2.40)
is the number of variables to be retrieved. This number will increase from
3-variables in the surface model to 5-variables in the shallow water model.
This is because the shallow water model has two new va^riables, the first be'
ing the water depth and second being the bottom reflectance' Let us note
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that this model implicitly assumed a homogenous water column (i.e. the
IOP are constant over the water depth). In both models there is no unique
solution for the inversion problem due to degeneracy effects (i.e. many-from-
one). However, the degeneracy of the solution can be reduced by reducing
the number of variables in the model. Therefore the surface model (equation
2.39) will be used throughout this work. This model of surface water can
further be simplified (i.e. reduce the number of variables) in waters with
one constituent. Open oceans are a very good example for this type where
the water is optically governed by phytoplankton. All other constituents
can be related to the water-content ofphytoplankton. The one-component-
simplification allows to introduce empirical models (i.e. bio-optical model)
where pigment concentration is directly related to the measured water leav-
ing reflectance. This type of water was classified as case-I waters (Morel
1977)t331. On the other hand, areas of river outflow, sewage outfall, or in-
tense land runoff, near the coasts, may contain large amounts of suspended
sediments and dissolved organic material which can cause changes in the
properties of the sea waters. This water with relative high concentrations
of dissolved organic matter or/and suspended sediments is optically clas-
sified as case II waters. Due to their optical complexities, shallow bottom
and neighboring land-surfaces, case II waters are the challenge for remote
sensing applications.
Limitations
The used forward models (equation 2.39 and 2.40), however, are not appro-
priate for phytoplankton-rich waters. This is because both models omit the
fluorescence effects. In this type of water the fluorescence signal (e.g. of
chlorophyll-a) occurs between 0.668 and 0.695 pm (Kiefer 1994)t341. These
models are for un-polarized (also the RTE) light and they neglect:
o The source term and fluorescence effects (Kiefer 1994)t341.
o The effects of Raman scattering (Smith and Marshall 1994)t351.
o The effects of air bubbles (Terrill et aI., 200ll2al and Zhang et al.,
1998trut)
o The state of sea surface and bottom reflectance i.e. boundarv condi-
tions (Baker and Smith 1990[37], Mobley 1994t21).
However taking the above effects into consideration will not achieve the
(ever sought never reached) model closure (Zanveld 1994)t381. Thus model
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inversion will not be exact or even close to accurate. This might be due to
the optical effect of large particles and the closure from single to bulk IOP
(Carder and Castello 1994tssl and Morel 1994t401) and the effects of polar-
ization (Kattawar 1994)t411. Let us note that the state of light polarization
is not even considered in the equation (2.36) (Mobley 1994)t21.
2.5 Recorded reflectance
The total recorded radiance t'r(i,0o,0,Q 
- 
do,)) at the sensor level is
converted to reflectanc. pl ) t
rL1(i,oo,o,6 
- 
do, )) (2.43)
cos d6Ej))
Where 0s,0 are the sun and sensor zenith angles respectively with rela-
tive azimuth angle of (Q 
- 
6d. The term E6^) it the extraterrestrial solar
irradiance (see appendix A, equation A-1). The viewing-geometry of all
reflectance terms will be dropped for brevity. The reflectance is a relative
measure, therefore it is preferable on radiance (Gordon 1997)1421. The total
received reflectance can thus be divided into three categories:
o The portion of photons that enters the water which is absorbed and
scattered back to the sensor by water constituents (p[])). tftit it ttt"
desired quantity that can be related to the ocean-surface layer physical
and biological properties.
o The presence of atmosphere attenuates and scatters back a consider-
able amount of the incident radiation to the sensor @f"l^l This is the
atmospheric path reflectance that never reaches to the water body.
o The still air-water surface reflects (sun glint) only about zn Q\j).) ot
an unpolarized light normally incident upon it (Preisendorfer 1976)t11.
The recorded reflectance at the sensor level can be written as the sum of
the above components:
pl^) :7{\ {r[\p?,r.* &rn+{rro<rr} (2.44)
Where 4^) utta C^) ut" respectively the gaseous transmittance and the
viewing diffuse-transmittance from ocean to sensor. The subscript of the
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reflectance represents the contribution from surface reflectance (s/c), the
atmospheric path (path) and water (a.r).
2.5.1 Gaseous transmittance
Any signal received at the sensor level will be attenuated by gaseous absorp
tion. Only few gases produce observable absorption features in the spectral
region between 0.4 1.tm and 1 pm (see table 2.1, source Jacobson 1999t431).
Table 2.1: Gaseous absorption-peaks with relative importance to the ocean color im-
agery.
The considered gases are ozone (O3), oxygen (Oz) and water vapor
(Hzo). The transmittance of any of these gases is affected by its verti-
cal and spatial distributions in the atmosphere. Except for water vapor,
these gases are uniformly mixed within each layer of the atmosphere and
vary with height, season and wavelength. Therefore their transmittance
can be, eventually, calculated knowing the altitude and the season (figure
2.6). Water vapor transmittance is the only spatial variable left to be eval-
uated. The water vapor content can be estimated from its absorption band
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
wavelsngrth pm
Fig. 2,6: The gaseous transmittance calculated by 65 for mid-latitude summer at 800
km altitude.
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which is centered at 0.94 prm and its atmospheric window at 0.86-0'88 pm
(Gao et a1.,2000)Va). Gaseous transmittances are calculated using 65 (Ver-
mote 1997)t451. 65 uses the transmittance models of Goody (lOOa;taGJ utt6
Malkums(196nt471. The absorption features in figure (2.6) correspond to
table (2.1). The narrow band ofoxygen absorption at 0.76 pm can be used
to correct for possible spectral shift in the sensor.
2.5.2 Diffuse transmittance
The difiuse transmittance of the atmosphere is approximated as (Gordon et
al., 1983)laal;
T,(\,2):exp[-(0.5r,(\,2) +re"(\)lcos(d)]t"(),2) (2-45)
where rr(),2) and 16,(.\) are the optical thickness of Rayleigh and ozone
respectively (see equation 2.18). The aerosol transmittance to(\,2) can be
calculated as:
t"()) : exp[-(1 
- 
c.r"()),F()))""Q) I cos(d)] (2.46)
where .F'()) is the ratio of the forward scattering to the scattering coefficient.
The terms u;"(.\) and ro()) are the single scattering albedo and the optical
thickness of aerosol. Let us note that these optical properties of aerosol
(-F()),ar"()) and r"(.\)) are yet to be derived. Gordon ef ol. (1987)t4el
has set the value of t,()) to unity. Morel and Gentili (1993t71 and 1996t81)
showed that the angular distribution of the water-leaving radiance field is
non isotropic. Yang and Gordon (1997)t501 assessed the effects of this bidi-
rectional properties on the diffuse transmittance. Wang (1999)1511 has build
on the research of Yang and Gordon (1997)t501 and modified the previously
suggested expression (Gordon et al., 7983)[48] to calculate t"()). The an-
alytical expression (equation 2.46 ) was shown to be within error of 4-5To
for viewing angle ( 40o and non absorbing aerosol with r"(0.555) < 0.4.
This was improved to 1% error for viewing angle ( 60" and r"(0.555) < 0.6'
This improvement was by introducing fitting coefficients to equation (2.45).
2.5.3 Sea-surface reflectance
About 98% of incident light on a calm (i.e. flat) water surface is trans-
mitted to the water. The other 2To are reflected back to the atmosphere
(Preisendorfer 1976)ttJ. In general the sea surface exhibits specular and dif-
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fuse reflections. The surface reflectance can be divided to direct (dr) and
diffuse (d/) components:
(.\) ()) (I)P"i.: Pi,' + Pit' (2.47)
Note that the whitecaps reflectance is assumed negligible for wind speed
below 8 m/s (see table II in Koepke 1984t521). The difiuse reflectance is
relatively small for clear or uniform sky conditions. For wind speed ) 4
m/s it takes a value of 0.057% (Burt 1954t53J, see Preisendorfer 1976t11).
The direct reflectance (sun glint) can be derived using the model of Cox
and Munk (1954)t541 and[55]. This model is based on Flesnel reflectance
pr(rh lZ) and the slope-probability-distribution of the wave facets g:
P3,) : ffiu, rl' P) s (tan o,)
dn:cos-r(ffi) (2.50)
The probability of specular reflection in the direction of the observer (p, @)
is (e.g. see Thomas and Stamnet t999lsl):
e Qanln) : # expl-tan2 (0,) I o"l
Where a is the standard deviation of facets slops which is assumed to be
independent of wind direction:
o2 :0.03 +0.005L2W (2.52)
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(2.48)
Where p,, I,Ls and pn are the cosines of the observation d, solar zenTth 0s,
and the normal of the facet 0n angles respectively. ry' is the angle between
observed and reflected light, and can be written as Gordon (1007;tazl'
cos(t/) : cos(0) cos(ds) 
- 
sin(d) sin(ds) cos(/s 
- 
@) (2.4s)
Where do 
- 
6 is the difference between the azimuth angles of incident /6 and
observed d light. dr., is the angle between facet's normal and the zenith of
which specular reflection occurs. It can be calculated from Cox and Munk
(1954)t551'
(2.51)
Where I,7 is the wind velocitv in mls. Flesnel reflectance can be calculated
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nasin4r: nusinflt (2.54)
Where na and nu are the index of refraction of the air and the water
medium. Figure (2.7) shows the specular reflection with different geometry
sets-up. The main observation is that the reflected fraction of the incident
solar irradiance on the sea surface will decrease with roughened surface.
W=0
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pe(o.):05{fTI?I9,ll'* fl'"19';9'll'} (2b3)-'" 
I Lsin(d" +ot)] ltan(9, + er) J J
Where d, and d1 are the zenith angle of reflected and the transmitted light
respectively. These two angles are linked through Snell's law:
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Thus assuming a still sea-surface will underestimate the amount of solar
radiation penetrating the sea surface. Another interesting feature in figure
(2.7) is that the influence of the viewing angle on the surface reflectance is
inverted at the azimuthal plans r/2 and3l4tr.
2.5.4 Atmospheric path
The light through its path in the atmosphere experiences several scattering
events. This is due to the presence of air molecules and the suspended parti-
cles in the atmosphere (aerosol). The scattering of aerosol and air molecules
can be treated as separated terms i.e. aerosol scattering in the absence of
molecules and molecules scattering in the absence of aerosol (convention-
ally, homogenous scattering). The interaction between the two scattering
events (coupled term) can be accounted for, independently (Deschamp et
ol., 1983)t561. i.e. a photon that is scattered by aerosol particles and then by
air-molecules or vice versa (conventionally heterogeneous scattering). Thus
the atmospheric path can be written as:
&*: pf) + p?) + pA) (2.55)
Where the subscripts o and r and ra are respectively the reflectances due
to aerosol, air molecules and coupled scattering.
Air molecules scattering
The blue color of the sky is the direct cause of the Rayleigh scattering of air
molecules to solar light. The scattered light intensity in the Rayleigh regime
is proportional to )-a of the incident light. The calculation of Rayleigh scat-
tering of air molecules is well described in terms of geometry and pressure
(e.g. equation 2.58). The optical thickness of air molecules at altitude z
can be calculated from Hansen and Tbavis (1974)1571'
r,(\, z): 0.008569.\-4(1 + 0.01131-2 + 0.00013^-47ep11e101 (2.56)
Where .\ is the wavelength in pm and P(0):1013.25 mb is the standard
atmosphere pressure at the sea surface. A simpler relation to calculate the
Rayleigh optical thickness at the top of atmosphere can be found in Sturm
(1980)t581. The scattering phase function i,Q,rlt) in the Rayleigh regime
29
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can be approximated as:
(2.57)
Where / is the scattering angle (i.e. the angle between the incident light
and the scattered beam).
Aerosol scattering and coupled term
Mie scattering of aerosol particles is one of the most significant contributor
to the total received reflectance. Aerosol particles do not have a known (un-
less measured) concentration or physical chemical composition. Moreover,
aerosol optical properties vary with time and place. These optical proper-
ties have to be known at the time of image acquisition. This is to quantify
the aerosol scattering that enters the field of view (FOV) of the sensor. Ap-
proximations of the aerosol optical properties (in the same manner as it was
done for Rayleigh scattering) are constrained by this variability. Measure.
ments of aerosol optical properties have spatial and temporal limitations.
Due to these difficulties, the aerosol scattering has to be directly quantified
from measured reflectance. This will be our main objective in developing
an atmospheric correction algorithm. The atmospheric path reflectance is
calculated using the successive order of scattering (see Vermote 19971451).
Figure (2.8) illustrates the reflectance due to the aerosol scattering received
o.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
wavslength pm
Fig. 2.8: The reflectance of maritime aerosol at 4km altitude, nadir viewing and 40o sun
zenith. Three aerosol optical thicknesses (aot) are shorrrn, namely 0.01, 0.19
and 0.5. These spectra were generated with the 65 package.
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at sensor level as a function of wavelength and aerosol optical thickness.
The atmospheric contents of water vapor and ozone were assumed H2o :
2.93 cm and 03 : 0.319 cm. Figure (2.8) shows that for a giving geometry
(sun-target-sensor), concentrations of water vapor and ozone and aerosol
type the atmospheric reflectance is a direct function of the aerosol optical
thickness.
Single scattering approximation
Single scattering means that the photon has experienced one scattering
event. Thus no further scattering by adjacent molecules or particles. More.
over there is no interaction between different scatterers (i.u. pl)) :0). In
the single scattering regime the scattering reflectance of a component r
(r : a for aerosol and r : r for air molecules) above a flat sea surface can
be approximated as:
p?) : u,())r,()', r) 0,(^, $) I a cos(2s) cos(0) (2.58)
Where:
P,(s,,1'): (8"{t,$-) +lpr(0) + pp(LdlE.Q,,hl) lcos(/) (2.5e)
The terms 0r"(l), r,(), z) ana p"(,1, {,t) arc respectively the single scattering
albedo, optical thickness and scattering phase function for a component r
(aerosol or air molecules). The scattering angle Ty' can be calculated from
the viewing-illumination geometry. i.e. sun (9odo) and sensor (0,$) zenith
and azimuthal angles (similar to equation 2.49):
cos(ll1) : + cos(9) cos(ds) 
- 
sin(d) sin(d6) cos(@6 
- 
@) (2.60)
Where: pp(0) is the Flesnel reflectance of an incident angle d (equation
2.53). The term ly'- represents the contributions of aerosol/Rayleigh scat-
tering to the total signal entering the sensor's FOV. The term ty'1 accounts
for the specularly-reflected light at the sea surface (outside the FOV) that is
scattered into the sensor's FOV (pp(ds) term). Or, equivalently, those pho-
tons that are scattered, by air molecules or aerosol, towards the sea surface
and then specularly reflected from the surface into the observer FOV (the
term involvins pe(0)). The accuracy of the single scattering approxima-
tion for Rayleigh scattering is within 3-4To compared to the exact solution
of the scalar (i.e. the polarization effects are neglected) radiative transfer
31
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equation (Gordon et at., 1988) [5e]. Moreover the assumption of a flat sea
surface will introduce an error to the calculated Rayleigh reflectance equiv-
alent to t 15 mb in the atmosphere surface pressure (Gordon and Wang
1992)t601. For roughened sea surface the Fresnel reflectance term has to be
replaced by the bidirectional reflectance distribution function. Figure(2.9)
shows the results of the single scattering approximation (with flat surface)
and successive order of scattering with wind roughened surface (wind speed
of 5 m/s). Let us note that the best results of the single scattering approxi-
mation of Rayleigh reflectance are at the NIR pa,rt of the spectrum. This is
because the magnitude of Rayleigh scattering and surface reflectance at the
NIR wavelengths are very small. In consequence there is a small probability
that the scattered photon (from air molecule or sea surface) hits another
air molecule. In other word the coupled term is negligible.
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Fig.2,9: Rayleigh scattering-reflectance (received at 4km) calculated using the single
scattering (equation 2.58) and successive order of scattering (65)' The solar
zenith is 40o and the viewing angle is at nadir.
On the other hand, the single scattering approximation for aerosol re-
flectance is only correct in the limit r,(),, z) I cos(0) ---- 0, i.e. small aerosol
optical thickness. For this type of aerosol the phase scattering function and
the single scattering albedo can be assumed independent of wavelengths.
The ratio of aerosol reflectance at two wavelengths is (see equation 2.58):
0.70.5
" 
p3,)
e(rn,ri) : 
*:
ro1s,.1a 6; /L(\n, rlt)
ro1x,1u1x;AL(\i,rb) (2.61)
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The above equation can be reduced to:
Let us note that the aerosol optical thickness is proportional to the con-
centration which will be cancelled out in the ratio (2.62). Thus, physically,
Epsilon tutio riro,rr) represents the relative strength of aerosol scattering
and is independent of aerosol concentrations. Let us assume that the aerosol
optical thicknesses vary with wavelength according to Gordon et al. (lg8}
\[48].
€[.ru,.xr; *#3
/), \'To(rn):lr4l ra(\l)
' \^i'/
/\.\2
uir,,rr) 
= (;J
du:F*
(2.62)
(2.67)
(2.63)
The Angstrom exponent D describes the spectral shape (i.e. dependency
on wavelength) of the aerosol scattering. The ratio ri^u,^r) can then be
simplified to:
(2.64)
This spectral-extrapolation formula is valid for wavelengths < 0.67 p,m. This
was adapted for longer wavelengths and SeaWiFS spectral bands such as
(Gordon and Wang 1994)[61]:
€fr,,.rr; : exP [c ()6 - .\r)] (2.65)
Where: c is a constant depending on the viewing geometry and aerosol
model. Flom equation (2.65) we can spectrally extrapolate ri^,,^r) to other
wavelengths such:
ui^n,^r) : (ui^,,^rl)"* (2.66)
Where the exponent d6 can be determined from equation (2.65):
However, the use of equations (2.66 and 2.67) will result in an underesti-
mation of the water signal at the blue wavelengths as it will be shown in
chapters (4 and 5).
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2.6 Retrieving the water leaving reflectance
The water leaving reflectance (equation 2.39) is the desired quantity that is
related to the sea water physical and biological properties. Extracting this
quantity from the total received reflectance is conventionally called atmo.
spheric correction. The calculation of Rayleigh scattering of air molecules
is well described in terms of geometry and pressure (e.g. equations 2.56 and
2.57). The sea surface reflectance is generally small and it can be estimated
using statistical relationships and wind speed of (Cox and Munk 1954[54]'
un4[ssl and Thomas and Stamnes 1999[5]; equations 2.48 and 2.51). The
gaseous transmittance can be calculated from ancillary data on ozone and
water vapor concentrations using the 65 code (Vermote et al', 1997)t451.
The viewing difiuse transmittance is approximated following Gordon et al.
(1983)t481, equation (2.45). This leaves the aerosol and the coupled term
reflectances and the water leaving reflectance to be derived. This requires
knowledge (or assumptions) about the aerosol concentration and compo-
sition. The measurements of aerosol optical and physical properties are
difficult to obtain. Thus the empirical determination of the aerosol scat-
tering derived from remote sensing imagery is highly desired. Note that
exceptional situations will not be treated. These exceptional situations are:
large viewing or sun zenith angles, hot spot, windy conditions causing white-
caps and absorbing aerosol. These phenomena may occur in any acquired
image regardless of the sensor. However the image can be corrected for
nadir viewing angle and normalized for the sun zenith angle. Hot spot can
be avoided by tilting the sensor, a capability that exists in most sensors.
Good weather and clear sky are necessaxy conditions to perform high qual-
ity spectral measurements. Other algorithms are definitely needed to treat
the presence of absorbing aerosol (Zhao and Nakajima tgg7[62]; Gordon ef
ol., 19971631; Chomko and Gordon 1998t641).
The aerosol multiple-scattering ratio at two wavelengths (short s and
long l) can be written as:
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pf) + pt?
e1s,t):-(t) 
'(,)Pir' + Pia
(2.68)
The aerosol ratio in (2.68) can be linked to eis,l; (equation 2.61) by dividing
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its dominator and nominator over pf;):
(2.6e)
If the band I is situated far in the NIR, then the contribution from the
coupled term is negligible. This is due to the small Rayleigh scattering in
this part of the spectrum. Equation(2.69) can then be reduced to:
(2.70)
Gordon and Castano (1987)t4el showed that the above relationship (2.70)
is linear. The single scattering aerosol ratio can thus be linked to its coun-
terpart in the multiple scattering regime with a linear relationship. This
is true if the band / is situated in the NIR part of the spectrum. Once
the value of e1s,l; is estimated, the water leaving reflectance at the shorter
channel (s) is (from equation 2.44):
T:") pS) : py) 
- 
€6,t1 x (oyt 
- 
rlt) eg) (2.71)
Where the corrected-reflectance is defined as the total reflectance corrected
for gaseous absorption and Rayleigh/surface reflectances:
p?) :
(.\)pi'
iF - p?) -rl\ pLj). (2.72)
The unknowns in equation (2.71) are the water signal at two wavelengths
and the aerosol ratio. The number ofvariables can be reduced by introduc-
ing some assumption on the water leaving reflectance at channel /. If this
band lies far in the NIR then the water signal at I can be assumed negligible
(Gordon 1978)t651. Equation (2.71) becomes:
p!,P :
(s) (t)p;. _ 
€1s,t1pi' (2.73)
T@
If the two bands s and I are at the NIR then the above approach can be
adjusted as following. The water leaving reflectance is to the first order pro-
portional to the water inherent optical properties (equation 2.39). At the
NIR spectral region the water signal is approximated as being optically gov-
6(s,t): ri",rr(##)
€G,t):ri",,, (t .'#)
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erned by suspended paxticulate matter (SPM) and water molecules. Thus
the absorption and the backscattering coefficients are, respectively, approx-
imated as:
ba(r) : bi())xC
a()) : 0-(^)
Where o-()) is the absorption coefficient of sea-water. The quantities 6i(.\)
and C a,re respectively the specific backscattering coefficient and the con-
centration of SPM. The ratio of the water leaving reflectances at the two
bandssandlis:
r[,) pli)
a(s,r): ig&
Where C^) i" the sun to sea transmittance. Substituting the right hand
side of equation (2.39) in the ratio (equation 2.74) gives:
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(2.75)
The parameter o(s,r) is expected to be a smooth function of total sus-
pended matter concentration. This ratio was assumed constant (Carder
et at., Lgggl66l and[67], Ruddick et al.,2oo0168l, Hue et al.,2oool6el). This
assumption can be explained as following. At the NIR wavelengths the
water can be considered as optically clear due to the absorption by water
molecules. In this water (optically clear) the following approximation can
be applied (Kirt r9gt;tzol;
bil (") 
. 
a-(t) + bb(t)
o(s,t) :414 
^ q,/s)-TEG)-
L //\
o()) :0.rrobla)ru _.,_ o())
This is valid when the following criteria is satisfied:
b6())/o()) < 0.25 (2.77)
At the NIR the backscattering coefficient can be assumed spectrally flat
(Gould 1999)t711, thus substituting equation (2.76) in the ratio (equation
2.74) gives:
(2.74)
(2.76)
o(",t)*m (2.78)
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A further simplification can be imposed (Ruddick et a1.,2000)168)1
Thus;
.r' ( 
").n(")tu to
/l\ /t\ 
- 
r
T)',t7;"t
r!") ogt;at;o : a(sr)ra Pu
(s) 
- 
p!') _ ep.t1p!)
,-' : apr)d, (",*, _,G,))
(2.7e)
be calculated byThen the water leaving reflectance at wavelength s can
substituting (2.79) in (2.71):
(2.80)
Equation (2.73) is used for clear waters (chapter 3). On the other hand
equation (2.80) is used for turbid waters (section 3.3.3 and chapters 4 and
ot.
2.7 Conclusion and remarks
The inherent optical properties of the water column define exactly its appar-
ent optical properties. These apparent optical properties can be measured
and linked to the inherent optical properties. The concentrations of water
constituents can be retrieved from the inherent optical properties knowing
the specific inherent optical properties of these constituents. These specific
inherent optical properties are related to the particle's index of refraction
and particle-size distribution. However, in optically complex waters, there
is no unique estimation of the water inherent optical properties.
The reflectance at the sensor level has to be corrected for atmospheric
and surface signals. This is to retrieve the water signal which is an apparent
optical property. The air molecules and surface reflectance can be estimated
knowing geometry, pressure and wind speed.
An interesting feature of the NIR is that the water absorbs most of the
transmitted sola.r radiation. Thus the backscattered reflectance is expected
to be very small and spatially flat in clear waters. This low-signal can either
be neglected or approximated by a known constant-value. Therefore the
magnitude of the aerosol scattering at this wavelength can be assessed from
the corrected reflectance (equation 2.72). Lnother wavelength is needed to
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resolve the spectral dependency of the aerosol scattering (i.e. the consta,nt
c in equation 2.65). Thus, it is sufficient to have two channels situated at
the NIR to retrieve the water leaving reflectance at any wavelength i. In
turbid waters the water leaving reflectance at the NIR is no longer constant
and varies with water turbidity. Nevertheless the ratio of the water leav-
ing reflectance, at two NIR bands, can be assumed constant. This leaves
the aerosol ratio to be estimated. In optically complex waters (high water
turbidity) the water ratio will vary with turbidity (Li 20m)t721. In this sit-
uation the aerosol and the water ratio have to be retrieved simultaneously
(e.g. chapter 5).
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Chapter 3
Transformation technique
to atmospherically correct
AVHRR images
Abstract
The hypothesis of negligible water leaving reflectance at the near infrared
NIR channels was successful for clear waters (Gordon 1978)t651. At shorter
wavelengths, the clearest pixels in a scene are assumed to have a known
water leaving reflectance (Gordon and Clark 1981)1731. Over these pixels,
the aerosol ratio can be evaluated and assumed constant for a sub scene
in the image. This can be replaced by the visual inspection of corrected
reflectance scatter-plot (Ruddick et at., 2000)1681. Iterative methods are
increasingly used with relationships between the water leaving signals at
different bands (Andre and Morel 1991)t741. However localizing a clear water
region is quite difficult in the southern bight of the North Sea using the
red band of AVHRR image. The visual inspection is time consuming and
subjective to user error. Iterative procedures are vulnerable to degeneration
effects and they need empirical relationships.
We propose to define the aerosol-dominant pixels instead of the clear
water pixels. The aerosol ratio can then be estimated over these pixels
from regression. This chapter was accepted for publication as Salama el o/.
(2003)t751.
3.1. INTODUCTION
3.1 Intoduction
The general approach of atmospheric correction of ocean color imagery re-
lies on identifying a spectral range in which reasonable assumptions on the
water leaving reflectance can be introduced. For case-I waters (Morel and
Prieur 1977)t331 the water leaving reflectances at the near infrared (NIR)
channels can be assumed zero (Gordon 197a)losl. This will give an estimate
of the aerosol reflectances at the NIR channel (e.g. CZCS or AVHRR). At
a shorter wavelength, the clearest pixels in the scene are isolated assuming
known water leaving reflectance (Gordon and Clark 1981)t731. Over these
pixels, the aerosol ratio (equation 2.64) can be evaluated and assumed con-
stant for a sub scene in the image. This procedure is illustrated in figure
(3.1). In this figure there is a general flow chart for sensors with one or two
NIR bands. This is to achieve the link to the chapter ( ). This approach
can be extended by using initial values ofthe Angstrom exponent (obtained
from figure 3.1) and water leaving reflectance (e.g. zero assumption) at the
NIR channels. In consequence the water leaving reflectance at the shorter
wavelengths can be calculated. To infer the Angstrom exponent directly
from the image other relationships might be needed. The idea is to use
these relationships to calculate backwards and evaluate till a convergence
in the sought value is achieved. Logically the relationship is a bio'optical
model (e.g. equation 2.39) that extracts concentration from reflectance
(i.e. to allow backwa.rd calculation). The use of a bio-optical model tacitly
assumes a single constituent that has to be extracted for the backward cal-
culation. That narrows (again) the applicability of such a model to case'I
waters where chlorophyll-a is the only constituent to be quantified. The
output of the bio-optical model (i.e. concentration) is compared with the
clear water threshold (u.5. 2 mg.m-3 of Chl-a, Bricaud and Morel 1987t761).
If it is a clear-water-pixel then the reflectance of water and aerosol are re-
calculated (backward) from the concentration. The Angstrom exponent is
again estimated. If the pixel is turbid the Angstrom exponent takes the
value of the previous pixel (clear water). Afber having processed all the
pixels in the scene the Angstrom exponent is averaged and compared to the
initial value. This loop is continued till a convergence is realized. Bricaud
and Morel (1987)1761 developed such an approach to simultaneously cor-
rect the image and estimate the pigment concentrations. The Angstrom
exponent in the above approaches is an average value over the clea,r wa-
ter pixels. This is valid if the aerosol type (i.e. particle size distribution
composition, and refractive index) and optical thickness are constant. Ac-
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water leaving refl ectances
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in tho (r) NIR chann€l
the magnitude and the spectral
scattering can be
at the two channgls
(/) rve search for the
Fig. 3.1: Flor chart for the starting step6 to atmospherically correct an image with 2 or
less NIR bands.
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tually the Angstrom exgronent (and hence aerosol ratio) will e:ftibit spatial
variations that differ from the mean value. This is due to va,riation in the
atmospheric load (i.e. aerosol concentrations) and possible coexistence of
different types of aerosols (maritime, continental etc.). Even for one type
of aerosol the variation in relative humidity over the scene will violate the
spatially homogeneous assumption of the aerosol ratio and the Angstrom
exponent. The above procedures are illustrated in figure (3.2). In practice
i---::::i::l!:u l
biooptical model to
estimate the
concenfation of chl-a
reflec'tance model to
retrieve the water
leaving reflectances
:alculate epsilon
,/\V
'ouputs are epsilon ratio
. and concentrations of chl-a
Fig, 3.2: Using bio-optical model to perform the atmospheric correction in an iterative
manner.
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the values of aerosol ratio has been set to one to retrieve positive water leav-
ing reflectances for AVHRR images (Vos el al.,7gg7l77l and 1998[78]). This
value is reasonable for a maritime aerosol model at high relative humidity.
This study proposes a technique to atmospherically correct AVHRR im-
ages, modified from Gordon (1978)1651. However instead of searching for a
clear water region at the red band, the algorithm searches for an aerosol
dominant region at the red and the NIR AVHRR bands. The idea is that,
the aerosol reflectances will be always present in the scene of an AVHRR
image. On the other hand it is difficult to allocate a clear water region in the
southern bight of the North Sea. The proposed technique is based on the
principal component transformation of the AVHRR image. The resulting
images are used to classify the aerosol dominant pixels. The aerosol ratio
was then estimated over these pixels from regression.
3.2 Method
The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensors have
one visible band (s : 0.58 
- 
0.68 pm), one NIR band (l :0.725 
- 
1.1 pm)
and three thermal bands. The AVHRR sensor proved to be efficient for
suspended particulate matter (SPM) quantification (Althuis and Shimwell
1995)t7el. However, about 76To of the signals at the red band are due to the
atmospheric path (Sturm 1980)t581. Therefore, the quality of the retrieved
geophysical quantities is directly related to the accuracy of the atmospheric
correction algorithm. There are always aerosols present in the atmosphere
that vary in composition and concentration. An approach is to utilize the
fact that the total recorded reflectance at AVHRR NIR band is mainly (95%
Sturm 1980t581) due to aerosol scattering. Moreover the water at this band
is optically clear (high absorption coefficient). Thus aerosol dominant pix-
els can always be allocated in the scene. The aerosol ratio can then be
estimated over pixels with high aerosol optical thickness. This is because
the retrieved aerosol ratio will be less affected by the water signal. This is
contrary to searching clear water region which in most cases does not exist
(strictly speaking for the North Sea and AVHRR spectral bands). Having
aerosol-dominant pixels isolated, the ratio eq",l; will be approximately equal
to the slope of the regression line for these pixels. Thus the aerosol dom-
inant pixels have to be classified before finding their relationship at both
bands. In principle the retrieved water leaving reflectance should have a
small correlation with the aerosol reflectance. In other words the covari-
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ance should be small or zero. A straight forward technique, to de-correlate
different contributors, is the principal component transform (PCT). The
new components are linear combinations of the original data (Emery and
Thomson 2001)[80]:
PCr : l;"";) : l';,:, r;)l#,), _;ii,r ] (3.1)
Where the first term at the right hand side of equation (3.1) is the eigenvec-
tor of the covariance matrix of @?i) , p?i)). The mean corrected reflectance
at wavelength ) is p! ). ffrir is a rotation-translation of the axes which will
catch most of the data variance in the first axis (PCl). These variations are
mainly due to atmospheric perturbation. The second axis (PC2) will con-
tain very little variance, which is due to water-signal and some anomalies
(Richards 1994)t8U. The rotation angle of the first principle (de"r) with re-
spect to the horizontal (w.r.t.h.) can be related to the angle of the regression
line (g,.n) (w.r.t.h.) of the data set (Aage et ol., 1998)[82];
tan29,cr : r tan2Qr.g (3.2)
Where r is the correlation coefficient between corrected reflectances at the
two bands. For high correlation coefficient (r > 0.9), the regression line will
therefore be a good approximation of the PCT. The interpretation of data
variations on the new axes is related to the position of the NIR band being
used. This will be more clear in chapter (4).
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 The data-set
For this exercise we use a cloud-free AVHRR image (figure 3.3) with simul-
taneous in-situ measurements (table 3.2). The image was calibrated and
converted to reflectance for channels 1 & 2 and temperatures for channels
3, 4. and 5. The land and cloud were masked using the algorithm of Sospe-
dra et al. (2000)1831. The total reflectances at AVHRR visible channels
were comected for Rayleigh scattering and surface reflectance. Ancillary
data of ozone and water vapour transmittance were used (from the Sea-
WiFs project) to generate gaseous transmittance values using the 65 code
(Vermote et al., L997)las).
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Fig. 3.3: The aerosol reflectance (7o) at the NIR band of AVHRR. The image was ac-
quired on 27-April 1999 at 15:04 UT. The flags are the sampling sites.
3.3.2 Clear waters
Let us assume that the received reflectance at AVHRR NIR band is due
to atmospheric path, ,... ,Y' = pt) +p!'J. fnir assumption reduces the
reflectance equation to (equation 2.73):
(3.3)
The ratio p.,) lpY imposes boundaries on the sought aerosol ratio. For a
non-absorbing aerosol and non negative water leaving reflectance the bound-
aries for s(e,r) are :
1< 6(s,,) 
= # (3.4)
The upper bound is simply to guarantee positive reflectance. The lower
bound implicitly assumes that there is always non-absorbing aerosol in the
atmosphere. The coupled term pl) at the NIR is relatively small due to
the negligible Rayleigh scattering at this wavelength interval. Lower bound
can be accepted except for the extensive multi-scattering regime (occur-
ring at the scan edge). In this regime the coupled term might be negative
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(Deschamp 1983)t561 thus the lower bound is no longer true. In this exer-
cise the bounds on c(s,r) (equation 3.4) are assumed correct at least for our
example-image (no scan edge). This ratio €1s,ry is then assumed spatially
homogeneous (e.g. Bricaud and Morel 1987[76], Ruddick et ol., 2000[68])
over a sub-scene in the image. The task is to allocate the value of e(",1)
within the boundaries of (equation 3.4). For a very clear atmosphere over
turbid waters the signal at the NIR, pf), is very small in comparison to the
signal at the visible channel. Thus the regression line between turbid water
pixels (for the red and the NIR bands of AVHRR) will have a small positive
slope at a moderate aerosol load. This slope decreases with increasing visi-
bility until it becomes asymptotic to p!") (very clea.r atmosphere). On the
other hand, the regression line of aerosol dominant pixels will have a steep
positive slope, with angle ( 45" (w.r.t.h.). This is due to the contribution
from the NIR band which arises from aerosol scattering. Figure (3.4) shows
the scatter plots of AVHRR corrected reflectance at the visible and NIR
bands and its PCT transform. The PCT (figure 3.4(b)) is a better repre'
sentative to spectral behavior of the data set (figure 3.a(a)) at both bands.
The translation of the transform is equal to the mean reflectance at each
band (p!"), p!')). fne rotation angle of the PC1 (w.r.t.h.) can be calculated
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Fig. 3.4: (a): the scatter plot of corrected reflectance at AVHRR (image subgeo-990427-
1504) visible (ch1) and NIR (ch2) channels (%). (b): the PCT of the wvo
AVHRR bands (pc).
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as (Emery and Thomson 2001)laoJ'
(3.5)
Where: C"", Cu, and C",1 are the elements of the covariance matrix of
bL") , p!)). The data points in the new axes of the transform can be described
as follows. The reflectance values of thick aerosol over clear or turbid water
pixels are expected to be larger than the mean-reflectance. Thus the aerosol
dominant pixels and those associated with turbid water signals are situated
in the first quadrant of the new axes (see figure 3.4(b)). The reflectance
of clear water pixels with moderate aerosol load is larger than the mean
NlR-reflectance and less than the mean red-reflectance (second quadrant).
The expression red- or NIR- reflectance refers to the reflectance at the red
or the NIR AVHRR band. Clear water pixels with clear atmospheric path
will have reflectance values less than the mean reflectance at both red and
NIR AVHRR bands (third quadrant). The turbid water pixels with rela-
tively clear atmosphere will have negative slope (of the regression line) and
reflectance values larger than the mean red-reflectance and smaller than the
mean NlR-reflectance (fourth quadrant). Each cluster of pixels can thus
be isolated using its signs on the new axes (PCT). However our interest is
in the aerosol dominant pixels that a,re at the first quadrant. The results
of this classification are illustrated in figures (3.5(a) and 3.5(b)). As we
can see the proposed classification technique isolated the pixels with high
reflectance values at both the red and the NIR bands (compare figure 3.3
to figure 3.5(a)). However most of the coastal waters are presented in this
cluster (figure 3.5(a)). This cluster is, therefore, further treated to separate
the turbid water pixels. Following the same idea, a second PCT can be
applied on this class in figures (3.5(a) and 3.5(b)). Again, the aerosol domi-
nant pixels are situated at the first quadrant of the second PCT. The results
of the second classification are shown in figures (3.5(c) and 3.5(d)). Figure
(3.5) shows that the second PCT-classification has improved the isolation of
the aerosol dominant pixels (figure 3.5(c)). Let us note that the remaining
pixels (figure 3.5(d)) are highly correlated.
From equation (3.5) the slope of the first principal axis (w.r.t.h.) is an
indicator of the correlation between the data sets. The new axis (PC1) is
rotated as such to reduce this correlation to its minimum. This will facilitate
the separation between physically uncorrelated signals (aerosol and water).
The remaining pixels afber two successive PCT-classifications are mainly
tan2op"t: #*
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dominated by one signal. Thus the angle of the first component (0e"r) is
expected to increase in each step approaching 45'. This may explain why the
value of the aerosol ratio was set to unity. Let us note that the angle of the
second PCT (PCl) physically can not reach the value of 45". This is due to
the fact that the reflectance of the non-absorbing aerosol at NIR is less than
that at the red band (consult section 2.6.4). Moreover the reflectance at the
NIR is mainly from the aerosol scattering. On the other hand the reflectance
at the red band is the sum of water and aerosol signals. In other words the
reflectance value at the red is always larger than that at the NIR. Unless
the PCT allocates few anomalous pixels that are physically and spatially
unrelated. These pixels might have the same values of reflectances at both
AVHRR bands, however they are not spectrally-pure pixels. Thus only two
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Fig. 3.5: (a): the results of the classification after the first PCT. (b): the pixels at the
first quadrant offigure (3.4(b)). (c),(d): the remaining aerosol dominant pixels
after the second PCT classification.
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PCT-based classifications are needed to extract the aerosol dominant pixels.
The first is to isolate the regions with high reflectance at both AVHRR bands
(red and NIR). The second is to uncouple the signals in this mixed class
into coastal waters and aerosol dominant pixels. Table (3.1) summarizes the
results of each transform associated with classification. The angle of PC1
in the first transform is 37.273". This was improved in the second PCT to
43o. Thevalue of €G,4 can be estimated from the slope of the regression
line between p!1) atrd p!2) of these pixels (equation 3.5). This regression line
was found to have an angle of 43' (w.r.t.h.) i.e. €0,2): cot(43") :7.074.
This value was assumed spatially homogeneous over the image.
The results were validated with in-situ measurements near the southern
bight of the North Sea (table e.Z). The hydro-optical model (equation
2.39) was used at each station to reproduce the expected water leaving
reflectance. The inputs were the measured concentrations of suspended
particulate matter (SPM) and chlorophyll-a (table 3.2) and specific inherent
optical properties of the Belgian coastal waters (measured and supplied by
IVM[llI). The relative errors € of a retrieved quantity pE were calculated
from the modelled value py as:
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The concentrations of suspended particulate matters were computed by in-
verting the hydro-optical model (equation 2.39) with a constant concentra-
tion of chlorophyll-a (averaged from table 3.2). The presence of dissolved
organic matter (DOM) will complicate the optical response of the water
column. However, no measurements were available about this quantity. A
simplified situation will be considered throughout this exercise. This by
assuming that the water is free of DOM.
The retrieved water leaving reflectances are within 45Yo relative error
(table 3.2). However the smallest relative-errors were at sites 250, 330 and
215. The last two sites have the closest sampling time to image acquisition.
Table 3.1: The statistical parameters for populations of pixels presented in figures (3.3
and 3.5). Stdv and corr are the standard deviation and the correlation coef-
ficient resp.
Steps Min Max Mean Stdv uorr vDc!
ngure (J.J)
figure (3.5(a))
figure (3.5(c))
U.UU4
3.086
3.437
L2.O7
12.o7
12.o7
3.07
4.291
4.8
I.L42
1.083
1.262
83.4
93.7
98.1
30.07
37.273
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Weak correlation coefficients were found between the aerosol reflectances
and SPM (18%) and water leaving reflectances (16%). This suggests that
the errors (table 3.2) might be due to measurement fluctuations. These
fluctuations result from the temporal/spatial variations between ship mea-
surements and AVHRR image. This is especially so in the North Sea where
the tidal currents determine the near-surface concentrations of suspended
matter (Eisma and Kalf 1979)t181. The weak residual correlation between
physically unrelated quantities can be attributed to the following:
o An inherent limitation of the classification procedure. This is the
cluster of pixels centered at the mean reflectances. At this cluster, it
is difficult to separate the aerosol from water reflectances. Instead the
algorithm truncates the data set to larger or smaller than the mean.
This truncation is obvious figures (3.5(b) and 3.5(d)).
o The assumption of zero water Ieaving reflectance at the NIR channel.
o The spatial-homogeneity assumption of the aerosol ratio.
o Generally the concentrations of SPM decrease with distance from the
coast. This trend (i.e. decreasing concentration with offshore dis-
tance) can also occur for the concentration of aerosol. This common
gradient of aerosol and SPM concentrations might creates a kind of
correlation between the physically unrelated quantities (i.e. aerosol
and SPM).
3.3.3 T\rrbid water
Althuis and ShimweI (1995)t7el observed that the NIR band of AVHRR is
more appropriate for the estimation of suspended particulate matter. This
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Sta. tlme
UTC
SPM
s.m '
Chl-a
mq.m-
(91
PiD' SPMR
g.m-3
relative error%o
MYo RYo Pu SPM
150
250
435
42r
330
2t5
ZGOS
ZGO|
0:11
4:00
6:13
8:42
11:41
17:08
19:05
20:01
18.4
28.2
8.7
6.0
12.8
tl.2
25.2
16.0
30.1
42.6
t2.7
Lt.2
13.6
20.2
12.5
11.5
7.627
2.07
1.09
0.81
r.49
r.2t7
2.53
1.83
z.3J
2.50
0.73
1.10
t.27
0.9
1.45
1.35
23.32
25.65
5.72
o 1'7
10.87
7.32
12.73
r1.72
43.4
24.5
-33.4
35.8
-r4.6
-25.7
-42.6
-26.1
zb.6
_o
-34.1
52.9
- 15.1
-34.6
-49.5
-26.8
Table 3.2: Measured concentrations of SPM and chlorophyll-a and the modelled (M)
and retrieved (R) water leaving reflectances.
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is because the AVHRR NIR band saturates at higher concentrations of SPM
than the visible band. Tolk et at. (2000) [84] showed that the NIR band of
AVHRR sensor is not affected by bottom reflectance. Han ef ol. (1996)t851
suggested a linear relationship between the reflectance at the NIR and con-
centration of SPM. To account for the reflectance in channel two, a linear
relationship (equations 2.78 and 2.79) between the water Ieaving reflectance
at both AVHRR channels (1,2) can be imposed. Thus the water leaving
reflectance is calculated from equation (2.80). This equation is similar to
(3.3) with an enhancement factor of:
a6gl(ap11- e1",ly) (3.7)
Table (3.3) shows that, although the water signals were considered at the
NIR, the retrieved quantities (water leaving reflectance and SPM concen-
trations) are subjected to la.rge errors. The use of equation (2.80), simply,
added positive values to the relative errors. Thus the positive relative-errors
were increased whereas the negative values were decreased. This is because
the water leaving reflectance was enhanced by a constant value (equation
3.7). For the NIR band the results are even worse. While the relative er-
ror in SPM retrieved from the red band did not exceed 65y0, it reached to
l42To when retrieved from the NIR band. The relative errors were reduced
for the sites with underestimated water leaving reflectance. However, these
sites do not represent turbid water. Thus, in comparison to the clea.r water
approach (equation 2.73) there is no obvious improvement on the red band
(table 3.4).
Table (3.4) shows the mean relative error for all eight stations using
clear (equation 2.73) and turbid (equation 2.80 with constant o1",71) water
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Sta. px)% SPM e.m-3 relative error%
M R bandl band2 p\;' pr:' SPMl SPM2
IbU
250
435
421.
330
2t5
zGoS
ZGO|
U.UOO
0.086
o.o27
0.019
0.039
0.034
o.o77
o.0492
t20.1
0.199
0.035
0.053
0.061
0.043
0.097
0.065
25.O
27.5
6.1
9.7
11.5
7.8
13.5
12.4
1?
33.3
9.6
74.6
16.9
12.O
19.3
18.0
50.8
30.9
-30.0
42.8
-70.2
-21.9
-39.7
-22.O
v(,v
38.9
30.0
183.9
54.7
zb.t)
-9.9
32.0
Jb.6
-2.3
-30.2
62.1.
-9.8
-30.8
-46.3
-22.2
06.v
18.266
10.6
142.88
31.72
6.78
-23.6
t2.28
Table 3.3: The modelled and retrieved (equation 2.80) water leaving reflectance and the
associated SPM concentrations. M and R are for the modelled and retrieved
quantity respectively.
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quantity equatlon (2. /J) eouation (2.80)
red reo NIR
WLR
SPM
4.84 + 33.9
11.15 + 34.5
u.uo 
- 
Jb. /
-5.46 + 36.9
56.6 + 49.7
33.48 + 51.3
Table 3.4: The mean values of the relative error * standard deviation of the water
leaving reflectance (WLR) and the concentrations of SPM.
approach. The parameter o(s,r) was approximated for the AVHRR visible
and NIR band from equation (2.78). Introducing a constant value of the
water ratio will slightly reduce the mean relative'error however the standard
deviation is still the same (even slightly increased). On the other hand the
relative error in the NIR band is scattered within a large standard devia-
tion. This variance might be attributed to the introduced assumptions on
the aerosol and water ratios. The relative errors of a1s,ly and e 1",1; were eval-
uated from the modelled values of e(",1) and o1",r; (table 3.5). The modelled
values of e1s,l; and 41",r; were estimated from the modelled values of water
leaving reflectances (using measured concentrations of SPM and Chl-a' ta-
ble 3.2) and the corrected reflectance of AVHRR red and NIR bands. Table
(3.5) shows that the smallest relative error in the aerosol ratio e1s,z; was at
station 330. In other words, the principal component transform gave a good
estimate of e 1",1; value at the site with closest sampling time to image acqui-
sition. However the use of equation (2.78) in calculating the water leaving
reflectance (equation 2.80) is not accurate for AVHRR spectral bands. This
limitation is due to the spectral position of AVHRR red band. The water
leaving reflectance at this red band is governed by chlorophyll-a (Chl-a)'
dissolved organic matter (DOM) and suspended pa.rticulate matter (SPM).
Thus the total absorption coefficient cannot be estimated accurately from
the water absorption coefficient (i.e. ab'd) + 
"9"o)). Additional informa-tion on the concentrations of Chl-a and DOM are necessary to estimate the
Sta. modelled relative errorTo
c(s.I) o
I5U
250
435
421
330
2r5
ZGOS
ZGOL
26. IV
23.29
40.73
4J.O I
37.78
35.26
32.76
37.26
I.26
r.22
1.03
t.24
r.o7
1.09
0.9
1
-23.81
-D.6
-46.t4
-49.7
-4t.94
-37.79
-33.04
-41.13
rif 07
-11.95
-13.1
U.DD
--1.O
19.79
7.28
Table 3.5: Modelled values of 61s,ly and o(s,t) and their relative errors
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ratio o(s,r). The value of o1",2; is assessed using equation (2.75) for the upper
panel of figure (3.6) and a6"d,niil : m) for the lower panel. The last ap-
proximation was based on equation (2.76) for the water leaving reflectance
with flat backscattering coefficient (Gould 1999)t711. The concentrations
were varied from 0 to 20 mg.m-3 and from 1 to 80 g.m-3 for Chl-a and
SPM respectively. The DOM absorption coefficient was given three values
of (0, 0.5 and 1 m-1) at 0.4 p, m. The DOM absorption extrapolated to the
AVHRR red and NIR bands using equation (2.33).
Figure (3.6) shows that the presence of Chl-a and DOM dramatically
change the value of a1s,l;. This is especially for low concentration of SPM.
This also can be observed in table (3.5). The largest relative-errors in the
assumed value of o(s,,) were obtained at stations 42L and 435. These two
sites have the lowest values of the measured SPM concentrations. Figure
(3.6) clearly illustrates that o1s,l; is not constant and has to be related
to the actual turbiditv of the water surface laver. This is to reflect the
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Fig. 3.6: The variation of the water ratio for AVHRR spectral bands plotted as a function
of Chl-a. DOM and SPM.
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3.4. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
underlying physical and optical processes in the water column at the red
band of AVHRR.
3.4 Conclusion and remarks
The proposed atmospheric correction algorithm utilized the clear water ap-
proach. In other words, the total recorded reflectance at AVHRR NIR band
is mainly due to aerosol scattering. However instead of allocating a clear
water region at the red band, the algorithm allocates an aerosol dominant
region at the red and the NIR AVHRR bands. This implies that the aerosol
reflectances is always present in the scene of an AVHRR image. The aerosol
dominant pixels were classified using two consecutive principle component
transform. The aerosol ratio was then estimated over these pixels. The
estimated aerosol ratio from these pixels was within acceptable accuracy
for the sites that were the closest, in sampling time, to the image acquisi-
tion. The relative difference between the retrieved and modelled (based on
measurements) aerosol ratio did not exceed 2OTo for all sites. This value
(ot 20%) was an order smaller (-1.5 and 0.5%) for the sites which have the
closest sampling time to the image. The retrieved water leaving reflectances
were within 45% relative error. The results were un-correlated with correla-
tion coefficient of 18% between the aerosol reflectances and SPM and 16To
between the aerosol reflectances and water leaving reflectances. Measure-
ment fluctuations introduced errors that are difficult to be quantified. These
fluctuations result from the temporal and spatial variations between ship
measurements and AVHRR image. This is especially so in the North Sea
where the tidal currents determine the near-surface concentrations of sus-
pended matter. The weak residual correlation between physically unrelated
quantities might be attributed to the inherent limitation of the classification
procedure. This is the cluster of pixels centered at the mean reflectances.
At this cluster, it is difficult to separate the aerosol from water reflectances.
Instead the algorithm truncates the data set to larger or smaller than the
mean. The aerosol ratio was assumed constant of the scene. Actually, this
ratio is spatially variable and has to be estimated at each pixel in the image.
The assumption of zero water leaving reflectance at the NIR channel(s) is
not valid over turbid waters. The NIR band of AVHRR is known to saturate
at higher SPM concentrations than the red band. However, accounting for
the water signal at the NIR by assuming a constant value of a1r,ly, had no
advantages over the clear water approach (zero water leaving reflectance at
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the MR). The water leaving reflectances at AVHRR NIR band were noisy
and not reliable for low concentration of suspended sediments (i.e. relatively
clea,r waters). This might either be due to the weak water leaving signal
at the NIR band of AVHRR or to the assumption of constant water ratio.
The water ratio for AVHRR red and NIR bands has to be linked to the
underlying physical and optical processes in the water. It is advisable to
atmospherically correct clear and turbid waters separately. For validation
purposes, it is essential to perform simultaneous in-situ measurement with
tl hour of image acquisition.
oo

Chapter 4
Transformation technique
to atmospherically correct
SeaWiFS images
Abstract
Recently the assumption of known or negligible water leaving reflectance
and the model-produced empirical relationships were replaced with rela-
tionships that are only dependent on the absorption property of seawater
(Carder et al., 7999106J, Ruddick et at., 2000108J, and Hu el al., 2000[0sJ;.
The aerosol ratio was estimated over turbid waters following a general ap-
proach. First classify the image into clear and turbid waters regions. The
aerosol ratio is then estimated over the clear water region. The value of
this ratio can either be spatially extrapolated to turbid water pixels (Hu
et al.,2O0O) [6e] or assumed constant (Ruddick et a1.,2000) [68]. The clear
water region can be classified either through a defined threshold (Bricaud
and Morel 1987)t761, visual inspection approach (Ruddick et a1.,2000)[681,
or failure of the atmospheric correction algorithm of clear waters (Hu et
ol., 2000)t0sJ. In the following chapter, we will use the principal component
transform technique to classify the clear water pixels from a SeaWiFs im-
age. The algorithm retrieved an accurate value of the aerosol ratio that was
reasonable for all sampling stations. The relative errors in the estimated
aerosol ratio (at the NIR) did not exceed 2%. The smallest value (i.e. of
the relative error) was at the station which had the closest sampling time to
o/
4.1. INTRODUCTION
image acquisition. Moreovet, low correlations (-2.15%) were found between
the aerosol and the water leaving reflectance at 0.765 pm. The correlation
was slightly increased to -4.1470 for aerosol and SPM. However a sensitivity
study (developed in section 4.4.1) shows that the accuracy of the retrieved
water leaving reflectance is mainly affected by the spectral extrapolation of
the aerosol ratio. This chapter is complementary to chapter (3).
4.L Introduction
4.I.1 Standard algorithm for the atmospheric correc-
tion of SeaWiFS images: clear waters
The second generation of ocean color sensors (SeaWiFS, MERIS) enabled
the development of more complicated algorithms (Gordon and Wang 1994)1611.
This is because the spectral position of the NIR channels is more appropriate
to impose reasonable assumptions on the water leaving reflectances. Most
of these sensors have two (or more) NIR bands at which the water signals
can be assumed known (or zero). This yields the aerosol reflectance at
both channels and hence the Angstrom exponent can be calculated (equa-
tion 2.64). In turn, the Angstrom exponent allows the extrapolation of the
aerosol signal at NIR to shorter wavelengths. In principle the aerosol sig-
nal can be simulated for each identified aerosol-model (geometry, type and
relative humidity). Then each pixel is compared to the model-produced-
aerosol reflectance to define the associated aerosol model. This will produce
the aerosol types and optical thicknesses for each pixel in the image. The
algorithm of Gordon and Wang (1994)t611 was based on the aerosol ratio
as the key parameter to allocate the appropriate aerosol model. The zero
water-signal at NIR channels renders the aerosol terms (multiple scattering
and coupling term). The aerosol ratios (in the single and multiple scattering
regimes) were linked with a relationship for each aerosol model (equation
2.69). Then the aerosol ratio can be calculated and averaged over the dif-
ferent aerosol models. Two aerosol-candidates that bound this averaged-
aerosol ratio are allocated. The weighted-sum of these models is the sought
aerosol model. The position of the averaged-aerosol ratio relative to the
bracketing models is proportional to these weights. The strength of this
method is that it combines the solution of the radiative transfer equation
(RTE) in the atmosphere, with a spectral fitting that retrieves the aerosol
optical properties (i.e. the necessary missing- inputs to the RTE). The over-
Iap of the oxygen absorption band at 0.759 ptm was corrected for following
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Ding and Gordon (1995)1861. The Gordon and Wang (1994) approach is
illustrated in figure (4.1).
4.L.2 Extending the atmospheric correction algorithms
of SeaWiFS for turbid waters
The assumption of zero water leaving reflectance at NIR channels was suc-
cessful for case-I waters. However, any water-leaving signal at these NIR
channels (e.g. water optically governed by suspended sediment) will result
in underestimation of the whole water leaving-reflectance spectrum. The
inadequacy of the clear water approach in turbid-water regions appeals for
a different treatment of the water leaving reflectance at the NIR region of
the spectrum. A possible approach is by establishing relationships between
the water signals at the NIR wavelengths. Smith and Wilson (19Sf ;tszJ o.it-
inally proposed empirical relationships to estimate the reflectance at NIR
of the CZCS channels from shorter-wavelengths. The empirical constants
were determined from in-situ measurements, therefore they were adjustable
based on the water type under study (Muller 1984[88], Viollier and Sturm
1984t8e1). Thus, the empirical constants (which are in reality variables) have
to be reassessed for each sensor's overpass. Austin and Petzold (lOaf;tsot
performed a direct study of the relationships between the water leaving re-
flectances from measurements of up-welling sub-surface reflectances. The
relationships among the water leaving signals were successfully applied to
determine the pigment concentrations (Bricaud and Morel 19871761, Andre
and Morel 1991t741). They were regionally employed to develop an appropri-
ate algorithm for case-Il waters (Gould and Arnone 1994)te1l. Lavender et
aI. (tSSltszl and their extended work by Moore et at. (1999) [e3] evaluated
the ratio of the water leaving reflectance at two NIR channels (water-ratio)
as a function of suspended sediment concentrations. The algorithm of Moore
et al. (7999) [e3] assumed two types of waters each of which is optically gov-
erned by one constituent (i.e. chlorophyll-a and suspended sediment). The
first category is obviously case-I water, therefore the clear water approach
(Antoine and Morel 1998)te4l is used. For the second water type (i.e. case-Il
water) the water-ratio is calculated for a variety of suspended sediment con-
centrations at selected NIR channels. The algorithm is initialized by fixing
the water-ratio (at concentration of 50 mg/l) and the Angstrom exponents
(equal to zero). Then an iterative procedure is used to solve the reflectance
equation for concentrations and the Angstrom exponent (see figure 4.2).
Figure (4.2) can be linked to figure (3.2) to solve for the atmosphere-ocean
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Fig. 4.1: The atmospheric correction algorithm of Gordon and Wang (1994).
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system simultaneously. This illustrates the possibility of replacing the em-
pirical relationships (e.g. Smith and Wilson 1981t871) with a relationship
that reflects the underlying physics of water optical properties (equation
2.75). Therefore, no empirically derived coefficients have to be evaluated
for each image. Further simplification can be introduced by assuming that
the water absorption coefficient at NIR is dominant over other constituents-
absorption. Thus the bulk absorption can be assumed equal to the water
absorption. Moreover the backscattering coefficient is spectrally flat at NIR
and can be assumed independent of wavelengths (Gould et at., 7999)tztl. So
the ratio of water-leaving reflectances at two NIR channels can be approxi-
mated as being dependent on the absorption property of seawater (equation
2.78) only. This simplification was mentioned by Carder et al. (1999)t671
for MODIS to replace the empirical relationships previously proposed by
Smith and Wilson (1981)t871. The algorithm (figure 4.1) of Gordon and
Wang (1994;[0tl fe1 SeaWiFs images was extended to turbid water. This
by replacing the zero assumption of water leaving reflectance at NIR with a
relationship that is only dependent on the absorption property of seawater
(Ruddick et a1.,2000) [04]. The water ratio and aerosol ratio were assumed
constant over a sub-image. The aerosol ratio was determined by visual in-
spection of the scatter plot of SeaWiFS NIR channels. Thus, for each sub
scene an expert judgement is needed to estimate the aerosol ratio. On the
other hand Hu et al. (2000)t6el have assumed that the water leaving re-
flectances at the two NIR of SeaWiFs is a function of the associated water
absorption coefficient and a term with constant value. This term repre-
sents the increment in the water signal due to air-bubbles and SPM. This
approximation was based on the observation of Carder et al. (1999)1661 '
The constant was assumed to be independent of wavelength but variable
in space. The aerosol ratio was determined from neighboring clear water
pixels and extrapolated to the adjacent turbid water pixels. The region of
turbid water was defined by the failure of the atmospheric correction of
clear water. Actually the approximation of Ht et al. (2000)t6el of the water
leaving reflectances at the NIR means that the backscattering coefficient
is spectrally flat. Thus, taking the ratio of the water leaving reflectances
at these two NIR channels (of SeaWiFs) yields a similar approximation to
Ruddick et at. (2000)[68]. Besides, any error in the estimated aerosol ratio
(over clear waters) will propagate (and possibly magnify) to turbid-water
pixels through the spatial extrapolation procedure. This might impose a
kind of correlation between the atmospheric path with its lower boundary
(i.e. water leaving reflectance). In the following chapter, we propose a tech-
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nique to classify the clear water pixels in the SeaWiFs images. The value
of the aerosol ratio over these pixels is then estimated from regression. A
sensitivity study (developed in section 4.4.1) shows that the accuracy of
the retrieved water leaving reflectance is mainly affected by the spectral
extrapolation of the aerosol ratio.
4.2 Method
SeaWiFS sensor was especially designed for water studies (ocean color).
It has two NIR bands (centered at 0.765 pm and 0.865 pm with 0.04p,m
spectral interval) for the purpose of atmospheric correction. The position
of SeaWiFS NIR bands facilitates the assumption of optically clear water.
This is due to the sea-water molecules which absorb most of the backscat-
tered energy at the NIR. The water column can thus be assumed to be
optically governed by the inherent optical properties of SPM and sea-water
molecules. Therefore the vrater ratio a1s,r; at these two NIR bands can be
estimated from equation (2.78). On the other hand, the values of the aerosol
ratio can be inferred from the clear water region. This is because the Sea-
WiFS NIR bands are spectrally close and highly correlated. Therefore, the
corrected reflectances (equation 2.72) of. SeaWiFS NIR bands will have two
major classes. The first has high reflectance which arises from turbid water,
turbid atmosphere or the sum of both high-signals. The second class has low
reflectance which is the sum of clear water and relatively clear atmosphere
signals. However the signal of clear water observed by optically-clear bands
(i.e. NIR) is negligible. Thus, the signals over clear water pixels will give
a close approximation to the aerosol scattering. These pixels are situated
at the third quadrant of the PCT axes. In other words, these pixels have
small reflectance at both bands which is smaller than the mean reflectance.
These pixels can be classified from the transformed images. The aerosol ra-
tio e1s,ly can then be estimated over the clear water pixels from regression.
This approach is applied on a SeaWiFS image (figure 4.3), acquired at the
same time as the previous AVHRR image (figure 3.3).
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Fig, 4,3: The first NIR band (0.765 pm) of SeaWiFS image at the tope of atmosphere
acquired in 27 April 1999 at 12:38 UTC. Sampling sites are indicated by '*'.
4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.L PCT transformation
The result of the PCT is illustrated in figure (4.4) and its statistical param-
eters are shown in table (4.1). Table (4.1) shows that the two NIR bands
are highly correlated and the PCT has a small influence on the correlation
coefficient. The benefit of the transform can be evaluated by calculating
Table 4.1: The statistical parameters for the populations of pixels presented in figures
(4.4). Stdv and corr are the standard deviation and the correlation coefficient
resPectivelY.
step rnin Yo rnaxYo meaJr"/o StdvTo cotr"/o dr"1 degrees
rmage, oanor
image, band8
PCT, band7
PCT. band8
4.42
3.84
4.42
3.84
18.25
1'.JJ
7.22
6.47
7.O7
6.47
b.6D
5.26
r.67
I.DD
u.b /
0.55
99.02
99.13
42.696
43.619
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the value of the aerosol ratio 
€1s,1; at each classification step (table 4.1). In
a highly correlated data-set the angle of PC1 (w.r.t.h.) is, approximately,
equal to that of the regression line (equation 3.2). The value of €(s,,) can
therefore be calculated from the angles of PCT presented in table (4.1).
These values are 1.084 for the original data set and 1.0494 after the PCT.
The transform has reduced the estimated value of e(,,r) about 3.3%. This
difference (3.3%) will be increased (using equation 2.66) to L4.67% at the
blue band 0.443pm. This error will underestimate the water signal at 0.443
pm about lTa fot corrected reflectance >0.O5% at 0.865pm. This error (1%)
is an order of magnitude larger than the value of acceptable error (0.1-0.5%)
at the blue (Gordon 1997)t421. Let us note that a second classification is
not necessary since it will classify the cluster of pixels (resulting from the
first classification step) that, most probably, belongs to the same class. Ta-
ble (4.2) shows the retrieved water leaving reflectance using the estimated
value of the aerosol ratio e1e,z; : 7.0494. The water ratio for SeaWiFS
NIR bands is the inverse of the corresponding water absorption coefficients
OD
Fig. 4.4: The clear water pixels resultant from the PCT
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ratio o(s,r) : I.72 (Ruddick et al., 2000)[68J. The concentration of SPM
were calculated from the first NIR band (0.765 pm). Let us note that the
variations in SPM concentrations are not reproduced (compare to the in-
situ measurements in table 3.2). Actually there is a kind of averaging in
the estimated SPM concentrations. This might be due to the large value
of water absorption coefficient that suppresses the backscattered signals.
Moreover the assumption of constant values of water and atmospheric pa-
rameters o1s,l; and e1",1; might reduced the spatial variations of the water
signal. The second assumption (constant eo.zos,o.sos) will introduce errors
to the water leaving reflectance at shorter wavelengths. These errors can be
calculated from the modelled and retrieved water leaving reflectances (table
4.3). The water leaving reflectance was modelled using equation (2.39) and
the measured concentrations (table 3.2) and the SIOP (IVMtrll). We can
observe (from table 4.3) that the assumed value of o(s,t) : 1.72 was larger
than the modelled values by approximately 7-9T0. The constant value (1.72)
is a close estimate of the water reflectance ratio for the SeaWiFs NIR bands.
On the other hand the relative error between retrieved and modelled aerosol
ratio (at the NIR) did not exceed 2% (table 4.3). The aerosol ratio was cal-
culated from the modelled water leaving reflectance (using the model 2.39
and the in-situ measurement of table 3.2) and the corrected reflectance of
SeaWiFS NIR bands. The smallest value (i.e. of the relative error) was at
the station 330. This sampling site has the closest sampling time to image
acquisition. Thus the estimated value of e6,t1:L.0494 was reasonable for
all stations. This was confirmed by the low correlation coefficient of. -2.15%
between the aerosol and the water leaving reflectance at 0.765. The correla-
tion was slightly increased to -4.74% for aerosol and SPM. Let us note that
two main groups can be categorized in table (4.3). The first group includes
the sites 435 and 330. Over these sites the aerosol ratio was underestimated.
The second group includes the sites 250, ZG03 and ZGOI. Over this group
the aerosol ratio was overestimated. The first group is representative to
sta. pl ) o/a p; '70 p: ,TA P),, p -/o SPM s.m -3
zbu
435
330
ZGOs
ZGOI
6.vrv
7.184r
7.6363
8.0647
7.708
8.422
6.7736
7.t922
7.6601
7.2909
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clear water region whereas the second group is for turbid waters (see table
3.2). Therefor the water leaving reflectance will be underestimated for tur-
bid water and overestimated for clear water sites. An important observation
is that the underestimation of the water leaving spectrum begins at SPM
concentrations 15 g.m-3.
Table 4.3: The modelled aerosol and water ratios. and the associated relative errors.
4.3.2 Spectral extrapolation of the aerosol ratio
Although the proposed technique accurately retrieved the aerosol ratio at
the NIR, the spectral extrapolation of this ratio might be not appropriate.
Normally the performance of an atmospheric correction algorithm is as-
sessed at shorter wavelengths. Negative values of water leaving reflectance
at the blue channels is an indication of algorithm failure. Let us note that
the value of e1s,ly was directly extracted from the image hence it is a mul-
tiple scattering ratio. The aerosol ratio (at bands i and /) in the multiple
scattering regime €(i,r) can be linearly related to that of the single scattering
state efa,ly (Gordon and Castano 1987)t4sl see equation (2.70).
€1t,t): n61elr,q (4.1)
Where rc11; is the second term on the right hand side of equation (2.70). This
(equation 4.1) can be substituted in the extrapolation formula of Gordon
and Wang (1994)1611, (equation 2.66):
o/
(4.2)
Suppose that the coefficient rc1;; at the NIR is spectrally flat (i.e. KU) :
rc1";), then equation (4.2) becomes:
e6,t):t,r, (H)"
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.5E
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Equation(4.3) allows to spectrally extrapolate the multiple scattering aerosol
ratio (e1",1;:1.0494) to shorter wavelengths. Another approach is to include
the coupling-term in the extrapolation-exponent. The new exponent values
are calculated from the modelled values of the aerosol ratios as:
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(4.4)
First, the measured concentrations of SPM and Chl-a (table 3.2) were used
to simulate the spectrum of the water leaving reflectance at each station
(using equation 2.39). Note that the missing stations (from table 3.2) were
under cloud covers. The parameter rc (in equation 4.3) was estimated, at
the NIR, from the modelled water leaving reflectance and the corrected
reflectance recorded by the sensor. In the same manner, the exponent di
was calculated from the modelled water leaving reflectance and the corrected
reflectance. Second, for the same retrieved-value of the aerosol ratio (i.e.
e1s.zos,o.sos):1.0494) three different water leaving spectra were obtained.
These spectra vrere estimated using three atmospheric correction algorithms.
Each scheme spectrally extrapolates the aerosol reflectance in a different
manner, namely equation (4.3), equation (2.66) in the multiple scattering
regime (i.e. using 4.4) and equation (2.66) in the single scattering regime'
The first scheme (Gordon and Castno 1937tasl coupled with Gordon
and Wang 1994t611) assumes a linear relationship between the aerosol ra-
tio at the single scattering regime and that of multiple scattering. The
parameter rc was calculated from the modelled values of water leaving re-
flectance and measured values of total reflectance at each site. The value
(e1",1y:1.0494) was then spectrally extrapolated to shorter wavelengths us-
ing equation (4.3). The retrieved spectra of water leaving reflectance are
illustrated in figure (4.5). The numbers at the panels in figure (4.5) are
the root-mean-square between both spectra. This was used as a measure of
the total fit of the retrieved spectra @f)i to the modelled spectra QYr)
There is a good agreement between the modelled and the measured values
of water leaving reflectance. The root-mean-square between the two spec-
tra did not exceed 0.7% of reflectance. The second scheme uses modelled
values of the aerosol ratio in equation ( . ). The aerosol ratio is then ex-
trapolated using equation (2.66). In other words the aerosol ratio in the
multiple scattering regime is spectrally extrapolated in a similar manner
to the that of the single scattering regime with different exponent, however.
Figure (4.6) illustrates the retrieved water signals using the estimated value
of the aerosol ratio I.0494 with the appropriate values of the extrapolation-
d; : log e(i't)
' 
€(s,,)
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exponent. Three important observations can be drawn from figure (4.6).
First the overall fit is fa^r improved over the approach which uses the param-
eter rc. Second, the chlorophyll absorption feature at 0.443p,m is reproduced
for all spectra. Third, there is no overcorrection of the aerosol signals at the
short wavelengths. This might lead to the conclusion that the correction
scheme is more sensitive to the spectral extrapolation of the aerosol ratio
than its value at the NIR.
This outcome can be reinforced (figure a.\ by using the third scheme
(Gordon and Wang 1994)t611 which neglects the coupled term in the spec-
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tral extrapolation. In other word using equations (equation 2.66 and 2.67)
to spectrally extrapolate the multiple scattering aerosol ratio. Figure(4.7)
shows an overestimation of the aerosol reflectance at the blue bands. In
other words the atmospheric correction algorithm will fail in retrieving the
water leaving reflectance from the total recorded reflectance at the blue
bands. This is due to neglecting the coupled term in the extrapolation for-
mula of the aerosol ratio. We can conclude that the failure of an atmospheric
correction is due to the procedure being used to spectrally extrapolate the
aerosol reflectance form the NIR to the blue wavelengths.
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4.3.3 Operational set up
The aerosol dominant pixels over clear water pixels are isolated using the
principal component transform. The aerosol ratio at the NIR is then de
rived from these pixels and assumed constant or spatially extrapolated to the
neighboring pixels. This can be easily performed by calculating the eigen-
vectors of the cova^riance matrix of the data set. Then the aerosol ratio is
simply the slope of the first eigenvector (w.r.t.v.). These values of estimated
6(s,r) are compared to pregenerated values for different aerosol types, opti-
cal thicknesses and humidities. The best fit will allocate the aerosol optical
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characteristics over the sub-scene. These characteristics are used to generate
the whole reflectance-spectrum of aerosol multiple scattering' Let us note
that the used 65 model is for one viewing-illumination geometry and fixed
aerosol type, optical thickness and humidity. Unfortunately we could not
obtain the source code of this model to make it operational. Operational, in
this context, means that the model is able to generate a large look-up table
for different viewing-illumination geometries, aerosol type' optical thickness
and humidity. Therefore the calculations were simplified by extrapolating
the multiple scattering aerosol ratio at the NIR. The parameter that ex-
ponentially extrapolates the aerosol ratio to shorter wavelengths has to be
accurately estimated. This parameter has a considerable importance on
the performance of any atmospheric correction algorithm. If concurrent
(i.e with sensor over pass) in-situ measurements are available, this expo-
nent can directly be estimated from the image with reasonable accuracy
(for the sampling sites). This procedure will implicity correct for possi-
ble calibration-artifacts. For accurate water leaving reflectance the spectral
fitting procedure of Gordon and Wang (1994)t611 is required. The correct
values of the exponent can then be obtained from a pre-simulated look-up
table of aerosol reflectance and coupled term for each aerosol type' optical
thickness and humidity.
4.4 Conclusion and remarks
The clear water pixels were identified using the PCT on the NIR bands
of SeaWiFS. The aerosol ratio was estimated over these clear water pix-
els. This was performed by calculating the eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix of the clear water pixels. The aerosol ratio was then approximated
as being the slope of the first eigenvector (w.r.t.v.). The resultant aerosol
ratio was an accurate estimate of the aerosol scattering ratio at the NIR.
The relative errors in the aerosol ratio (at the NIR) did not exceed 2Ya over
all sites. The smallest value of the relative error (-0.16%) was at the station
330. This sampling site has the closest sampling time to image acquisi-
tion. The estimated value of e611:l'0494 was reasonable for all stations'
This was confirmed by the low correlation coefficient of -2.I5% between the
aerosol and the water leaving reflectance at 0.765 pm. The correlation was
slightly increased to -4.I4%io for aerosol and SPM. Two main groups were
categorized from the relative errors in the aerosol ratio. The first group
included clear water sites over which the aerosol ratio was underestimated.
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The second group included turbid waters over which the aerosol ratio was
overestimated. The separation between the two groups started at SPM
concentrations of 15 g.m-3. Suspended particles can be assumed as the
only optically active component at the NIR. In other words the assumed
value of the water reflectance ratio (o1",r; : 
"*) l"l:)) was reasonable forthe SeaWiFS NIR bands. This ratio was larger than the modelled values
by approximately 7-9T0. However the assumption of constant values of wa-
ter and atmospheric parameters o1s,r; and e1s,l; might reduced the spatial
va.riations of water signal at the NIR. The aerosol ratio at the NIR has to
be accurately extrapolated to shorter wavelengths to avoid overcorrection of
recorded signals. This can only be realized by including the coupled term in
the extrapolation exponent. On the other hand, good results were obtained
by accounting for the coupled term using a linear relationship between sin-
gle and multiple scattering aerosol ratio. This leads to the conclusion that
the correction scheme is more sensitive to the spectral extrapolation of the
aerosol ratio than its value at the NIR. These conclusions are correct for a
well calibrated reflectance. This was implicitly included in the calculation of
the extrapolation-exponent over the measurement sites. Actually without
this implicit-correction the retrieved water leaving spectrum might fail in
reproducing the chlorophyll absorption feature at 0.443pm.
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Chapter 5
Coupled
atmosphere-ocean model
for rigorous solution of the
atmospheric correction
problem
Abstract
Most of the atmospheric correction procedures fail over turbid waters. This
is due to the spatial variability of the water and aerosol reflectances and
ratios at the NIR.
In this chapter a coupled atmosphere-ocean model is proposed for turbid
waters. This algorithms considers, and retrieves, the spatial variability of
the aerosol and water reflectance ratios at the NIR. Two assumptions were
imposed on three bands at the NIR (>0.8 pm). First, the water leaving
reflectance is optically governed by the SPM and water molecules. Second,
the aerosol in the multiple scattering regime follows the same spectral de-
pendency of the single scattering regime. With respect to these assumptions
a rigorous solution to the atmospheric-correction problem was established.
For each triplet of corrected reflectance exact values of the aerosol and water
reflectance ratios are found.
5.1. INTRODUCTION
The proposed method showed superiority on iterative approaches that
do not employ a cost function. Moreover it retrieved the concentrations of
SPM in turbid water from fluctuated data within acceptable accuracies (<
ro%).
Part of this chapter was published as (Salama and Monbaliu 2002)lesJ.
5.1 Introduction
The atmospheric correction algorithms discussed so far (sections 3.2 and
4.2), used a two-step procedure. The water leaving reflectance is first re'
trieved from the recorded signal (i.e. atmospheric correction). Then, the
concentrations are derived via hydro-optical models (providing the specific
inherent optical properties of the water column). In the first step, the water
signal is assumed to have a known value at the NIR. This is equivalent to
a constant value of SPM concentration. Which, in turn, determines the
atmospheric path at this spectral region. This assumption is therefore not
valid for optically complex waters (i.e. case II waters). An alternative ap-
proach is to retrieve the optical properties of both water and atmosphere
simultaneously. For each atmosphere-ocean set-up a total reflectance can
be simulated at a specific location and date. The parameters that define
each media are tuned until the best convergence to the recorded reflectance
is found. Figure (5.1) schematizes the above processing steps for the cou-
pled system. This coupled atmosphere-ocean approach is increasingly used
(Chomko et aI.,20O3le6J, Stamnes et al.,2o03ls7l, Gordon et al., !997163),
Zhao and Nakajima 1997t621). However, all these algorithms were developed
for case I waters (i.e. clear water). Again the water signal at the NIR was
assumed spatially homogenous. Although the algorithm of Land and Haigh
(1996)1e81 was intended for case-Il waters, it failed for waters with concen-
trations of chlorophyll-a and SPM larger than 0.2 mg.m-3 and 12.8 g.m-3
respectively. The Belgian coastal waters are more turbid than the above
limits (Salama and Monbaliu 2003[ee] and 2003[100]).
To the present there is no procedure that is applicable for turbid wa-
ters. This is due, as we argue in this chapter, to the spatial variability of
the water signal at the NIR which was never accounted. At the NIR the
the water leaving reflectance can be assumed to have only two unknowns.
These are the ratio of aerosol reflectances (at bands s and l) 6(s,,) and the
ratio of water leaving reflectances o(s,r). A good atmospheric correction
algorithm, in fact, means an accurate estimation of the aerosol and water
to
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Fig. 5.1: The proccssing step for coupled atmosphereoccan optimization.
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reflectance ratios. The aerosol ratio was either assumed constant (Ruddick
et at.,2000)[68] or estimated from neighboring pixels of clear waters (Hu et
ol., 2000)t6el. In the first study the aerosol ratio was determined by visual
inspection of the scatter plot of SeaWiFS NIR channels. Thus, for each
sub scene an expert judgement is needed to estimate the aerosol ratio' In
the second study the aerosol ratio was determined over clear water pixels.
These values were then extrapolated to the adjacent turbid water pixels'
The region of turbid water was defined by the failure of the atmospheric
correction of clear water. Any error in the estimated aerosol ratio (over
clear waters) will propagate (and possibly magnified) to turbid-water pixels
through the spatial extrapolation procedure. On the other hand the water
ratio o1s,ly was, always, assumed constant (Carder et al., 1'9991671, Gould et
al., 1999 [ztJ, Ruddick et a1.,20001681, Moore et al.,l999ls3] and Hu et al.,
2gggl0oJ;. Although assuming a known value of o1,,r; will improve the per-
formance of the correction, it still fails in very turbid waters (Li 2003)t721.
Up to now there is no procedure that takes into account the spatial va,riabil-
ity of both parameters €1s,r; and a1",1;. In this paper a one-step approach
is proposed to estimate the water reflectance ratio o1",t; and the aerosol
reflectance ratio e1s,l; from the corrected reflectance simultaneously' The
parameter o1s,l; at the NIR can be directly related to the backscattered-
signal of SPM. This is because a1s11 at the NIR is optically governed by
the SPM and water molecules. Thus, for each value of o1r,l; (and assumed
scattering phase-function) there is a unique value of SPM concentration.
Moreover the aerosol ratio can be spectrally-extrapolated (only at the NIR
bands > 0.8 pm) using the single scattering extrapolation formula. With re'
spect to these assumptions an exact solution to the atmospheric-correction
problem can be found.
5.2 Method
5.2.1 Modelling the atmosphere-ocean reflectance
The recorded reflectance at the sensor level can be written as the sum of
components:
(.o.r /
Where 4^) rna C^) ut" respectively the gaseous transmittance and the
viewing diffuse-transmittance from ocean to sensor. The subscript of the
pl^) :rtrt {4})r!}," * r[^r + p?) + pA) +4^)p{,})i
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reflectance represents the contribution from surface (s/c) aerosol (o), air
molecules (r), coupled scattering (ra) and the water leaving reflectance (u.r).
The water leaving reflectance is the desired quantity that is related to the
sea water physical and biological properties. Extracting this quantity from
the total received reflectance is conventionally called atmospheric correction.
The calculation of Rayleigh scattering of air molecules is well described in
terms of geometry and pressure (Gordon et at., Ig88) [ss] . The sea surface
reflectance is generally small and it can be estimated using statistical rela-
tionships and wind speed (Cox and Munk 1954tsal rnd [tt]). The gaseous
transmittance can be calculated from ancillary data on ozone and water
vapor concentrations using the transmittance models of Goody (1964)t461
and Malkums(1967)t471. The viewing diffuse transmittance is approximated
following Gordon ef al. (1983)t481. This leaves the aerosol and the cou-
pled term reflectances and the water leaving reflectance to be derived. This
requires knowledge (or assumptions) about the interrelationships between
aerosol/water reflectances at two or more wavelengths.
The aerosol multiple-scattering ratio at two wavelengths (short s and
long l) can be written as:
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Once the value of €1",1; is estimated, the water leaving reflectance at the
shorter channel (s) is (from equation 5.1):
(5.3)
Where the corrected-reflectance is defined as the total reflectance corrected
for gaseous absorption and Rayleigh and surface reflectances:
rl{p9) : py) 
-61s,r; x (oyt _ rlt)eg))
(s) (s)
- 
Pa tPiae(s,t): -?t-,--lt
Pa t Pia
pL\:# p?_ rt\p?1.
r[,) p[i)
a1s,r) :;G) (,)ao Pw
(5.2)
(5.4)
(o.o/
The water leaving reflectances at the two bands s and I can be linked
through their ratio as:
Where 4 is the sun to sea transmittance. A further simplification can be
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imposed (Ruddick et al., 2000)[68];
The water leaving reflectance can then be expressed by substituting (5.2
and 5.6) in (5.3) and solving for p$),
Thus;
Where the exponent da is:
T!")7[") r
-:l
rlt)r[D
rla p{i)
Nm:o(a,t)
^(t) - 
P1.") 
-€G,qPg)ru 
rrlt) (o1",,y 
- 
e(",r))
(5.6)
(5.e)
(5.10)
(5.7)
Assuming constant values of 41",1; and e1",4 is nothing more than en-
hancing the value of the water leaving reflecta,nce (equation 2.73) with a
constant factor e: d(a'l\
e:+
o(E,l) 
- 
6(e,t) (5.8)
Following the spectral dependency ofthe aerosol ratio, in the single scatter-
ing regime (equation 2.65), this magnifying factor will increase at shorter
wavelengths. The spectral behavior of e tends to decrease the aerosol con-
tribution at the blue bands.
5.2.2 Modelling the aerosol ratio
The single scattering aerosol ratio can be spectrally extrapolated from the
pair of bands (s,l) to (i,l) where i < s ( I (Gordon and Wang 1994)t611:
z rdi
€'(t,t) : (ui',,1J
- 
l-ioi: ;-
,-s
If the band I is situated in the NIR part of the spectrum the ratio (equa-
tion 5.2) can be linked to its counterpa.rt in the single scattering regime as
(Gordon and Casta,no 1987)t4e1'
€@,t) :6(")si",r) (5.11)
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Where rc1s;:
rc(r) : (5.12)
The multiple scattering aerosol ratio at the pair bands (s,/) can then be
extrapolate to the bands (i,l) by substitute equation (5.11) in (5.9):
('.#)
If the bands i, s and I are selected to be situated in the NIR part of the
spectrum (where 0.8 < i < s < I p*), the parameter ,r(l) (equation 5.13)
can then be assumed spectrally flat. This is due to the weak contributions of
coupled term and aerosol scattering to the atmospheric path at this spectral
region, thus (see equation 5.12):
e 1i,t):9 (rt",,,)o' (5.13)
(5.14)
(i) (s)Pid Prd(i) - (r)Pa Pir
Using this assumption (5.14) in equation (5.13) gives:
e 1,i,t) : ot-du (u1",,;)60 (5.15)
5.2.3 Modelling the water ratio
The water leaving reflectance is to the first order proportional to the water
inherent optical properties (Gordon et ol., 198g)[eJ;
(5.16)
lr : 0.0949 is the subsurface expansion coefficients due to internal refrac-
tion, reflection and sun zenith; Zil^) tr the solar transmittance from sun-
to-target; b6(.\) and o()) are the bulk backscattering and absorption coeffi-
cients of the surface water, respectively. The constant number 0.54 describes
the fraction of transmitted light from below the water surface. At the NIR
part of the spectrum the water leaving reflectance column is assumed to
be optically governed by the SPM backscattering bat"p-l ()) and the water
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absorption a.()) coefficients:
o 100 200 300 40 500
sPM [g.m 1 oncentrations
(5.17)
(5.18)
Where btf"o-l()) and C"o* are the specific backscattering coefficient and
the concentrations of SPM, respectively. Substituting the inherent optical
properties of (5.17 and 5.18) in the right hand side of equation (5.16), the
water ratio (equation 5.5) can then be written such as:
bt1"o-;(t) 
.. 
a-(I) -t b61"r-1(l)
o(5'r) : 4;m . 
"-(")+ br(""",)G)
(5.1e)
SPM 5m g.m-3
o.76 o.7a o.8 0.a2 0.4 0.46
wavdengff pm
The parameter o(s,t) is expected to be a smooth function of SPM in clear
water. This ratio was therefore assumed to be constant (Carder et ol.,
1gg9 t00J and[67], Ruddick et a1.,2000t68], Hu et al.,2000l6eJ). Figure (5.2)
shows that this assumption (constant a1e,l;) is only correct for a certain
wavelengths and a range of SPM concentrations. For instance the value of
a(0.858,0.82) can be considered constant over a wide range of SPM concen-
trations. The wavelength dependency of 41".11 is directly related to that of
2.6
2.4
1.8
1.6
1.4
1-5
1.4
1
Fig. 5.2: The variation of the water ratio o(s,r) as a function of SPM concentrations (a)
and wavelength (b). The reference (/) band was fixed to 0.B7pm.
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the water leaving reflectance (figure 5.2(b)). The water leaving reflectance
has a unique peak between 0.8-0.82 pm. This is due to the low values of the
water absorption coefficient at this spectral region. Therefor o1s,11 will have
the highest variation, as a function of SPM concentrations, at the spectral
range between 0.8 and 0.82 pm (figure 5.2(a)). Figure(5.2(a)) shows that
for each value of o1r,l; (and assumed scattering phase-function) there is a
unique value of SPM concentrations and ae,,t\ such as (from equation 5.19):
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n _q0-Q(s.,)?(s)vspm- 
","J)_1
where:
?()): #d+btt"o-l ())
Therefore ae,D carr be linked to o(s,,) (only at )
associated SPM concentration as:
The aerosol reflectance can be expresses as (substitute equation 5.7 in 5.1
and solve to, p!)7, (l) 
"1",,)o!) - of;)
- o(s,l) 
- 
€1s,t)
(5.22)
5.2.4 Imposed boundaries
The task is to find accurate estimates of a1",1; and e1",1; that improve the
accuracy of the retrieved water leaving spectrum. It is quite important to
bound our searching procedure with some physical constraints. The ratio
pL") / p9) (see equation 5.7) will have some boundary information about the
ronlttt parameters o1",1; and 61s,1;.
The estimated aerosol reflectance at band (l) should be positive and less
than the corrected reflectance at this band:
pP < p!) (5.23)
(5.20)
(5.21)
> 0.8pm) through the
(5.24)
Substituting the right hand side of equation (5.24) in the inequality (5.23)
vields: (s)pi'pe1",1; ( (5.25)
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If a third band z is available at the NIR (where 0.8 < i < s < I pm), the
bounda,ries on ratio €1r,t;, for a non-absorbing aerosol, can be constructed
from (5.25) such as:
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0 < €(s,,)
0 ( e1r,ry
Its is assumed that there is always a non-absorbing aerosol and small values
of the coupled term. These assumptions are valid at the NIR due to the
negligible aerosol absorption and Rayleigh scattering at this spectral range.
The bound (5.27) on 611,r; can be transformed to a bound on e(s,r) using
equation (5.15) with K(r>o.apm) : 1 such as:
0 ( e(",1) ( (5.28)
Equivalent to (equation 5.23), the estimated water leaving reflectance at
band (l or s) should be positive and less tha,n the corrected reflectance at
this band:
. 7@ p0 a p@ (b.29)
Substituting the above inequality in equation (5.7) we ca,n find:
(#)'"'
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
* 
='u,,
The condition of non-negative concentration C"pro >0 of equation (5.20)
yields two cases:
*(",r)<ffi if o1c,r;)1
0G,,)>ffi if o1e,r;(1
Let us note that the reference band I of the water ratio was selected to be
far in the NIR 0.87pm. This was to achieve a maximum va.riability in the
o(E,r) w.r.t. SPM concentrations (reconsult section 5.2.3). Hence the ratio
o1a,r; is always greater than L in the MR (see figure 5.2). The lower and
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upper bounds on o(s,r) are therefore:
4 .cur",i ( 
-32!J)--bur'P^tG)
,Q) - --tott - b61"'p6(l) or(s)
(5.33)
Assuming a spectrally flat backscattering coefficient (Gould et al., 1999)171),
the upper boundary will approach a constant value of a*(l)la-(s). The
above bounds (inequality 5.33), are valid with respect to the following con-
dition:
(5.34)
The bands r, s and I should therefore be selected with respect to (5.34).
This is not a difficult task in the NIR, where the water absorption increases
with wavelengths. Nevertheless the conditions in (5.34) together with the
observation of figure (5.2) exactly determine the optimum bands such as: i
is within the range 0.8-0.82 prm and the bands s and I are > 0.82p,m with
s<1.
5.2.5 Rigorous solution for the atmosphere-ocean sys-
tem
The water leaving reflectances at band I can be calculated using the cor-
rected reflectance at the band ri as (equivalent to equation 5.7):
p[:) of) - r14Do!) (5.35)
rlt) (o1o,t1- e(i,D)
Equation (5.7) has two unknowns namely the aerosol ratio e(s,r) and the
water ratio o1s,l;. Equation (5.35) will add two other unknowns namely
o1z,l; and e1z,l;. The ratios e1s,l; and e1r,l; can be interlinked knowing their
spectral dependance. At the NIR part of the spectrum (where 0.8 < i <
s < I pm) the effect of the coupled term on the aerosol scattering can
be neglected (i.e. rc:l). This is due to the weak contribution of Rayleigh
scattering to the atmospheric path. This approximation allows to spectrally
extrapolate the multiple scattering aerosol ratio at the NIR using the same
spectral dependency of the single scattering aerosol ratio (equation 5.15
with rc:1). On the other hand the ratio o(s,,) can be linked to o(r,,) through
the associated SPM concentrations (equation 5.22). This parametrization
reduces the number of variables in both equations (5.7 and 5.35) to two
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only. The water leaving reflectance at the NIR (equations 5.7 or 5.35) is,
therefore, function of two parameters. The first is the water ratio o(.r,r)
which is related to SPM concentrations at specific wavelength (figure 5.2).
The second is the aerosol ratio e1r,ly which is related to the aerosol type
and optical thickness with ) being i or s. These two parameters represent
two different media (atmosphere and water) and therefore are physically
unrelated. Minimizing the difference between the water leaving reflectance
estimated from equations (5.7 and 5.35) might result in close estimates of
the sought values (i.e. o1",ly and e1",1;):
[,-J1- (5.36)
Where (eq.5.7) and (eq.5.35) refer to the equations from which the water
Ieaving reflectance was calculated. The cost function (equation 5.36) is at
its ultimate minimum when fi:O. Rearranging the terms of the equation
(5.36 when 
"fr:0) gives:
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A,e6(",o I Bue 6,t1 I Cu : g
Where the coefficients Au, B, and Cu are given by:
A, :pf)_ o6,qot)
B€ :o1tqo!) 
-of)
Cu :a6,qpf) 
-a1r,qpf)
(5.37)
(5.38)
Equation (5.37) represents the locus of the solution region at which fi at-
tained its ultimate minimum. The retrieved parameters form equation (5.36
or 5.37) are, however, interdependent. This because the two variables were
extracted from one equation. This dependency can be resolved by intro-
ducing another quantity (SPM concentration) that is directly related to the
water ratio o1s,l; and independent of the aerosol ratio e1",r;. As it was pre'
viously illustrated (figure 5.2) the water ratio a1r,l; is a function of SPM
concentrations at the spectral range for ) between 0.8 and 0.82 p'm (l being
0.87pm). These concentrations of SPM are totaly independent of the aerosol
ratio when retrieved from the water ratio. Following this reasoning two val-
ues of SPM concentrations can be quantified. The first being estimated
from the water leaving reflectance (equation 5.7) using the hydro-optical
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model (5.16), such as:
Where:
c"p*:yt# (5.3e)
(5.40)
(5.42)
(5.43)
^*()) 
- 
Pl,])Pu 
 il6l^*
The second is computed from o1s,l; (equation 5.20). The values of the
aerosol and water ratios can be tuned until a minimum difference between
the concentrations ofequations (5.39) and (5.20) is realized. In other words
the following function can also be minimized with respect to o(s,,) and e1s,l;:
fz: (C"o 1eq.5.39) - C"o^@q.5.20))2 (5.41)
Where (eq.5.39) and (eq.5.20) refer to the equations from which the SPM
concentrations were calculated. In the same manner of equation (5.37),
setting the cost function (5.41) to zero (ultimate minimum) and rearranging
the terms yield:
A.al",t1+ Boa6,t1l Co: g
Where the coefficients .4o, Bo and Co are given by:
Ao : ?(")
Bo : 
-n(t) - €(e,r)?(s) - (ryt"1 - ?(,)) (piat - u4,ttp;(t))
Co : €G,DT(I)
Where pl(^) ir the corrected reflectance normalized to same dominator of
equation (5.40). The curves in equation (5.42) is the locus of the smallest
values of the cost function (5.41: fz:O).
Both functions (equations 5.37 and 5.42) are under-determined in the
sense that the number of variables exceed the number of equations. However
the simultaneous solution of these equations, or equivalently the simulta-
neous minimization of the cost functions (5.36) and (5.41), is a determined
problem:
cost : Minimize (fi)with respect to MinimizinC (/z) (5.44)
This can mathematically be explained by the inverse theory as follows (Press
et al., 2OO2)$ orl. 15" cost function (5.36) can be regarded as a priori judge.
ment about the likelihood of the resulting water leaving reflectance at band
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l. On the other hand the cost function (5.41) measures the agreement of
the SPM retrieved from two related quantities. In other words, Iinking the
measured reflectance to the underlying scattering-processes of SPM at the
NIR. Minimizing each one of these function apart will improve the accuracy
of one parameter while the accuracy of the other parameter is deteriorated.
The inverse theory suggests that the minimizing the weighted sum of (5.36)
and (5.41), will lead to a unique solution for the sought parameters. The
cost function in (equation 5.44) can be written as:
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co't :Minimize (tnl' + .1 (/r)') (5.45)
where ) is the lagrange multiplier which can take a value between 0 and oo.
This term was set to one ():1), subjectively. The objective determination
of the lagrange multiplier is left for future improvement on the algorithm.
Let us note that the first term fi of equation (5.45) should be expressed as
concentrations of SPM using equation (5.39). The cost function (equation
5.45) is at its minimum when both terms fi and f2 have zero values at this
minimum. In other words minimizing the cost function (5.45) should in
principles give the same results as solving the equations (5.37) and (5.42)
simultaneously. However, justifying this statement is out the scope of this
study. Instead, it will be shown that solving 5.37 and 5.42, within the
boundaries of e(s,t) and o1",ly, results in an exact and unique solution of
the atmosphere-ocean system. The verification of this statement will be in
section (5.3.2).
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Simulated data
The multiple scattering aerosol reflectance ratio was computed from the sim-
ulated data (figures 5. 12). This ratio was then extrapolated to shorter wave-
length using the single scattering extrapolation formula (equations 5.9 and
5.10). The resulting aerosol reflectance was then summed to the simulated
water leaving reflectance (figure 5.13) to produce the corrected reflectance.
These simulated reflectance were used through out this chapter except for
section (5.3.4). Three NIR bands were chosen (i : 0.815pm, s : 0.835pm
and I : 0.87pm) such that they satisfy the conditions of section (5.2.4) and
the observation of figure (5.2).
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5.3.2 Results of the rigorous solution
Equations (5.37 and 5.42) were applied on the simulated atmosphere-ocean
reflectance. Figure (5.3) illustrates the behavior of these functions (5.37
and5.42) with respect to the sought variables o1s,l; and e1,,1;. Figure (5.3)
shows that for all atmosphere-ocean combinations the two solutions curves
('LocusW' and 'LocusA' in figure 5.3) intersect at a specific point which
corresponds to a pair of the aerosol and the water ratios. The coordinates
of the intersection points (figure 5.3) can be retrieved by solving the set of
equations (5.37 and 5.42) simultaneously. This is equivalent to minimizing
the cost function (5.45) with respect to the aerosol and water reflectance
ratios. This is because at this intersection point both cost functions (fi and
,fz) have minimum values and hence their sum (5.45). Therefore, minimiz-
ing the two-component cost function (5.45) with respect to o(s,,) and e1,,1;
should in principle give the coordinates of the intersection point of figure
(5.3). Actually both methods (i.e. solving the set of equations 5.37 and
5.42 and minimizing 5.45) gave exactly the same answer when applied on
the simulated data (section 5.5.1). The major conclusion is that, solving
the set of equations (5.37 and 5.42) provides a unique solution vector [o1",1;,
e 1",1y] for each triplet of corrected reflectances bP , pf,) a"a p!)). This con-
clusion is valid with respect to the imposed assumptions in sections (5.2.2
to 5.2.4). As we can see from figure (5.3) the solution curve 'LocusW' has
relatively small variation w.r.t. 
€1s,2; and large variation w.r.t. a1",1; in clear
waters. This large variation is reduced w.r.t. o1s,li in turbid waters. This
also means that the function (5.37) is less sensitive to the values of a1",1; in
clear water. This observation will be used in section (5.3.4). On the other
hand the solution curve (5.42, the curve 'LocusA' in figure 5.3) has a large
variation w.r.t. e 1s,l; and small variation w.r.t. o1",11 in clear water. i.e. the
function (5.42) is less sensitive to the variations in 
€1",1;. These variations of
d1s,l; and 
€(s,,) are increased in turbid water, hence the sensitivity of (5.a2).
These outcomes justify the use of the two cost-functions (5.36 and 5.41) for
turbid water and high aerosol optical thickness. Moreover they validate our
anticipated idea for turbid waters which was the spatial variability of the
aerosol and water ratios.
Figure (5.4) shows the relative errors in the retrieved pa,rameters (o1",r;,
61s,71 and SPM ) and the root sum-of-squares of the residuals in (5.37) and
(5.42). The main observation in figure (5.4) is that the relative errors in the
retrieved parameters and the root sum-of-squares of the residuals are very
small and independent of water types and/or aerosol models. This gives
89
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confidence about the numerical scheme that has been employed to solve the
set of equations(5.37 and 5.42) and /or minimize the cost function (5.45).
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5.3.3 Validation with iterative methods
The algorithm was compared with an iterative approach that does not em-
ploy a cost function (e.g. Andre and Morel 1991[z+l and Moor et ol., 1999[e3])
and solve for the atmosphere-ocean system. These approaches were adapted
to account for the spatial variation in the water reflectance ratio as follows.
The water leaving reflectance at the NIR band I is estimated from equa-
tion (5.7) using initial values of aerosol and water ratios. This reflectance
is then feeded into equation (5.39) to calculate the concentration of SPM.
The resulting concentration is used in equation (5.16) to compute the corre-
(b)
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sponding water leaving reflectance at two bands s and L These reflectances
a,re substituted in equation (5.5) to evaluate the ratio o1e,l;. The aerosol
reflectance at band ) is calculated as (consult equations 5.1 and 5.4):
p!^) + pH : p?) 
- 
T:\ pg) (5.46)
The aerosol reflectance ratio is then estimated from equation (5.2). The
Fig. 5.5: An iterative atmosphcric correction approach that does not employ a cost func-
tion.
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resulting values of the aerosol and water ratios are again feeded into equa-
tion (5.7) and the above steps are repeated till convergence is achieved i.e.
the values of e1",1; and o1",r; do not change with iterations. These steps
are schematically shown in figure (5.5). This method (figure 5.5) can be
regarded as a direct combination of the two pre-mentioned approaches in
figures (3.2) and (4.2). The results of this approach are shown in figure
(5.6). As we can see (figure 5.6(a)) there is a clear separation between
maritime and continental aerosol models regarding their relative errors in
€1",1;. The relative ertors in €1",1; for continental aerosol vary from -2%o for
C0.1 to -6.270 for C0.5. This variation decreased for the maritime aerosol
model to be -1.8% for M0.5 and 0.25 for M0.1 %. In other words, the rel-
ative error in the aerosol ratio is larger for the continental aerosol than the
maritime aerosol and increases with their optical thicknesses. The same
trend can be observed for 4",7; (figure 5.6(b)). Moreover the model overes-
timated and underestimated SPM concentrations in clear and turbid waters
respectively. This tendency can be better illustrated for high concentration
of SPM. The concentrations were assumed to vary (in the simulated data)
from 10 to 250 g.m-3. The SPM concentrations were then estimated us-
ing the iterative algorithm (figure 5.5) and the proposed algorithm (figure
5.3 or equivalently equation 5.45). The results of the two approaches are
compared in figure (5.7) using the root-square (i.e. absolute errors) of SPM
errors. The accuracy of the retrieved SPM concentrations from the itera-
tive approach (figure 5.7(b)) is strongly related to water turbidity, aerosol
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type and aerosol optical thickness. Let us note that there is a clear thresh-
old of SPM concentration under/above which the iterative approach (figure
5.7(b)) starts to over-/under-estimate the concentration of SPM. The value
of this threshold is strongly related to the aerosol optical thickness. In the
sense that it is independent of aerosol type (maritime or continental) and
increases with aerosol optical thickness. The iterative model (figure 5.5) is
most appropriate for the maritime aerosol type with small value of aerosol
optical thickness (< 0.1). This is in contrary to the proposed method which
was appropriate for all aerosol types and waters models.
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5.3.4 Limitations
Hydro-optical model
The proposed approach is only applicable using the hydro"optical model
of turbid waters (Gordon et al., 1988)[el, whereas the method of figure
(5.5) is applicable to a wider range of hydro-optical models (e.g. clea.r
water model of Kirk 1991[70], equation 2.76). Let us note that the later
model (i.e. equation 2.76) implies a constant value of water reflectance
ratio at the NIR. Therefore the assumption of spatially variably water ratio
(i.e. the use of equation 5.20 and hence the cost function 5.41) will break
down. In consequence the only possible cost function is equation (5.36),
or equivalently equation (5.37), which is expected to be more efficient than
the iterative method. This is because equation (5.37) is less sensitive to the
ilerative approach f ig.(5.5)
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values of a(s,r) in clear waters (figure 5.3). If the water column optically
behaves according to the Kirk-model (2.76), then solving (5.37), for s(s,r)
with fixed value of o1",1; , should result in an exact solution. To verify this
statement, the hydro-optical model (equation 2.76) was used to simulate the
water leaving reflectance. Equation (5.37) was then solved for e1",1; using
(2.76) instead of (5.16). The values of the water ratios a1",1; and a(i,,) were
assumed constant and approximated as being equal to their upper bounds
(see equation 5.33).
Figure (5.8) shows the concentrations of SPM estimated from (5.7) and
(5.35) for different values of e1",ly, i.e. the two terms of the cost function
(5.36). Obviously, this cost function has zero value at the intersection point
which is the solution of (5.37). Whether the underlying hydro-optical model
is that of turbid water (equation 5.16) or clear water (equation 2.76) the pro-
posed algorithms (5.45 for Gordon-model and 5.37 for Kirk-model) provide
an exact solution which is superior on the iterative approach.
Aerosol spectral extrapolation
A major limitation of the proposed approach is the assumption that the
aerosol reflectance at the NIR obeys the spectral extrapolation formula of
the single scattering (equation 5.15 with rc:1). The influence of this as-
sumption on the retrieved parameters were assessed as following. The sim-
ulated aerosol reflectances were generated in the multiple scattering regime
using the successive order of scattering (van de Hulst 19981[27], see section
5.5.1). In other word equation (5.15 with rc:1) was not used in simulating
the aerosol reflectances as it was done in section (5.3.1). The algorithm
was then applied on these simulated data. Using this approximation (equa-
tion 5.15 with rc:1) increased the uncertainty (in this case relative error)
on SPM (figure 5.9(c)) five orders of magnitude in comparison to figure
(5.a(c)). This suggests that the model is very sensitive to the aerosol spec-
tral dependency. This also means that the model is sensitive to fluctuations
in the data at the NIR. This will be the subject of the next section. Let us
note the relative errors in SPM is a direct result of the combined-errors from
e(s, l) and o1",1;. Therefore it is more convenient to study the end-effect of
these errors on the concentrations of SPM.
The accuracy of the retrieved parameters (figure 5.9) depends more on
the water turbidity than on the aerosol type. This because the model will
give the best results for the aerosol type which has the closest value of
d* (see equation 4.4), in this case M0.25 and C0.5, to the approximation
96
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(5.10). On the other hand it seems that the model is more suitable for
turbid water than clea,r waters. The reason is that turbid water has a
more distinctive signature at the NIR than clear water in comparison to the
aerosol reflectance (consult figure 5.2 and compa,re the two figures 5.12 and
5.13).
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Sensitivity to random noise
Normally the sensitivity of the sensor plays an important role in determining
the signal to noise ratio (SNR). However the SNR over water is relatively
small at the NIR. This is due to the weak signal that is leaving the water
120
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surface. Even in very turbid waters this signal will not exceed few presents.
In consequence the NIR spectral range is more likely to be subjected to
random noise. The sensitivity of the proposed model to small fluctuations
in the data was tested as follows. The noise level was set to be 0.5% of the
corrected reflectance:
Noise-Level: 0.005 x p!)) (5.47)
1000 random numbers were generated (from normal distribution) such as
99% of the numbers falls in the range * Noise-Level (equation 5.47). The
proposed algorithm was then applied for each new triplet of corrected re-
flectance (i.e. simulated reflectance plus noise). The relative errors in of
SPM were then estimated at 99% of confidence i.e. mean relative errors t
3 standard deviation (figure 5.10). As we can see from figure (5.10), the ef-
fects of random noise on the accuracy of SPM is more pronounced over clear
water and increase with aerosol optical thickness. Moreover in the presence
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of maritime aerosol, the estimated concentration SPM is subjected to a wide
range of fluctuation in comparison to continental aerosol. These two obser-
vations can be physically explained as follows. The unique shape of the
turbid water signal at the NIR (0.8-0.87 prm) facilitate separating the total
signal to its components (water and aerosol). This task becomes a bit more
difficult for large value of aerosol optical thickness. However the peak at
0.8-0.82 of turbid water signal is still sufficient to retrieve the concentrations
of SPM within acceptable accuracy (< 10%). On the other hand, clear wa-
ter signal at the NIR is very similar to that of aerosol reflectance. Therefor
any fluctuations in the corrected reflectance will either be assigned to the
aerosol or to the water signal and hence increasing the uncertainty about
these signals. This uncertainty, in turn, is propagated to the estimated
concentration of SPM. The aerosol ratio e1s,l; has a steeper slop w.r.t. the
optical thickness for continental than for maritime aerosol. The maritime
aerosol will therefor be more sensitive to random fluctuation in the data (as
it can be seen in figure 5.10).
5.4 Conclusion and remarks
The spatial variability of the aerosol and water signals at the NIR are char-
acteristic features of coastal and turbid waters. This is due to the different
aerosol types that may co-exist in this transection zone and to the unique
shape of the water signal which can easily be separated from that of the
aerosol. Considering and quantifying these variabilities are the key solution
for the atmospheric correction and SPM quantification in coastal and turbid
waters. In this chapter a coupled approach was proposed to compute the
values of the water ratio o1s,t1 and the aerosol ratio e1s,l; from the corrected
reflectance simultaneously (figure 5.11). With a good choice of wavelengths
it was shown that the water reflectance ratio is a strong function of SPM
concentrations. These wavelengths were defined to reflect the maximum
variability in the water reflectance ratio. The first bands was between 0.8
and 0.82 pm and the other two bands were longer than 0.82 plm. Two
assumptions were imposed on these NIR bands. First, the water leaving
reflectance is optically governed by the SPM and water molecules. Second,
the aerosol in the multiple scattering regime follows the same spectral de.
pendency of the single scattering regime. With respect to these assumptions
a rigorous solution to the atmospheric-correction problem was constructed.
For each triplet of corrected reflectance an exact values of the water and
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a,erosol reflectance ratios were found.
The superiority of the proposed model on the iterative method (that
does not employ a cost function) was clearly demonstrated for two aerosol
types and water models. The proposed model is limited, however, for turbid
water models (i.e. the Gordon-type hydro-optical model; Gordon ef al.,
198Ste1). For clear water model (i.e. Kirk-type hydro-optical model Kirk
1991t701) the first component of the proposed method (equation 5.37) also
provided an exact solution. The proposed approach is however sensitive to
fluctuations in the data. This was more pronounced over Maritime a€rosol
coupled with clear water and increased with aerosol optical thickness. On
the other hand, the unique shape of turbid water signal at the NIR (0.8-0.87
pm) was sufficient to retrieve the concentrations of SPM within acceptable
accuracy (< 10%).
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5.5 Appendix
5.5.1 Atmosphere-ocean setup
The atmospheric path is generated (following Vermote et al., l997lasl) for a
given viewing-illumination geometry, water and ozone content and different
aerosol optical thicknesses (see figure 5.12 ). The zenith angles were 40o
and 30o for the sun and the sensor respectively. The azimuthal angle differ-
ence was taking as 30". The values ofwater vapor and ozone content were
assumed as; h2o:2.93 cm, and Os :0.319 cm. The attenuations in the
spectra of the atmospheric path (figure 5.12) are due to ozone and oxygen
absorption . The water leaving reflectance is modelled (equation 5.16) for
va.rying concentrations of SPM, chlorophyll-a, and DOM (see figure 5.13).
We have 36 different combinations for the atmospheric-path and the water
leaving reflectance (i.e. pseudo corrected reflectance). The modelled total-
reflectances, at the sensor level, are the sum of atmospheric path and water
leaving reflectances.
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Fig.5,12: Atmospheric path reflectances at 800 km altitude. Two aerosol types were
considered (continental and maritime) and three optical thicknesses 0'1' 0.25
and 0.5. These spectra were generated with the 65 package.
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Chapter 6
An inversion method for
estimating the IOP from
AOP: Simulation
Abstract
The signal leaving the water body can be described as a function of the in-
herent optical properties (IOP). This forward procedure supplies a unique
output (water leaving reflectance) for a given set of IOP and boundary
conditions. The idea behind ocean color is to remotely estimate the IOP
from the recorded reflectance AOP (apparent optical properties). There
are two methods to invert the AOP to the governing IOP. The first is ex-
plicit solution which is a one-to-one relationship. Thus the desired IOP are
parameterized as a function of one va^riable. This approach is limited to spe-
cific situations (e.g. the water is optically-governed by a purely scattering
or absorbing constituent). This can be realized in a controlled conditions,
open ocean (case I waters) and at the NIR part of the spectrum. The sec-
ond method is implicit-solution which solves a sequence of direct problems.
The measured reflectance can then be fitted to these pre-generated spectra
of water leaving reflectance. Inherent optical properties are retrieved from
the modelled-spectrum which has the best-fit to the measurement. In this
chapter the surface water model (equation 2.39) is inverted using an im-
plicit technique (i.e. optimization technique). The inversion was verified
using pseudo data (twins experiment). The performance of the inversion
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was assessed by measuring the errors in the retrieved IOP' the residuals of
bhe cost function, stability to small fluctuations and the rate of convergence.
6.1 Introduction
The knowledge on SPM loads and their spatial distributions and physi-
cal properties is essential to maintain navigational routes and to monitor
coastal environments being a source or sink of SPM. Moreover these sedi-
ments in suspension play an important role in water quality management
since it relates the rate of primary production (the rate at which new plant
material is reproduced) to heavy metals, micro-pollutants and light atten-
uation (Vos el al., 1998)tza1. The concentrations of SPM can be estimated
either by direct or indirect measurements. Tladitional in-situ measurements
are the most accurate and reliable set of data. However this type of mea-
surement is time consuming, limited in spatial and temporal coverage and
subjected to a substantial variability. These points-based data may involve
considerable errors if extrapolated spatially over a large area (Nanu and
Robertson 1990)t1021. The data from ocean color sensors provide the best
information on the spatial and temporal distribution of SPM. The SPM can
be remotely quantified following either the empirical or the analytical ap-
proach. The empirical method is based on a statistical relationship between
the in-situ measured SPM and the recorded reflectance. The concentra-
tions of SPM are estimated through tuning (using in situ measurements)
the parameter(s) of a regression function. Correlation between the SPM
and the visible-reflectance of natural water bodies has been observed by
many investigators Holyer (1978)t1o3l, Sturm (1980)t581, Stumpf (1988)t1041,
Lathrop et al. (7989) [1051, Novo et aI. (1989) [106J, Lathrop et al. (1991)tr07]'
Ferrier (1995)t1081, Vos ef at. (L99\1771 and 1998[78], Han and Rundquist
(1996)t851, Han (1997)l10el, Gao and Oleary (1997)11101, Pozdnyakov et al.
(1998)tu1l, Forget and Ouillon (1998)t1121, Tolk et at. (2000)l8al, Kallio et
ar. (2001)t11s1,Zhang et al. (2002)[26] attd Doxaran et at. (2002)[rra]. pot
a summary on the SPM models being used the reader is refer to Durand
et al. (I9981[rrsJ utr4 Mukkelsen (2002)t116]. The conclusion of the above
referenced studies can be summarized as following:
o The correlations between the SPM and reflectance vary with concen-
tration, wavelength, sediment type, particle size distribution, viewing
geometry and the presence of chlorophyll and/or DOM'
o Estimating the values of the fitting coefficients needs large numbers of
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in-situ sampling-sites. This is to avoid outlier (e.g. during dredging
activities) when extracting the regression parameters.
o The long wavelengths (> 0.5 pm) are linearly correlated to the con-
centration of SPM.
o The range of SPM did not exceed 30 g.m-3 except for Lathrop et al.
(1991)11071 with 100 g.m-3 and Doxaran et al. (2002)11141 up to 700
g.m -.
r The accuracy of the retrieved SPM concentration is 30-50%.
o The algorithms have local and seasonal variations. Therefore these
algorithms should be calibrated for each site and season (i.e. new
regression coefficients).
Analytical methods are either implicit or explicit. Explicit solutions are
direct-inversion assuming a one-constituent water model. This method is
restricted to case I waters or the NIR part of the spectrum. The NIR bands
are very appropriate for SPM quantification in turbid waters. This is due
to the following:
o The water column is optically governed by SPM in the NIR. This
allows the use of a simple hydro optical model (Gordon et al., 1988)tel
and direct inversion.
o The water-surface reflectance and bottom reflectance have small val-
ues (Tolk et a1.,2000) [ea]. This will reduce the induced error due to
roughened sea surface or/and bottom albedo.
e The radiance field is not affected by the stratification of the water
column (Forget et a1.,200L)1r171.
o The coupled term is negligible (Rayleigh contribution is very small
(Gordon and Castano 1987)t4el . This allows to introduce some realistic
assumptions to facilitate the atmospheric correction.
Implicit solutions are based on minimizing the difference between the mod-
elled and measured radiance (Doeffer et al.,19941118J, Lee et al., 1998[6J and
1999[10], Forget et al.,l999l11el and 2gg1[rrzl and Chomko et al.,2003le6l).
The water leaving reflectance can be modelled following one of the two
approaches. The first uses the radiative transfer (equation 2.36), or its
approximation, to simulate the water leaving reflectance. The results of
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the inversion are the inherent optical properties of the water. The second
approach employs Mie theory to model the scattering and absorption of
a light beam by small particles (Twardowski et al.,2gg1[tzoJ and Gordon
and Du 2001t1211). The outputs of Mie-inversion are the index of refraction,
scattering efficiency-factors, and a parameter that describes the particle'
size distribution function (PSD). These outputs can be up-scaled to the
bulk IOP and the associated water-signal of the water column. Forget et
ol. (1999)trrel argued that the index of refraction and the concentration of
SPM can not be retrieved from water leaving reflectance. This was due to
degeneracy effect between the index of refraction and the concentrations.
On the other hand Twardowski et al., (2001.)[120] .ho*"d that the bulk in-
dex of refraction can be retrieved from the backscattering fraction and the
hyperbolic slope of the particle-size distribution. This was based on Mie
computation and in situ measurements of scattering, backscattering and at-
tenuation coefficients. Risovic (2OO21ltzz1 showed that the two-component
model was an adequate PSD model for backscattering and scattering calcu-
lations. This chapter focuses on developing an implicit inversion method to
retrieve the bulk IOP from the water leaving reflectance. The water leav-
ing reflectance is, first, simulated for a set of IOP using the surface water
model (equation 2.39). Then an implicit inversion technique is applied on
the modelled reflectances to retrieve these IOP.
6.2 Method
The remote sensing reflectance is modelled for sets of IOP using the for-
ward solution (equation 2.39). These spectra are fitted to the measured
spectrum. The spectrum with best-fit allocates the sought IOP plus/minus
some errors. A good inversion-model will rapidly converge to the actual
IOP with small values of errors. Moreover, the solution should be stable for
small perturbations in the original data (reflectances). The model can be
accepted ifthe above.mentioned features are satisfied (convergence, stability
and small errors). The approach is to design a cost function that measures
the agreement between the data (results from atmospheric correction) and
the modelled water leaving reflectance. This function can be arranged so
that small values represent a close agreement (i.e. Ieast-square minimiza-
tion). Thus the objective is to minimize the cost function (equation 6.1)
in an iterative manner such that the parameters (i.e. IOP) are adjusted to
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achieve the minimum:
(6.1)
Where pl);) i, the recorded water leaving reflectance a"a p[];](iop) is the
modelled reflectance as a function of the IOP's vector iop. Let us note
that equation (6.1) is a spacial case of Chi-square with the assumption
of normally distributed errors and a constant standard deviation (see Ap
pendix C). The IOP can be parameterized as a function of their values
at the blue-band (section 2.4). The considered IOP are the absorption of
DOM a4o-(0.44) and phytoplankton pigment aen,y(0.44) at 0.44pm and the
backscattering coefficient of the SPM b61"o*1(0.4) at0.4p,m. Thus the vector
iop has three components and can be written as:
iop: (6.2)
The procedure we shall discuss is iterative in nature. Equation (6.1) can
be started with initial values of the IOP. In each iteration (j) the values
of the IOP are adjusted to decrease the cost function (Qi+t < @1). This
is proceeded until the cost function has converged to the minimum. Brief
outlines are given in Appendix (C).
6.3 Results and discussions
6.3.1 Pseudo remote sensing reflectances
The water leaving reflectance was modelled from pseudo IOP (see table
6.1). The water leaving reflectance was assumed optically governed by
three constituents plus the sea-water molecules. These constituents are
phytoplankton pigment (chlorophyll-a), dissolved organic matter (DOM)
I a'pnEQ.44) I
I aa"*(0.a\ || 661"o-;(0.4) J
10
10
o.25
o.75
o
15
30
Tabte 6,1: The used concentrations to generate the 27 water types of figure (6.1).
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and suspended particulate matter (SPM). The IOP of a constituent were
linea,rly related to its concentration. This is true if the specific inherent
optical property (SIOP) of each constituent is known. Measurements of the
SIOP in the North Sea were performed by IVMtlll. These measurements a,re
used and assumed constant. 27 combinations were realized from table (6.1)
to generate water leaving spectra using the surface water model (equation
2.39). The resultant water leaving spectra are shown in figure (6.1). The
concentrations presented at the right-hand side of figure (6.1) axe propor-
tional to the backscattering coefficient. This true for a constant value of
the specific backscattering coefficient (see equation 2.30).
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Fig. 6.1: The spectra of the remote sensing reflectance (i.e.
table (6.1).
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6.3.2 Initialization
The model has three unknowns, namely apnn(0.44), aa"*(0.44) and b61"ror,;(0.4).
The va.riables a^re initialized following Lee et al. (1999)l1ol;
apny(0.44)
aa-"(0.44)
b;("e_)(0.4)
f rc.44:l'l -1'62
0.072 l%;lLPi" 'J
a.pny(0.44)
SOa,,(o.64)p9'64)
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Where the backscattering coefficient is corrected for viewing-geometry:
b)1"o-; ()) : ba("p-) ()) [1 + 0.1152 sind sin d6] (6.3)
The above expression (equation 6.3) is limited to viewing angles d < 30" and
azimuthal difference < 90o. These initial values result in a spectrum which
is fitted to the modelled reflectance (figure 6.1) and the sum of squared
differences between the two spectra is minimized.
6.3.3 Reliability of the model and its estimates
At the minimum the cost-function @ will attain an approximate value of the
real minimum @6 such:
QSQo-fe (6.4)
The error e should be sufficiently small in order to initially accept the model.
As previously explained (section 6.3) the function S, at the minimum, is
approximated using Taylor series expansion:
t-
a: 6o * Tdion'HodioP (6.5)
Where 6iop is the difference between estimated and actual values of IOP
(i.e. the errors in IOP) and H6 is the Hessian matrix at the minimum. From
the above two equations (6.4 and 6.5) the difference e at the minimum (i.e.
Hs is positive definite) is approximately:
diop"Hsdiop { 2e (6.6)
The solution-vector iops is well determined if the difference diop is small
relative to the scale by which the sought parameters are measured. In other
words equation (6.6) is satisfied (Bard 1974)[123]. Oth"twise (i.e. diop is
large) the vector iop6 is ill-determined. This is to say that a small vari-
ations in the recorded data will results in different solution. Figure (6.2)
illustrates the errors (i.e. the vector diop) in the retrieved parameters.
This figure shows that the errors in the retrieved IOPs are within 10-a
m-r. Moreover the residuals in the estimated reflectance (lower panel at
the right corner) are within l0-4 To. The residuals measure the departure
of model-predictions from the simulated water leaving reflectance. The pa-
rameter € was approximated as being the root mean square of the residuals
(RMS). Equation (6.6) was then used for the RMS of residuals for each
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water types. The RMS of residuals, in all water types, satisfied equation
(6.6). In other words the solution is well determined for the mean of max-
imum errors in the water leaving reflectance. It might be more efficient to
study the relative departure (i.e. relative error) ofthe solution from the real
values. This is because the values of relative errors in the IOP are equal to
that in the retrieved concentrations. The relative ertors in the estimated
parameters are quantified in figure (6.3) for each water type. Two impor-
tant observations can be drawn from figure (6.3). The first is that the model
is very appropriate for SPM. The retrieved values of b61"o-;(0.4) are very
accurate with a maximum relative error less than 0.02%. This value (of
0.02%) decreases with increasing SPM concentrations to reach maximum
value less than 0.005% at 30 g.m-3 of SPM. The second observation is that
the relative-error in aens(0.44) increases with increasing the concentrations
of DOM. This is more pronounced at low concentrations of chlorophyll-a
and SPM. On the other hand the relative-error of a6o,n(0.44) increases with
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Fig. 6,2: The errors in the estimated IOP for the 27 water types.
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increasing DOM concentrations and decreasing the concentrations of SPM
and chlorophyll-a. In general the concentrations of chlorophyll-a are overes-
timated in waters with low concentrations of DOM and underestimated in
waters with high concentrations of DOM. The sensitivity of the chlorophyll-a
to the abundance of DOM could be due to a degeneracy effect of the in-
version. This might explain why case II waters with high concentrations of
DOM (aao-(0.044) > 0.25) were avoided in most coastal studies by assum-
ing a small constant value of aa"*(0.044) (Tassan 1988)t1241. Let us note
that the spectral-slop of DOM absorption can also be retrieved through the
inversion. Nevertheless this will increase the degrees of freedom and hence
the degeneracy ofthe solution. However the algorithm (as it was presented)
succeeded in reproducing very good estimates of the IOPs. The relative
errors were less than 0.05% in aao*(0.44), less than 0.018% in b61"o-y(0.4)
and less than 1.8% in ao1,n(0.44).
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6.3.4 Convergence and stability
A practical issue is the rate of convergence of the model to the solution.
In other words the number of iterations has to be relatively small. The
number of iterations did not exceed 20 for the turbid water type to reach
a residual of 10-7 in the cost function (figure 6.4). On the other hand the
number of needed iterations for clear water type increased to 50 iterations.
This can be explained by the fact that in turbid waters small variations on
the IOP has no significant impact on the resulting water leaving reflectance.
Therefore the change in the initial IOP vector (i.e. the step) is relatively
larger for turbid water than that for clear water. Thus the number of needed
iterations will be less in turbid water than in clear water.
water type I
water type 2
10 -
0
number of itrations
Fig. 6.4: The convergence of the algorithm versus the cost function for the clearest (1)
and most turbid (2) water type.
6.3.5 Sensitivity of the IOP for random fluctuations in
the reflectance spectrum
Fluctuations in the water leaving spectrum, at the sensor level, might ap
pears from calibrations errors, imperfect atmospheric correction and noise
in the sensor itself. Only the last error-component will be considered in
this section. The other sources of error will be considered in chapter (7)
with more details. In consequence the extracted IOP vector is not the only
possible solution vector, although it is the best one. Rather, there are many
other IOP vectors each of which could have given a different set of relative
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errors (e.g. figure 6.3). The deviation of these relative errors (resulting
from fluctuations in the reflectance spectrum) from the minimum relative
errors (when no fluctuation was considered) is the quantitative measure of
sensitivity. This sensitivity-measure defines the variation of the retrieved
IOP to small fluctuations in the water leaving reflectance.
The fluctuations were randomly generated at each wavelength using the
normal probability distribution. The standard deviation was taking as be-
ing spectrally independent and vary with the residuals only. Its value was
calculated from variance of the residuals which was estimated as (Brad
1974)t1231'
(o./ )
Where (N-rn) is the degree of freedom which is given by the number of
bands (N) minus the number of unknowns (rn). The term e4 is the residual
between simulated and fitted water leaving spectrum at a band i. Due to
the small values of o (e.g. figure 6.2, the lower right panel), the resulting
values from equation (6.7) were multiplied by a constant factor (100). This
factor can be anything else than 100, however we shall accept it as long as
the resulting water leaving spectra (with fluctuations) have positive values
along the spectrum. The detailed discussion of a standard deviation that is
spectrally dependent or independent is left for the next chapter. First the
residuals of the best fits (figure 6.2, the Iower right panel) were used in equa-
tion (6.7). Then a random numbers were drawn (for each water type) from a
normally distributed probability function with a zero mean and a standard
deviation equal to 100 xa. These randomly generated numbers (simulated
fluctuations) were added to the water leaving spectra (figure 6.1). The
residuals of these new fluctuated spectra were again used to calculate new
values of standard deviation. In other words the residuals of each randomly
generated spectrum are used (in equation 6.7) to generate a new fluctuated
spectrum. This is to assign a random nature to the standard deviation that
is related to the water leaving spectrum (through the residuals), rather than
employing a constant value. This adaptive-value of the standard deviation
enable to simulate a larger range of fluctuations (figure 6.5). Figure (0.S(a))
shows that the values of o (i.e. residuals) increased dramatically with the
first perturbation on the best fit spectrum. The resulting 1000 (random
spectra) x 27 (water types) fluctuations relative to the actual spectra of
(figure 6.1) are illustrated in figure (6.5(b)). The relative fluctuation is de-
fined as being the spectral-ratio (i.e. per wavelength) of the random value
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(i.e. fluctuation) to the value of the water Ieaving reflectance. From figure
(6.5(b)) we can see that the large values of fluctuations appears in three
spectral regions, namely the blue, the red absorption bands of DOM and
chlorophyll-a and the NIR part of the spectrum. This means that the resid-
uals (i.e. errors) between the best fit and simulated spectra are expected to
be large at these spectral regions. Let us note that these regions are, practi-
cally, the most vulnerable spectral ranges for fluctuations due to imperfect
atmospheric correction and sensor noise.
The inversion method might fail in predicting the blue and the red ab-
sorption bands of DOM and chlorophyll-a. This is because the spectral slope
of the DOM was assumed constant (equation 2.33). Moreover the va"riation
of the chlorophyll-a absorption coefficient with phytoplankton species was
not modelled in equation (2.35). Let us note that the inversion will only be
able to separate the absorption of chlorophyll-a from that of DOM at the
blue and the red bands (centered at 0.44 pm and 0.675 prm respectively).
Fluctuation in these two bands, will therefore, result in degenerated con-
centrations of chlorophyll-a and DOM. On the other hand the resulting
concentrations of SPM are expected to be biased proportional to the resid-
uals at the NIR.
Each one of the fluctuated water spectra (i.e. fluctuation of figure 6.5(b)
plus the spectra of figure 6.1) was inverted to the governing IOP following
the aforementioned approach (section 6.2 with the initialization in section
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6.3.2). The relative errors of these IOP (resulting from the fluctuated spec-
tra) are calculated and assumed to follow the same shape as the probability
distribution of the fluctuations (i.e. normally distributed). The means
(three for each water type) of these relative errors are expected to be close
to zero. Let us note that they were generated with a normally distributed
probability function. More importantly is the standard deviations of these
relative errors (figure 6.6) which is the quantitative measure of the sensitiv-
ity. This is the deviation of the IOP with respect to the fluctuations in the
water leaving spectrum. The general observation (from figure 6.6) is that
the 100 xo fluctuations increased the relative error in the IOP about an
order of magnitude (compare to figure 6.3) with the same trend however.
The accuracy of the retrieved Chl-a, DOM and SPM concentrations in-
creased with increasing the concentrations of SPM. This trend was inverted
for DOM. i.e. the accuracv of the IOP decreased with DOM abundance.
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For DOM free water, the relative errors in the estimated concentrations of
Chl-a and SPM increased over clear waters. It appears from figure (6.6) that
the absorption coefficient of chlorophyll-a is the most sensitive parameter
to the random fluctuations in the water leaving reflectance. This is true if
DOM is presented in the water. In this case, the retrieved concentrations
of chlorophyll-a have 65% probability to be within + 23% off the true val-
ues. For DOM-free water this uncertainty in the retrieved concentrations
of chlorophyll-a is reduced to less than 0.27a for the same probability of
occurrence. These conclusions are corrected with respect to the associated
range of spectral fluctuations (figure 6.5(b)). The range of the fluctuation
at the blue (+1%) is two folds larger than the allowed error (0.1-0.5%) in
the water leaving reflectance at this band (Gordon 1997)t4zJ.
6.4 Conclusion and remarks
The surface water model equation (2.39) was inverted to the governing IOP.
An optimization technique was employed to perform the inversion. The so-
lution was constrained for positive values of the IOP. This method was
tested against pseudo data generated with the same model (twins experi-
ment). The performance of the model was assessed using the errors in the
estimates, residuals, convergence and sensitivity of the solution to random
fluctuations. In general the inversion technique is acceptable regarding its
reliability, accuracy of the solution, the fast conversion and stability of the
solution for random perturbations. The advantage of twins experiment is
that the errors in the retrieved parameters can be quantified. Thus the
stability of the solution (ill- or well determined) can be easily assessed using
the hessian matrix and the residuals (equation 6.6).
The model is very appropriate for the estimation of SPM concentra-
tions. The retrieved concentrations of SPM are within maximum relative
error of 0.02%. The algorithm showed better performance over water rich
with SPM with maximum relative errors less than 0.005% at 30 g.m-3.
The concentrations of chlorophyll-a are overestimated in waters with low
concentrations of DOM and underestimated in waters with high values of
DOM. This is more pronounced at low concentrations of chlorophyll-a and
SPM. This was inverted for the concentrations of DOM. In other words the
relative errors in DOM increased with increasing DOM concentrations and
decreasing the concentrations of SPM and chlorophyll-a. The algorithm
succeeded in reproducing very good estimates of the IOP. The accuracy of
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the IOP is improved when retrieved from water with high concentrations of
chlorophyll-a and SPM and free of DOM. The relative errors in the concen-
trations were less than 2To in chlorophyll -a, 0.05% in DOM and 0.02% in
SPM. The simulated water leaving spectra were then subjected to random
fluctuations. These fluctuation were generated with normally distributed
probability function having a zero mean and an adaptive-standard devia-
tion. The residuals of a randomly generated spectra were used to adapt the
value of the standard deviation to generate the very next fluctuated spec-
trum. This adaptive-value of the standard deviation enabled the algorithm
to construct realistic fluctuations spectra.
Each one of the fluctuated water spectra was inverted to the govern-
ing IOP. The standard deviation of the relative errors in these IOP sets
was used to assess the sensitivity of the IOP to fluctuations in the water
spectrum. The absorption coefficient of chlorophyll-a was found to be the
most sensitive parameter to the random fluctuations in the water leaving
reflectance. In case of DOM laden water, the retrieved concentrations of
chlorophyll-a have 65% probability of being within + 23% off the true val-
ues. For DOM-free water this uncertainty was reduced to less than 0.27o for
the same probability of occurrence. These conclusions are with respect to
the associated range ofspectral fluctuations *ITo at the blue to *0.5 at the
NIR. Let us note that these results are superior to the required-accuracy
which is 35% (Fargion and Muller 2000)t231.

Chapter 7
Stochastic technique to
estimate the uncertainty
bound on the IOP
Abstract
A stochastic approach was developed that used the residuals between model
predictions and measured spectrum to construct a 95% confidence inter-
val around the modelled reflectance. The width of the confidence interval
was then used to quantify the sensitivity of the IOP to fluctuations in the
recorded reflectance. In turn, these fluctuations were separated according
to two perturbation sources, namely imperfect atmospheric correction and
sensor noise. A sensitivity analysis on the IOP was then performed to
evaluate relative contribution of each perturbation component to the total
error-budget of the IOP. In general, the errors in the estimated concentra-
tions of SPM are aerosol dominant while the uncertainty on the retrieved
concentrations of chlorophyll-a and DOM is governed by sensor noise.
The algorithm was proposed for hyperspectral sensors with large number
of spectral bands. However it was validated with both hyperspectral and
multi-spectral data sets.
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7.1. INTRODUCTION
7.L Introduction
Due to the stochastic nature of the measurement and the correction (i.e.
atmospheric correction) errors) the retrieved water leaving reflectance is
not the only possible spectrum. Instead, there are many other spectra (we
call them hypothetical spectra) ofthe water leaving reflectance. Each one of
these hypothetical spectra, has the same probability of being the measured
water leaving spectrum. Therefore a different set of the IOP would have
resulted if a hypothetical spectrum had been realized. In consequence, the
hypothetical-IOPs (i.e. resulting from inverting the hypothetical spectra)
will have a certain probability distribution from which the solution vector
iops was drawn. Equivalently the difference between the solution vector
iop6 (our first estimates) and the true IOP is one member drawn from the
probability distribution of the differences between the hypothetical-IOP and
the true IOP. This distribution (of the differences) provides all the necessary
information about the quantitative uncertainties in the solution vector iop6.
The objective of this chapter is to compute this distribution and evaluate
the relative contribution of each perturbation-component to the total error
of IOPs. This is done by separating the influence of these fluctuations on
the retrieved IOPs. This will provides us with the necessary tool to quan-
tify the sensitivity and the uncertainties of the IOP to fluctuations in the
recorded spectrum. The quality of the water leaving spectrum in retrieving
the concentrations of the SPM, chlorophyll-a and DOM can therefore be
assessed.
7.2 Method
7.2.L Separating the perturbation components
Description of the algorithm
Fluctuations in the water leaving spectrum, at the sensor level, can be
modelled as bing due to noise in the sensor itself and imperfect atmospheric
correction. Each one of these perturbations has its own contribution to
the total error-budget on the IOPs. The sensitivity of the IOPs to each
sort of these fluctuations can therefore be quantified separately. This is
by generating random spectra of water leaving reflectance within a specific
interval. The basic idea is to synthesize (i.e. simulate) the hypothetical
spectra in a random fashion. Each spectrum, of these random spectra, has
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to be physically realistic and within a region of possible spectra. In other
words the synthetic-spectra has to be generated within a region around the
measured spectrum. The width of this region is adjusted such as to make
the distinction between the fluctuations in a spectrum (say n) and the very
next spectra (say n--1 and n+1). Flom each synthetic-spectrum a specific
L23
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Fig. 7.1: Schematic description of the algorithm.
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set of the synthetic-IOP (iopir,) can, then, be estimated. The shape of
the probability distribution of the difference (iopfr, - iopo) is assumed to
be the same as the shape of the probability distribution iopo - ioprru..
This means that the solution vector iop6 serves as a surrogate to the real
values iopr,u" in the shape of the probability distribution of the differences.
Figure (7.1) schematically summarize the aforementioned steps to realize
our objective which is the quantitative estimation of the uncertainties on
the IOP.
Rayleigh scattering
The use of the single scattering approximation (section 2.5.4) to correct for
the air molecules multiple-scattering results in an overestimated values of
the water leaving reflectance (figure 7.2(a)). This overestimation is spec-
trally dependent such as it increases with decreasing the wavelengths. The
single scattering approximation produces the Rayleigh-overestimated water
leaving reflectance. On the other hand, correcting the multiple-scattering
of air molecules using the successive order of scattering (Van Hulst 1981)t271
produces our reference water leaving reflectance; i.e. the best possible water
leaving spectrum.
Aerosol scattering
The absolute error in the recorded optical thickness in newly calibrated
sun-photometer (Cimel) and cloud free conditions is between 0.01 and 0.02
(Holben et al., 1998)[t"]. Fignt" (7.2(b)) shows the bounds on the atmo-
spheric reflectance due to fluctuations in aerosol optical thickness which
was assumed to be 0.13 + 0.02. Using these two spectra in the atmospheric
correction scheme result in upper and lower bounds on the water leaving
reflectance. Any value of aerosol optical thickness (between 0.11 and 0.15)
will result in a different water leaving spectrum that is situated between the
upper and the lower bounds. These spectra can be generated within the
upper and lower bounds randomly:
pg):pn+Ranx (7.1)
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Where: pA ir our best fit es.timate using the recorded value of the aerosol
optical thickness; pf) uttd p$) ut. the lower and the upper bounds of the
water leaving spectra respectively. These two bounds can be obtained using
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the two values of aerosol optical thickness (i.e. 0.11 and 0.15) respectively.
The random number Ran can be generated following the normal distribution
such that 95% of. the numbers falls between *1. Let us note that the
choice of normal distribution is just to be in consistence with the least
square approximation which assumes a normally distributed residuals (see
appendix C).
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The sun zenith angle is 40o; the sensor is at nadir with zero azimuthal-difference
and 4km altitude.
Random noise
The noise equivalent radiance (NER) of a sensor is less than a certain value
say NER. Random numbers can be generated between + NER at each
wavelength independently (i.e. independent of wavelength) such as:
Ran(0,a x NER) (7.2)
The random noise is assumed to follow the normal distribution with zero
mean and ax NER standard deviation. Let us note that the value of the
constant o depends on sensor specifications.
The relative contribution
Normally we will have a total sum of all perturbations due to fluctuations
in Rayleigh/aerosol conection and sensor noise. The relative contributions
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ofeach fluctuation-source (rui ofnoise or atmosphere) to the total errors on
the IOP can be calculated as being the ratio of the each variance component
to the total sum of variances:
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7.2.2 Residuals as the sum of errors
pllo : ." ll*n-'ll,rr,' - m,at2)
(7.3)
The deviations of model predictions from measured spectra (i.e. residuals)
can be assigned to the sum of sensor's noise and imperfect atmospheric
correction. This is only true if the model is the prefect representation of
the actual physical-processes. In practice it is difficult to de-compose the
total error of the IOP to its components. Even-more we do not have any
detailed information about the upper and lower bounds of the water leav-
ing reflectance. Another alternative is to use the residuals between model
prediction and measurement as a surrogate of the total error (sum of at-
mospheric and noise errors). These residuals can be used to construct a
confidence bound as follows.
Let us assume that the residuals between our best fit and the measured
spectrum (using the technique of chapter 6) are normally distributed. The
variance of the residuals can then be estimated as (Brad 1974)11231'
-2_ (7.4)N-m z:-
Where (N-m) is the degree of freedom which is given by the number of
bands (N) minus the number of unknowns (rn). The term ei is the residual
between measured and predicted water leaving reflectance at a band i. A
(1-o) confidence interval pllo for the model's best fit pS 
"utt 
then be
approximated as (Bates and Watts 1988)t1261'
N
D"?
(7.5)
Where t(N 
- 
m,af 2) is the upper quantile for a Student's d distribution
with N 
- 
m degrees of freedom. The matrix R is the upper triangle matrix
resulting from the the QR decomposition of the the jacobian matrix of the
cost function at the minimum (see chapter 6 and appendix C). The first
term on the right hand side of in equation (7.5) is the derivative of the
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model prediction that has the best fit to the measurement. The derivation
of the confidence interval (equation 7.5) will take us out of the scope of
this study. For more details consult (Bates and Watts 1988)11261. We will
use this approach relying on the fact that the recorded spectrum of a water
type should, in principle, be close to model prediction. In other words, the
fluctuations in the measured reflectance should occur within a region that
is related to model prediction (i.e. residuals). These residuals can therefore
be assigned to the different perturbation-sources on sensor readings. Let us
note that to get good results from equations (7.4) and (7.5) the number of
bands should be larger than the number of the sought IOP. This approach
is therefore valid for large number of spectral bands, thus mainly narrowing
the dependency of the confidence interval to the residuals between model
predictions and measurements.
7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.L The DAIS sensor
Introduction
On the 25th of June 2001 the Digital Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (DAIS,
see specifications 7.5.1) acquired sets of images that covered part of the
Belgian coast. The acquisition was concurrent with radiometric and bio-
physical in-situ measurements. The images were atmospherically corrected
using measurements from the sun-photometer at Oostende. This water-
region exhibits a permanent high load of suspended matter reaching 40
g.m-3 off the coast and may increase (especially in the winter off Oost-
ende) to more than 100 g.m-3 (Eisma and Kalf 1979)t181. This high load
of suspended sediment arises from transport and re-suspension of sediment
materials through hydrodynamic processes, from river discharge and from
the nearly continuous dredging activities in the area.
Processing steps
The processing of a DAIS image was subdivided into three steps namely,
preprocessing, processing and postprocessing. The objective ofthe first step
was to retrieve high accuracy water leaving reflectance. This was realized
through a good design of the flight lines (demonstrated in section7.5.2),
accurate in-situ measurements (section 7.5.3) and a reliable algorithm for
t27
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atmospheric correction. The total recorded reflectance at DAIS level was at-
mospherically corrected using data of the sun-photometer at Oostende site
(see section 7.5.4). In the processing step, the inherent optical properties
of the water were estimated from hyperspectral images. This encompassed
two subtasks. The first subtask was to retrieve the IOP of the surface
water using the approach of chapter (6). In the second subtask, a stochas-
tic approach is developed to estimate the bounds of relative-uncertainty
around the retrieved IOP which is equal to that around the associated con-
centrations. The post-processing step was to validate the results of the
pre-processing and processing steps independently. Since the main objec-
tive of this chapter falls in the processing and postprocessing steps the
pre-processing section was appended to the main body of the chapter.
7.3.2 Retrieving the IOP from DAIS reflectance
The technique developed in chapter (6) was applied to retrieve the IOP of
the water column from the associated reflectance. The solution was bounded
to allow zero or positive values of the estimated IOP only. The retrieved
t28
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IOP are illustrated in figure (7.3). Figure (7.3) shows that the scattering
coefficients of SPM and absorption coefficients of chlorophyll-a and DOM
are relatively Iarge (note that sites P1*,P2 andP4 are DOM-free). This is
better illustrated in table (7.1). The concentrations in this table were cal-
culated from the retrieved IOP (figure 7.3) and the measured SIOP (IVM
data 2000t111). The estimated concentration of SPM (table 7.1) are not
even close to the measured values (table 7.7). This might be due to the
large values of reflectance at the NIR (due to sensor's artifacts; Peter Gege
2003, personal communication) that were interpreted (by the model) as high
concentrations of SPM. Then to compensate the resulting high signals at
shorter wavelengths the model predicted high concentrations of chlorophyll-
a and DOM. Let us note that the inversion will only be able to separate
the absorption of chlorophyll-a from that of DOM at the blue and the red
bands (centered at 0.44 pm and 0.675 pm respectively). However, the spec-
tral range ofDAIS (see specifications 7.5.1) do not cover the blue region (<
0.502 p,m). The governing parameter in determining the concentration of
chlorophyll-a is therefore the red absorption band at 0.675 p,m. Any fluctu-
ation in this band will result in degenerated concentrations of chlorophyll-a
and DOM (see section 6.3.5).
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site Chl-a mg.m- a4"^(O.44) m- SPM e.m-
P1
P1+
P2
T)^
P5++
P6
56.72
77.61
68.08
59.94
64.16
68.37
o.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.80
2.43
173.56
97.29
57.32
60.54
242.28
239.94
Table 7.1: The retrieved concentrations of SPM and chlorophyll-a and the absorption
coefficient of DOM from DAIS soectra.
7.3.3 The sensitivitv of the IOP to different fluctua-
tions
Rayleigh
The relative errors between the retrieved IOP from the reference spectrum
and that retrieved from the Rayleigh-overestimated spectrum are quantified
in table (7.2). Table (7.2) shows that the overestimation of the water leav-
ing reflectance due to the used Rayleigh single scattering approximation was
interpreted by the model as low value of the chlorophyll-a and DOM ab-
sorption. However, the concentrations of chlorophyll-a were underestimated
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at the DOM-free sites only (P1+, P2 and P4). When DOM was presented
(as predicted by the model) the concentrations of chlorophyll-a were over-
estimated. This is because the resulting concentrations of chlorophyll-a and
DOM are degenerated (see sections 6.3.3, 6.3.5 and 7.3.2).
lable 7.2: The relative errors between the retrieved IOP from the reference spectrum and
that retrieved from the Rayleigh-overestimated spectrum. The stars indicate
that the model predicted zero values.
Aerosol
1000 spectra were generated between the upper and the lower bounds (re'
sulted from figure 7.2(b)) of the water leaving reflectance. The IOP's were
then estimated form the randomly generated spectra. The relative deviation
of these IOP's from our solution vector was quantified at 95% of confidence
(two standard deviations of the relative difference) in table (7.3).
Table 7.3: Relative errors, due to fluctuations in aerosol optical thickness, at 95% of
confidence after 1.000 iterations.
Noise
Table (7.4) shows the 95% of confidence on the estimated IOP from noise'
fluctuated water leaving reflectances. The noise equivalent radiance (NER)
of DAIS sensor is less than i0.25 Wsr-rm-2pm-| in the visible and NIR
part of the spectrum. This NER was converted to reflectance in figure
(7.4). 1000 random numbers were generated with 95% probability to be
site The relative errors % on the IOP due to Ravleigh component
ann,lU.44) a4o^(0.44 Ob(sDm) (U.4
P I
P1+
P2
P4
P5++
P6
u.2(
-4.89
-1.UI
-6.r2
0.36
0.329
-40.84
-16.98
-t9.62
2.81
1.98
1.96
1.82
2.36
2.32
site Relative errors due to aerosol with 957o ol contrdence
ap6ylO.44) Adon\v.+4) br, 
"-- 
r (0.4)
P1
P1+
P2
P4
P5++
P6
+ 1.06
+ 1.30
+ 3.37
+ 2.45
+ 0.53
+ 0.52
t 3.63
+ 0.86
+ 0.98
t 2.5L
+ 3.30
a a.Dr
+ 4.31
+ 1.91
+ r.92
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between -0.25 and 0.25. These numbers were generated at each wavelength
independently (i.e. independent of wavelength), such as in (equation7.2).
The random noise was assumed to follow the norrnal distribution with zero
mean and 0.5 x NER standard deviations (Peter Strobol 2003. nersonal
communications).
site Relative errors due to noise with 95% of confidence
a.n"(0.44) Adon\U.44) b61"r-1(u.4
YI
P1+
P2
P4
P5++
P6
* 2.56
+ 1.84
+ 2.99
+ 2.26
+ 2.23
+ 13.03
+ 4.O4
+ 4.70
+ 1.28
+ 1.59
+ 3.21
* 2.46
+ 1.06
+ 1.09
Table 7.4: The upper and the loiver bound of the relative errors due to noise within 95%
accuracy interval after L000 iterations. The stars indicate that the model
predicted zero values.
Tables (7.3) and (7.4) have a common feature that is the relative errors
increase with decreasing turbidity of the water. This trend is also seen in
table (7.2) for DOM and chlorophyll-a.
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The relative contribution
The use of the single scattering theory to approximate the Rayleigh scatter-
ing reflectance is a major source of errors in the retrieved IOP (table 7.2).
0.7
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In this exercise it was assumed that the Rayleigh reflectance is either cor-
rected using single or multiple scattering computations. In other words, the
errors due to the used Rayleigh correction scheme have a deterministic na-
ture. Therefor, using a perfect correction scheme of the Rayleigh scattering,
leaves the aerosol and noise induced errors to be the major stochastic con-
tributors to the error budget of the IOP. Let us note that calibration errors
was not considers due to the lake of information about their magnitude.
The contributions of each fluctuation-source (noise or aerosol) to the
total errors on the IOP were calculated from (equation 7.3)' Table (7.5)
shows that the errors due to sensor's noise are the major contributor to the
uncertainties on the estimated concentrations of chlorophyll-a (> 55%) and
DOM (>92 %). Ot the other hand, the aerosol-induced-errors constitute
more than 75% of the SPM error-budget. In general, the average (over
sites) contributions of the aerosol and noise induced-errors on the error-
budget of Chl-a are 25To from aerosol and 75% from noise. This proportion
is inverted for SPM to be around 75% from aerosol and the rest 25% are
from noise. For DOM the proportion becomes 5% from aerosol while the
other 95% are from noise-induced errors. These results are with respect to
equal probabilities of having noise or atmospheric errors. Let us note that
the contribution of aerosol induced-error to the total error-budget of Chl-a
increases at the sites with zero values of the DOM absorption coefficient
(consult sections 6.3.3. 6.3.5 and 7.3.2).
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site chlorophyll-a DOM SPM
a€rosol nolse a€rosol norse aerosol nolse
P1
P1+
P2
P4
P5++
P6
14.74
33.45
44.31
40.90
5.24
5.26
db.zb
bb.bi)
55.69
59.10
94.76
94.74
7.r9
4.28
4.13
92.81
95.72
95.87
79.49
81.11
75.00
75.37
76.46
75.72
20.51
18.89
25.00
24.63
23.54
24.28
Tabte 7.51 The relative contributions of noise and aerosol -induced errors to the total
error-budget of the lOP.
7.3.4 Using the residuals between DAIS reflectances
and model predictions
Constructing the confidence intervals on model predictions
Equations (7.4 and 7.5) were used to construct the95% confidence interval
around the predictions of the model (figure 7.5). The goodness of fit was
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calculated as being the root-mean-squaxe of the residuals. Figure (7.5)
shows that the image spectra are within the 95% confidence of the modelled
values except for the bands 0.67-0.8 pm (as it was explained in section 7.3.2).
The confidence intervals of figure (7.5) are accepted if the residuals are small
and normally distributed. Figure (7.6) shows the residuals displayed with
the symbol '*'. Superimposed on each plot is a line joining the first and
third quartiles. This line is extrapolated out to the ends of the sample to
evaluate the linearity of the data. If the residuals does come from a normal
distribution, the plot will appear linear. Other probability density functions
will introduce curvature in the plot. The plots in figure (7.6) are linear,
aaXii"
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indicating that the residuals can be modelled by a normal distribution. This
conclusion was confirmed using a normality test. Therefore the hypothesis
that the residuals have a normal distribution. is accepted.
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Generating random spectra
Although the upper and the lower bounds of the water leaving reflectance
might give (through inversion) the upper and lower bounds on backscatter-
ing coefficient of SPM, it will certainly not give the upper and lower bounds
on the absorption coefficients of chlorophyll-a and DOM. Randomly gener-
ated water spectra is the only way to construct the bounds on the whole
IOP vector. The normal distribution is used to generate random spectra
(i.e. synthetic water leaving spectra) around pS within the confidence in-
tervals p$o (equation 7.5). Two kinds of random spectra were generated.
-0.5 0 0.5 1
resiiuab%
.n
./T
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The first is wavelength dependent:
pg):pS+Ra"xpfflo (7.6)
Where Ran is a random number with 95% probability to be between -1 and
1. The second type of random spectra are independent of wavelength:
pg) :pn + nan(o,o.spflo) (7.7)
This time the random number Ran is generated with 95% probability to
be in the range *pfl,. Equations (7.6) and (7.7) are used because fluctu-
ations (in DAIS data) might occur from variations in the spectral-response
of the sensor and imperfect atmospheric (aerosol) corrections (consult sec-
tion7.2). The random fluctuations resulting from imperfect aerosol correc-
tion should therefore be spectrally correlated whereas the noise-fluctuated
data should be spectrally independent. The noise-fluctuated and aerosol-
fluctuated water-leaving spectra are assumed to have equal chance of oc-
currence. In other words, the probabilities of having noise or aerosol errors
is the same. Equal number of wavelength- dependent/ -independent ran-
dom spectra were therefore generated. The IOPs were estimated from each
randomly-generated spectrum using the optimization procedure of chapter
(6). The populations of the differences were then used to calculate the con-
fidence intervals on the vector iops. The confidence interval on the IOP was
estimated for the relative errors. This relative measure is used to eliminate
the influence of the SIOP on the relative errors. Thus, the relative error of
the IOP is equal to that of the associated constituent's concentration. Fig-
ure (7.7), shows the half width of relative errors (of the IOP) with 95% of
confidence using the spectrally dependent random number, spectrally inde-
pendent random number and both of them respectively. The 95% confidence
was calculated as being two standard deviations from the mean-difference
which is normalized to the solution vector iop6. Figure (7.7) shows the in-
fluence of the spectral correlation of the random fluctuations, on the relative
bound on the IOP. The concentrations of DOM and Chl-a are less sensitive
to the wavelength-dependent fluctuations (e.g. imperfect aerosol removal)
than to the spectrally-uncorrelated fluctuations (e.g. sensor noise). This
situation was converted for SPM concentrations (see table 7.5). However
assuming an equal-probability of having fluctuation from sensor noise and
atmospheric correction (both wavelength -dependent and -independent) will
increase the uncertainty on the retrieved IOP. In the three cases (i.e. fluc-
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tuation dependent and/or independent of wavelength) SPM has the best
accuracy in the retrieved concentrations. Actually the uncertainties on the
SPM and DOM have clear trend in decreasing with increasing the concen-
trations whereas chlorophyll-a does not show a similar trend. However the
uncertainty in estimated concentrations of chlorophyll-a also increases with
decreasing the concentration of SPM (relatively SPM-clear water)' Similar
observation was stated in sections (6.4.4) and (7.2) (i'e. large errors in the
estimated IOP of relatively SPM-clear water). This type of water is ob-
served at the sites P2 and P4. At these sites, the modelled and recorded
water leaving reflectances did not exceed 4.5% at 0.555 pm with SPM con-
centrations of 22 g.m-3 and 18 g.m-3 respectively. Whereas this value (of
the water leaving reflectance at 0.555 p m) was bigger than 6To in all the
other sites (SPM >50 g.m-3). The proportional contributions of aerosol
non-/ and spectrally correlated flucluations
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7.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and noise fluctuation to the total error budget of SPM, DOM and Chl-a
were isolated in section (7.2.1). Table (7.5) can therefore be used with the
results of the upper panel of figure (7.7) to separate the errors on the IOP
to their components, being caused by imperfect aerosol correction or sensor
noise (figure 7.8).
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Fig. 7,8: Half width of the relative contributions (with 95% of confidence ) of the aerosol
and noise induced errors to the total error-budget on the lOP.
7.3.5 Validation with multi-spectral in situ sensor: SIM-
BADA
The proposed stochastic approach was applied on the spectra acquired by
SIMBADA (see figure 7.I2(a)). The IOP were first extracted from the
recorded reflectances using the implicit inversion technique (chapter 6). Sec-
ond the deviations between model predictions and SIMBADA readings were
used to construct ag5% confidence interval (i.e. uncertainty bound) around
model-generated spectra. Note that SIMBADA spectra are relatively (com-
paring to DAIS spectra) free of the atmospheric path reflectance. Therefore,
only fluctuations due to sensor's noise were considered i.e. wavelength in-
dependent random spectra (equation 7.7). The spectra in figure (7.9) have
wide uncertainty bounds (compare to figure 7.5). This is because the un-
certainty bound will be wider if the number of bands N approaches the
number of retrieved parameter m. In this case the spectra of SIMBADA
have three degree-of-freedoms comparing to the 18 degree-of-freedoms for
DAIS spectra. Estimating the IOP from the water leaving reflectances ac-
quired by SIMBADA will therefor have large uncertainties (figure 7.10).
These uncertainties (in figure 7.10) were quantified using equation (7.7)
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with 1000 realizations. The concentrations of Chl-a and SPM were then
estimated from the retrieved IOP (from SIMBADA spectra) and measured
SIOP (figure 7.10). Let us note that while the inversion of DAIS spectra
predicted a DOM-free water at three sites (P1+, P2 and P4), the inversion
of SIMBADA spectra predicted DOM-free waters at all sites. Moreover, the
estimated concentrations of Chl-a and SPM are lower when retrieved from
SIMBADA. This might be to the a^rtifacts in the NIR bands of the DAIS
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sensor. The large relative-uncertainty bounds in figure (7.10) are mainly
due to the approximation (equation 7.5) of the confidence intervals around
the predicted spectra. This approximation is valid for observation with
large degree-of-freedom and hence at large number of spectral bands (i.e.
hyperspectral). The uncertainties on retrieved SPM and Chl-a increase in
turbid waters. This is in contrary to the results obtained from DAIS (figure
7.8). This is due to some limitations in SIMBADA, namelv the number of
the spectral bands and their position.
Let us note that the techniques (developed in chapters 6 and 7) were
applied and tested on hyperspectral data which covered the whole visible.
NIR spectrum. The width of the confidence interval is inversely related to
the number of spectral bands (equations 7.4 and 7.5 and figure 7.9). There.
fore the retrieved IOPs, form SIMBADA readings, are subjected to high
fluctuations-level which increases their uncertainties. Moreover the unique
peak of SPM-rich water between 0.8-0.82 p m is not covered by SIMBADA
spectral-bands. This range is very important for turbid waters with SPM
concentration > 30 g.m-3 (demonstrated in chapter 5) and observed in fig-
ure 7.10(b)). The SPM concentrations, estimated from SIMBADA-spectra,
are therefor vulnerable to wider range of errors. Any error in the retrieved
SPM will lead to increased uncertainty on Chl-a (figure 7.t0(a)). In the
sense that the fitting procedure will suppress any increase in SPM by over-
estimation of Chl-a (see the discussion in section 7.3.2).
P'l P1+ P2 P3 P3+ P4 P5 P5+P5++ P6
sites
P5 P5+ P5r+ P6
Fig. 7.10: The estimated concentrations of (a): Chl-a and (b): SPM with 65Yio of con-
fidence (the dotted bars) after 1000 iterations.
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7.4 Conclusion and remarks
A stochastic approach was proposed to estimate the bounds of relative-
uncertainty around the retrieved IOP. In turn the errors were separated
according to their sources due to imperfect atmospheric correction and sen-
sor noise. A sensitivity analysis on the IOP was then performed to evaluate
error budgeting and propagation for each perturbation component.
The proposed technique was applied on DAIS spectra using the residuals,
resulting from the inversion, to construct a95% confidence interval around
the modelled reflectance. Random spectra of water leaving reflectance were
generated within this confidence interval. The IOP vector was estimated
for each of the random-generated spectrum. The differences between the
solution vector iop6 and the stochastically simulated IOP were used to con-
struct the 95% confidence intervals around the solution vector iops. The
width of the confidence interval gave an idea about the sensitivity of the
retrieved IOP to small fluctuations in the recorded reflectance. In general,
when the Rayleigh reflectance is accounted correctly the average (over sites)
contributions of the aerosol and noise induced-error to the error-budget of
SPM are 75To from aerosol and 25Ta from noise. This proportion is inverted
for chlorophyll-a to be around 25To from aerosol and 75To from noise. For
DOM the proportion becomes 5% from aerosol while 95% a,re from noise
induced errors. This outcome is correct for equal probabilities of occurrence
for noise or aerosol errors. The retrieved Chl-a and DOM concentrations
were less sensitive to the wavelength-dependent fluctuations (e.g. imper-
fect aerosol removal) than to the spectrally-uncorrelated fluctuations (e.g.
sensor noise). This trend was inverted for the SPM. However assuming an
equal-probability of having fluctuation from sensor noise and atmospheric
correction (both wavelength -dependent and -independent) will increase the
uncertainty on the retrieved IOP. In the three cases (i.e. fluctuation de'
pendent and/or independent of wavelength) SPM has the best accuracy
in the retrieved concentrations. The uncertainties on the SPM and DOM
had a clear trend in decreasing with increasing the concentrations whereas
chlorophyll-a did not show a similar trend. However the uncertainty on the
estimated concentrations of chlorophyll-a also increased with decreasing the
concentration of SPM (relatively SPM-clear water). In other words the IOP
of SPM-clear waters are more sensitive to fluctuations in the recorded re-
flectance.
The estimated uncertainty bounds on the IOP were relative and' there-
fore, independent of the SIOP. Thus, provided the water leaving reflectance,
7.4. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
the algorithm will give the confidence intervals on the concentrations of
SPM, chlorophyll-a and DOM yet to be retrieved.
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7.5 Appendix
7.5.1 Characteristics of the sensor
DAIS is a 79-channel Digital Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (DAIS 7915).
This sensor covers the spectral range from 0.502 to 72.3 pm. Table 7.6
summarizes the spectral and geometrical characteristics of the sensor.
Parameter DAIS sensor
Dynamic range lbitl
FoV [o]
IFOV [mrad]
spectral range fpm]
Number of bands (0.5-0.85 pm)
Spectral interval [nm]
Spatial resolution [m]
flight altitude [m]
NER [u/sr.rn2.pm]
ID
*26
3.3
0.5-12.3
27
varies
NA
= 
4000
0.25
Table 7.6: The operational mode of DAIS sensor.
7.5.2 Planning the flight lines
The DAIS sensor scanned a sub-region of the Belgian coastal waters' off
shore Oostende, with one DAIS. The constraints in preparing a flight line
were:
o Avoid sun glint and specular reflection from the sea surface.
o Maintain an acceptable signal-to-noise-ratio.
o Minimize the variations in illumination-intensity across the flight line.
o Maintain the accessability to the sampling sites which is subjected to
the tidal cycle (i.e water level).
To achieve a reasonable flexibility, several time dependent-scenarios were
realized in figure (7.11). The flight lines scenarios were for a point near
Oostende (Lat: 51.233, Long: 2.933) and for the 25th of June 2001 (the
DAIS over-flight). The above conditions can be fulfilled at sun zenith be-
tween 30-50 degrees and the sun is at the back or front of the aircraft.
To achieve the last requirement the beginning point of the flight line (the
square in the middle of figure 7.11(b)) was fixed. Then the flight line rotated
following the sun azimuth. The best flight line was depending on the align-
ment of the shore line and water level. The shoreline (in figure 7.11(b)) was
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modelled as a line with an anele of 57o w.r.t. the north line in the clockwise
direction.
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Fig, 7.11: The variation of the flight line as function of solar angles, position and date.
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7.5.3 In-situ measurements
Complete details about the in-situ measurements performed during this
research can be found in Salama and Monbaliu (2003) [100] utr4 Salama
and Monbaliu (ZOOe)tssl. During the DAIS overflight, water reflectance,
transpa.rency, absorption and SPM content were measured at four sites (with
Table 7.7: The sites of in-situ measurements during the DAIS flight campaign 25th of
June 2001. The '*' sign (and hence the stars) indicate that water samples
were not collected.
-B- zenith
-&' azimuth
site
ID
local
time
coordinates turbiditv
lat rong transpaxency
lml
DTNl
le.m-31
P1
P1+
P2
P3
P3+
P4
P5
P5+
P5++
P6
10:53
11:10
7I:27
11:36
11:58
12.:09
12:27
12:40
12:50
13:02
57.266
51.28
51.3
51.314
51.316
51.305
51.316
51.303
51.288
5r.277
2.9r4
2.868
2.826
2.783
2.818
2.853
2.897
2.915
2.932
2.95
U.DC
o2
3.7
r.7
0.65
o.4
oo
22
7
18.6
33.6
153.5
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no '+' sign, see table 7.7). These sites will be used to assess the performance
of the atmospheric correction and hydro-optical model and the accuracy of
the measurements.
Water leaving reflectance was measured at 10 sampling sites using the
SIMBADA radiometer (figure 7.L2(a)). Due to the instability of the plat-
form, sun-measurements were not accepted according to the standard spec-
ifications of the provider. Only 6 of these sites were in the DAIS scene.
Tlansparency was assessed using Secchi depth measurements. Water sam-
ples were collected (only at sites with no '+' sign) and filtered through
GF/F 0.7 pm filters to quantify their content of SPM's concentrations and
absorptions (table 7.7 and figure 7.12(b)).
The absorption coefficient of the SPM retained on GF/F filter was de'
termined from the optical density (OD) of the filter (Fargion and Muller
2000)t231. The Specific absorption coefficient was calculated by dividing the
total absorption coefficient of SPM over its measured concentration (figure
7.12(b)). Let us note that the site P6 (figure 7.12(b)) has the highest value
of the absorption coefficient (at 0.443 ptm). This might be due to the high
concentration of SPM at this site (table 7.1). This high concentration might
prolong the optical path of the filter. Thus the spectrometer might register
an erroneous high-value of the absorption coefficient for this site (see figure
7.12(b)). The effect of light backscattering by particles could be eliminated
if the spectrophotometer was equipped with an integrating sphere (Tassan
and Ferrari 19951ttzzl.
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7.5.4 Atmospheric correction
The total recorded reflectances of DAIS were corrected for gaseous absorp-
tion, Rayleigh and surface reflectance. The data (aerosol optical thickness,
water content and solar irradiance) recorded by the sun-photometer sit-
uated at Oostende were then used to generate the aerosol scattering at
the sensor level (Vermote et aI., 1997)t451. The resulting water leaving re-
flectances are illustrated in figure (7.13). The water leaving reflectances
estimated from DAIS agreed with the readings of SIMBADA for all sites
at the band 0.555 pm. This agreement at 0.555 pm gives more confidence
on the atmospheric correction. This is because a good atmospheric correc-
tion will produce close estimates between the reflectance recorded by SIM-
BADA and DAIS. The aerosol reflectances were estimated by substracting
the modelled and measured water leaving reflectances from the total cor-
rected reflectances of DAIS (figure 7.14). The resulting aerosol reflectances
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Fig. 7.13: The water leaving reflectance measured by DAIS and SIMBADA and predicted
from equation (2.39).
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(figure 7.14) from DAIS-SIMBADA and DAIS-model show that except for
the site P4 model predictions deviate from measurement predictions. Let
us note the the dip at 0.555pm band (figure 7.14) should not wrongly be
interpreted as an absorption band of aerosol. It only means that the es-
timations of aerosol scattering at bands other than the 0.555pm are poor.
Actually, we cannot expect a good fit between the readings of different de'
vices. This is because DAIS reflectances are for one location. Each pixel of
DAIS is associated with a water volume of 1 to hundreds cubic meters (de-
pending on the penetration-depth). On the other hand the water leaving
reflectances measured by SIMBADA (single measurement) are associated
with a point measurement that is an order-of-magnitude smaller. Upon on
that the measured inherent optical properties are associated with sample
volumes ranging from order of cubic millimeter to cubic centimeters. These
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variations in the sampling volumes will create a scaJe closure that is difficult
to be satisfied.
The most important observation, however, is that the predictions of the
model (equation 2.39 feeded with elementary measurements of the IOP)
largely deviate from SIMBADA readings. This can be explained that the
model is not appropriate for water with high concentrations of Chl-a or
DOM (see section 2.4.2). Let us note that the water leaving spectra acquired
by DAIS and SIMBADA, both, predicted (via inversion) waters with high
concentrations of Chl-a (see tables 7.1 and 7.10).
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and remarks
8.1 Summary
The inherent optical properties (IOP) of a water body (namely: absorption
coefficients and the volume scattering function) completely characterize the
water leaving radiance and other related quantities (i.e. AOP) that can be
measured by remote sensing techniques. The IOP of the surface water are
estimated using implicit-inversion which solves a sequence of forward prob-
lems. The forward model defines exactly the apparent optical properties
of the water column providing its inherent optical properties. The water
leaving reflectance (or any AOP) can be computed following one of the two
approaches. The first solves the radiative transfer equation providing the
bulk IOP. The second approach employs Mie theory to compute the water
leaving reflectance using the IOP of a single, perfectly shaped, particle. This
implies that the bulk IOP are the sum of the IOP of individual particles.
In other words, there is a closure between the scales of the bulk IOP and
the single'particle IOP. Extensive research and measurements are needed
before narrowing the gap of scale closure.
The light through its path back to the sensor experiences several attenu-
ations events. This is due to the scattering and absorption by air molecules
and aerosol. The calculation of Rayleigh scattering of air molecules is well
described in terms of geometry and pressure. Gaseous absorption can be
calculated knowing the altitude and the season. Aerosol scattering is the
most significant contributor to the total received reflectance. The signals
arising from aerosol scattering have large spatial and temporal variabilities.
Thus, the aerosol scattering has to be quantified directly from measured
r49
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reflectance.
8.2 Contributions
In chapter (3) we developed a technique that retrieved the aerosol ratio
at two bands from the AVHRR corrected reflectance. The approach was
successfully extended and applied (in chapter 4) on SeaWiFS images. This
was to replace the visual inspection by an automated process that is based
on a statistical technique.
In chapter (5) a coupled atmosphere-ocean approach is proposed for tur-
bid waters. This algorithms considers, and retrieves, the spatial variability
of the aerosol and water reflectance ratios at the NIR. Two assumptions were
imposed on three bands at the NIR (>0'8 pm). First, the water leaving re'
flectance is optically governed by the SPM and water molecules. Second,
the aerosol in the multiple scattering regime follows the same spectral de-
pendency of the single scattering regime. with respect to these assumptions
a rigorous solution to the atmospheric-correction problem was established.
For each triplet of corrected reflectance exact values of the aerosol and water
reflectance ratios are found.
In chapter (6) we developed an implicit method to retrieve the bulk
IOP from the water Ieaving reflectance. Sets of the IOP were feeded to
the semi-empirical model to generate water leaving spectra. The measured
reflectance was fitted to these pre-generated spectra of water leaving re-
flectance. The sought IOP were assumed to be of the modelled-spectrum
with the best-fit to the measurement.
In chapter (7) a stochastic approach was developed that used the resid-
uals between model predictions and measured spectrum to construct a 95To
confidence interval around the modelled reflectance. The width of the con-
fidence interval was then used to quantify the sensitivity of the IOP to
fluctuations in the recorded reflectance. In turn, these fluctuations were
separated according to two perturbation sources' namely imperfect atmo-
spheric correction and sensor noise. A sensitivity analysis on the IOP was
then performed to evaluate relative contribution of each perturbation com-
ponent to the total error-budget of the IOP. In general, the errors in the
estimated concentrations of SPM are aerosol dominant while the uncertainty
on the retrieved concentrations of chlorophyll-a and DOM is governed by
sensor noise.
A step for future research was proposed (in section 8.2'4).
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8.3 Recommendation
8.3.1 In-situ measurements
In-situ measurements are the basis for calibrating and validating any pro-
posed algorithm. The measurement procedure should consist of collect-
ing samples for laboratory analysis, radiometric measurements and ancil-
Iary data. These measurements should be concurrent with image acquisi-
tion. It is advisable to divide the ground-reference sites into calibration
and algorithm-validation sites. The calibration sites fall into two classes
namely algorithm-calibration and vicarious-calibration sites. In the first
step, algorithm-calibration sites are used to force the closure between mea-
surements and the model predictions. The sites for vicarious-calibrations
are only used to calibrate the sensor and correct for any spectral (or ther-
mal) shift. In the second step the models (atmospheric correction and inver-
sion technique) are validated against the measurements foom the algorithm-
validation sites. An important constraint in determining sampling locations
is the accessibility to these sites. The depth profile of the SIOP, IOP and
AOP of the water column should be measured at these sites. This should
be associated with quantitative estimation of the water constituents. The
ideal sampling campaign would measure independently each SIOP, IOP,
AOP and constituents's concentrations in the water column. In this ap
proach the measurement closure can be assessed.
8.3.2 Coastal areas
Normally coastal areas (shallow waters, shorelines, salt marches and mud
flats) have received minor attention in remote sensing due to their optical
complexity. These coastal environments are at risk from development and
climate change. Remote sensing offers the only realistic means of acquiring
the required measurements to study these large and often inaccessible areas
(e.g. mud flats). In particular, hyperspectral technology provides data that
can be used to derive the desired characteristics of any coastal environment.
The objective of remote sensing over coastal areas is to assess the quality
of coastal waters and the morphological changes of coastal areas. This
should include mapping and measuring the changes of the coastal areas
over time. Second, assessing their physical and biological characteristics.
These measurements, along with information on hydrodynamics and climate
processes, can then be used to determine the quality of coastal waters and
the morphological change of coastal environments.
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8.3.3 Exact forward modelling
The inversion of remote sensing signals (i.e. atmospheric corrections and
estimating the IOP) is quite problematic in coastal zones- This is due to
the high turbidity of the water, bottom reflectance' organic content and
the adjacency effects from land (e.g. mud-flats) to the water column and
vice versa. Therefore a careful modelling of the interactions of light with
matter is required. To obtain reasonable results foom inverse modelling
(hence remote sensing), the forward modelling should be realized within a
high degree of confidence. Normally the IOP of the water are retrieved using
implicit-inversion which solves a sequence of forward problems. Therefore a
reliable forward solution is the necessary reference to the inverse modelling
and in-situ measurements. The right approach would be an exact solution
of the RTE (e.g. Thomas and Stamnes 1999[5], Mobley 1994t21) or Mie
calculations (e.g. Van de Hulst 1981[27], Bohren and Huffman tgalt28])
with an accurate treatment of the boundary conditions'
8.3.4 Coupling Mie and radiative transfer calculations
It seems possible to link the inversion technique developed in chapter (6)
to Mie calculation of single particles. This is due to the fact that the op-
tics of a single particle can be linked to the bulk optical properties of sea
waters (Morel 1994)t40j. However the single-particleto-bulk-IoP scale clo-
sure is difficult to be made (Mobley 7gg4l2l, Zaneveld 1994t381). Neverthe
less, similar approach was successfully applied on seawater (Gordon and Du
2001[121], Twa,rdowski et a|.,2001[720] and Balch et ol., 1999[124])' Therefore
the proposed method in this section might provide essential information on
the backscattering fraction, index ofrefraction and possibly the particle-size
distribution.
Volume scattering function
Any wrongly assumed scattering phase function would not describe the
fraction of backscattering and neither the shape of the angular distribution
of up-welling radiance within the water. This will lead to considerable
errors in computed AOP (forward modelling) and retrieved IOP (i'e' inverse
modelling). Most studies (as well as this thesis) used a fixed backscattering
fraction that can only occur in very clear waters (Gordon 1993)t1zsl. 1o
our understanding the shape and the magnitude of the volume scattering
function (hence backscattering fraction) are determined by the index of
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refraction, particles-size distribution and concentration of the SPM in the
water column. Therefore it is crucial to accurately estimate and measure
the fraction of backscattering and the associated scattering phase function.
Constant SIOP
The concentrations of SPM were estimated from the retrieved IOP and mea-
sured SIOP. The measured SIOP were assumed to have constant values.
This assumption is acceptable for a region at which the SIOP's have been
locally-measured (i.e. in-situ) during a specific season (Mikkelsen 2002)t1161.
The SIOP of a constituent is a measure of the absorption/scattering effi-
ciency of the particle cross section. The SIOP will vary with particle-size
distribution, chemical, biological and mineral composition of the particle.
This can be described by a particle-size distribution function and the index
of refraction of the particles being suspended in the water. The cross sec-
tion s of a particle plays an essential role in defining its optical efficiency
as scatterer or absorber. The particle can thus be characterized by scatter-
ing, absorption and attenuation efficiency factors. The efficiency factor of
absorption Qo or scattering Q6 is the ratio of scattered energy to the total
incident energy crossing the geometrical section of a particle. These effi-
ciency factors can be linked to the corresponding bulk IOP (absorption or
scattering coefficient) knowing the particle-size distribution function (PSD)
of the constituents (Morel 1994)t401.
Proposed method
We propose an algorithm to estimate the IOP, index of refraction and frac-
tion of backscattering from image reflectance alon. The method couples the
implicit inversion of the radiative transfer equation (RTE) with simulations
from Mie theory (Bohren and Huffman 1983)t281 in an iterative scheme.
The inputs to start Mie computations are index of refraction, particle-size
distribution PSD and the wavelength. The output are the intensities and
directions of scattered beams and efficiency factors. The backscattering and
absorbtion efficiency factors can be up scaled to the bulk IOP. The compu-
tations are repeated by changing the values of index of refraction. This is
continued until the values of the backscattering and absorbtion coefficients
agrees with those resulted from the inversion of the I{TE. In other words, the
absorption and backscattering coefficients are used as the key-parameters
to measure the fit between the radiative transfer and Mie computations of
t53
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the light field. The expected outputs a,re IOP, fraction of backscattering
and the index of refraction.
This approach might provide the necessary information that links the
bulk IOP to the pa,rticle-level IOP. This information is essential for quan-
tifying the concentrations of SPM and other ma,rine quantities. This might
open the way for a new approach to estimate the fraction of backscattering
and the specific inherent optical properties (SIOP) from image reflectance.
However, extensive measurements on the AOP, IOP, SIOP, refractive index
of the particles and their size distribution are needed to validate such an
approach. Moreover these in situ measurements axe necessaxy to investigate
the scale closure from the single particle IOP to bulk IOP.
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Appendix A
The solar energy
A.1 The solar spectrum
The extraterrestrial solar irradiance corrected for the earth-sun distance can
be estimated as (Gordon et aI.1983[48]):
E, ()) : H, (^) (t * 
" 
-, ('"(#; t))]' (A-1)
Where H.(^) is the mean extraterrestrial irradiance obtained from Neckel
and Labs (1981)t1301, e:0.0167 is the orbital eccentricity and D is the Julian
day (figure A.1). This solar radiation travels, within the earth atmosphere,
along a path that is proportional to the solar zenith angle i.e. 7l cos(0).
The path-length of the light (from sun to target) can be calculated taking
into account the sphericity of the earth-atmospheric system as (Gregg and
Carder 1999lt:tJ1'
M @) : r f ("", e+ 0.15 (e3.s85 - d)-t'zss; (A-2)
Note that the longer this path is, the greater the chance that a photon
will hit a scattering or absorbing center (i.e. molecules or particles). Thus
some energy will be lost (absorbed or scattered out) or gained due to the
scattering into the beam of incident light. Similar processes occur in the
second path of the light from target to the sensor. The solar zenith and
azimuth for a location (latitude and longitude) on the earth surface can
be calculated knowing the day of the year and time of the day. Figure
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A.2. THE NATURE OF SOLAR RADIATIVE-ENERGY
(A.1) depicts the solar irradiance and at top of atmosphere (TOA). As we
can see that the maximum solar energy is at 0.555 pm wavelength. It is
not a coincidence that this wavelength (0.555 pm) induces the maximum
sensation of brightness in the human eye (retina).
2200
2000
1 800
1 600
1400
1200
Fig. A.1: The solar irradiance
23 August 2000 and
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
wavelength pm
at the TOA corrected for earth sun distance.This was for
sun zenith of 40".
A.2 The nature of solar radiative-energy
The solar radiant-energy is envisioned as consisting of numerous localized
packets of time-varying self sustaining electric and magnetic field called
photons. The photon is a quantum of electromagnetic energy that has no
mass, no electric charge and a speed in the vacuum of c : 2'99792458 x
108[rns-1]. Note that the dual aspects of light as an electromagnetic wave
or quanta are both important for proper treatment of light interaction with
matter. The energy q [J] of a photon is related to its frequency z [s] and
corresponding wavelength .\ [pm] by :
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Where h :6.62607S5 x 10-34[J s] is plank's constant. Equation(A-3) shows
that the radiant energy is greater at shorter wavelengths. This radiation is
emitted by all bodies in the universe that have temperature above absolute
zero (0 K). A blackbody is a substance, in thermodynamic equilibrium, that
emits all radiation that it absorbs. The radiance Ls that is emitted by a
(A-3)
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blackbody with temperature ? [K] at wavelength ) pm (spectral radiance)
can be expressed by Planck's law:
2hc2LB:
.\5[exp(;ffi)] 
- 
1
(A-4)
Where /ca is the Boltzmann's constant 1.3806568x19-ze1J.6-t]. In reality
all natural bodies emit a fraction of a perfect blackbody radiance. This
fraction is the emissivity of that substance e; ( 1, and therefore the radiance
emitted by any substance can be approximated as:
Ll: exLo (A-5)
Equations (A-4 and A-5) are the mea,ns to estimate the sea-surface temper-
ature from radiance measurements.
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Appendix B
Geometry
8.1 The coordinates system
A unit sphere is a sphere with radius normalized to unity. The unit sphere
E specify a set of directions 
€ 
e E. Therefor E represents all zenith d and
azimuthal /anglessuchthat: 0 < e < zr and 0 < d ( 2zr. Considering
the two-way path of the sola^r radiant energy from sun to target to sensor,
the set E can be divided into two subsets. These are the upward and the
downward hemisphere of directions, E., and Ea (see figure 8.1):
(B-1)
(B-2)
The solid angle is an extension of two dimensional space angle and has a unit
of steradian [sr]. An incremental solid angle dO is an incremental surface
arca dA on a unit sphere according to (B-3).
(B-3)
The incremental surface can be derived as:
61: (rd,0) (rsinild$) : r2 sinfld,ildd
Eu:rf2101r 0<S<2r
E4:0(0<rl2 O<S<%r
dAFdst:
L7L
(B-4)
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where d,0 and d6 are the increment zenith and azimuth angles respectively.
Substituting (B- ) in (B-3) gives the incremental solid angle:
dQ: s\nOdfldd (B-5)
Any point V : (r,y,z) on the unit sphere can be linked to the viewing
geometry (zenith 0 and azimuth @ ) as :
r: sin0cosd
Y: sin0sind
z : cos9
The direction vector { is:
€ 
: singcosdir * sin0si\6iz * cos0'd3 (8-6)
Where 'i,, j, and /t are the three perpendicula^r unit vector that define a
right handed ca,rtesian coordinate system. The used coordinate system is
illustrated in figure(B.l).
Fig. 8.1: The used coordinate system for defining upward and downward directions.
''ffit(l
Appendix C
Least- square mini rnizat ion
C.1 The cost function
An approach to retrieve the IOP from recoded reflectance is to maximize
the likelihood of the IOP that give the observed water leaving reflectance.
Suppose that the water leaving reflectance is modelled as a set of data; a
point for each band. The measurement error of the water leaving reflectance
at each band can be assumed normally distributed a^round the model out-
put (the mean). The probability distribution function of the data-set is
proportional to the product of each probability at each band:
p$,:) ') 
*-) (c-1)
Where plil ir the recorded water leaving reflectance ana p[][1iop) is the
modelled reflectance as a function of the IOP's vector iop o6 is the standard
deviation of the measurements at the band i. Maximizing (C-1) is equivalent
to maximizing its logarithm, or minimizing the negative of its logarithm:
(,\,,),.
Pia'ilnVoP)
",
"*fi{"-(+l
)lpl],A$"p
Oi
(,\')
P-,;;Il
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- 
NlogAp- (c-2)
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The number of bands N and the derivativ" Lp- can be assumed constant,
minimizing (C-2) is equivalent to minimizing the following:
- 
pi,i;) (i"p) (c-3)
The quantity in (C-3) is called the chi-square (X2). This corresponds to the
sum of N squares of normally distributed quantities, each normalized to a
unit variance. Ifthe variance can be assumed constant for all channels then
the minimization in (C-3) is simplified to:
Oi
pg,:)Ni
n': \- |
" z-/|i:l L
From the above discussion we can conclude that least-square minimization
is a special case of chi-square minimization (maximum likelihood estima-
tion) of the fitted parameters. This is true taking into account our first
assumption of normally distributed errors with a constant standard devia-
tion.
C.2 Gauss Newton method
Equation (C-4 ) can be started with initial values of the IOP. In each iter-
ation (j) the values of the IOP a^re adjusted to decrease the cost function
(4i+, < 6i). This is proceeded until the cost function has converged to
the minimum. Brief outlines of the Gauss Newton method are given in the
following paragraph. The function (/) can be approximated by its Taylor
series (up to the second order):
6 i +, : O j + 
€ 
(iop j*, 
-iopr' ) + | (iopr*1 -iop7 )"H1 (iopr*r -iop, ) (C-5)
Where g7 and II7 are, t"rp""ri.l"tr, the gradient vector and the hessian
matrix at iteration j. If the the function (/) is minimum at iopi11 then:
N--t
o:Lloll,) - p{,i:} (i"p)]"
;-t
(c-4)
#l- : Bj * H3(iopr*1 - iopr) : 6l.\lopr+1 (c-6)
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If H1 is nonsingular then:
iopj+r 
- 
iopj 
-Hi'gi
The function $i can be written as:
]V
di:D"?
d:1
(c-7)
(c-8)
(c-10)
Where the right ha"nd side of equation (C-8) is the sum of residuals between
modelled and measured reflectances at iteration 7. The gra.dient vector can
be calculated such as:
(c-e)
Where the second term on the right hand side of equation (C-9) is the
jacobian matrix. The hessian matrix can then be approximated from the
jacobian matrix J1r,7; as:
AJ. Nur:affi:2t"r&
1V
Hi:z5lf;,ryJru)
Defining the searching direction of the algorithm will take us out of the
scope of this study. For detailed discussion about the sea,rching direction
see Murray 1g721ez1, Ba,rd 1974t1231 and Gill et al., 1981[133] and Press et
al.. 2002[101].
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